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GIVE him 24 months of high -class radio reading and instruction in his favorite
hook -up magazine. He knows our circuit drawings are the best in the United
States because he has been buying our periodical on the newsstands. He
knows our technical articles are the best because he and his friends have tested
them for two years and found them true as a trivet. He knows our list of broadcasting stations is complete EACH MONTH and CORRECTED each month,
because he has been using our list when fishing for far stations. He knows our
department for letters from readers is a radio education in itself.
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j

Then why nót save $1.50 and send him RADIO AGE
for Iwo years at practically the price of one year?

There is a refinement of radio value in Radio Age that has earned for it the affectionate title of "Old Reliable." Therefore, when we offer you this magazine

TWO YEARS FOR

$3.50

we have helped you solve a Christmas problem. Send us the coupon, accompanied
by remittance. We will send him the Christmas number, with special Christmas
cover, and twenty -three good numbers thereafter. Or send us two names and $3.50
and we will mail Radio Age to each of them for one year.
"(This offer will be withdrawn on

January

1, 1924.)

Station XMAS Signing Off
I WANT THIS CHRISTMAS BARGAIN
RADIO AGE, Inc.,
500 North Dearborn St.,
Chicago, Ill.
Please send your bigger and better Magazine for

TWO YEARS at $3.50

.ONE YEAR át $2.00
To the address given below. This saves me $1.50 from the regular subscription price;
for two years or fifty cents from the old price for one year. It also insures getting the
magazine each month, even though newsdealers sell out early. I send by money order,
or registered mail currency. No additional cost to Canadian subscribers; foreign
subscriptions, fifty cents additional.

Name.

Street.
City and State.
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RADIO ACE

junior Heterodyne

The Magazine of the Hour

NE of the best writers on radio
subjects has prepared an
article for our January issue
which is entitled, "The Junior
Heterodyne." It will be illustrated with some of those drawings
which have won this magazine a
great following and which have
induced some other periodicals to
try to emulate us. More power to
you, brothers, it is all for the good
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of radio.
We shall also offer an interesting
article on simple experiments in
radio control. Something that will

appeal to the inventive reader.
In this issue we are publishing a
newly revised list of broadcasting
stations with the wave lengths.
This is a new list, received just
before going to press, and was
obtained from the United States
Department of Commerce. This
list is as complete and correct in
every detail as can be obtained and
we believe it will justify the expense
and labor devoted to it. Please
remember that it is not the list
"authorized last August" but this
week's-today's--roll of broadcast
stations.
If you want to have the next issue
of RADIO AGE sent to you free,
or if you want one number added
to your subscription period, find
an error in the list and tell us about
it. We want you to kick about it,
if you find something to kick about.
That applies to every department
of the magazine.
May we modestly call your attention once more to the quality of the
draftsmanship devoted to producing your isometric diagrams? A
new artist in this line joins our
staff in the next issue.
If it appears in RADIO AGE, it
is original and it is dependable.
Let our hookups be your guide.

e ,
VT

-Editor, RADIO AGE.
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Radio was the chief element in electing Senorita Carmen Fernandez Ramos, the most beautiful girl in Cuba.
The campaign conducted by Radio was heard in both the United States and Canada. Story on page 31.
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A Two -Step Amplifier and Loud Speaker
Combined

r

VER since broadcasting stations
have been in operation, radio has been the
ideal source of entertainment in many a family
circle. The broadcast
programs for this winter
promise to be unusually
interesting and to get the
full pleasure of them, a
two -step amplifier and a
loud talker would be a
worth while addition to
any single tube outfit.
The author describes
herewith a combination
of the two, which the
average radio man can
construct at home with

r1

a few tools, plus a (little
work.
The cabinet is the first
thing to consider. This
may be made of most
any kind of wood about
three -eighths inch in
thickness. I have found
that for some reason or

By Carl Masson
Illustrated by Felix Anderson
of four pieces of wood,
shaped as shown in the
drawings. The size depends upon the dimensions of the cabinet, and
the entire horn should
be about two inches less
in length. Make all
joints fit exactly, finish
the inside smoothly, and
use screws and glue in

assembling the parts.
The end for the phone
should be about one
and one-half inches
square. The drawing
shows the position of
the horn in the cabinet.
The bottom is purposely
horizontal so that the
sound will pass direct
into the ears of the
listener. A piece of fine
screening stretched over
the front of the horn
adds neatness to the
cabinet, and a frame over
this with screws, as
shown, support the horn.

other amateurs very
Fitting the Phone
rarely work to given diA loud speaker unit
mensions, and therefore
phone on which has
I have decided to omit
Figure I. This is the front panel view of the neat-appearing,
been placed a soft rubber
them, leaving them to
loud speaker and two -stage amplifier, described by Mr. Masson.
ear-cap, is wedged at
the constructor's own
the end of the horn as
judgment according to
Tighten the wedges as
I would sug- o n e manufacturer has put it: shown.
various conditions.
gest as overall dimensions, 16 inches "Would you make a violin out of much as possible to make sure
in height, 12 inches in width, and tin ?" What a big difference the that the phone fits snugly. A
wood horn made in the phonograph! phone of the mica diaphragm type
12 inches from front to back.
The wooden horn also makes an serves very well in such a loud
Tin Horns
After the cabinet has been assem- equal difference in radio, because speaker. The phone cord is conbled, the bud speaker comes next of the rich, mellow and undis- nected to a plug and passes through
the front of the panel as shown.
in consideration. In spite of the torted tone derived from it.
The loud speaker occupies the
Now comes the amplifier, which
failure demonstrated by the application of-the tin horn to the phono- upper half of the cabinet, as shown occupies the lower part of the
graph,lsome manufacturers of loud in the drawings. It should be made cabinet. The panel is of bakelite
speakers still'use tin for their horns. of some kind of hardwood so as to or any other good insulating maTin horns yield tinny sounds. As get clear, true tones. It consists terial. The layout is as shown in the
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the scientists of the world who
labored years to put radio where
it is today.
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First Radio Home
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Figure 3. The front view with panel
and screen removed showing how the
speaker tapers down to the phone. The
phone cord from the single phone unit is
led down the inside back of the cabinet and
across the bottom of the cabinet, out through
a hole provided in the panel for it. The
plug shown in Figure 1 can be inserted
into either the first or second stage of amplification.

drawing on page 12. Binding posts
are provided for A and B batteries
and also for the input. There is one
jack of the double circuit type, and
one of the single circuit type. Of
course, the transformers are of the
audio frequency type and the tubes
are of the amplifying type. Solder
all connections and avoid parallel
wiring whenever possible. A coat
of stain completes the amplifier.
Connect the phone binding posts
of your set to the input binding
posts of the amplifier. Plug your
phones into the first jack, and tune
in to the desired station. When
you have it reasonably clear light
the filament of the second amplifying tube, and plug in the loud
speaker to the second stage. Thus
the entire family can enjoy the
wondrous programs which broadcasters so kindly prqvide at great
expense, and which all was made
possible by the radio engineers and
APT
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Radio is fast becoming indispensable
as a household service, not unlike
permanent features such as light, power
and heat.
Radio receiving sets are
now considered by architects as fixtures,
and the details of wiring, battery space
and antenna installation are being
written into specifications.
One of the first radio homes-that is,
with facilities for radio built into the
house
that of L. E. Whittemore,
Secretary of the Governmental InterDepartment Radio Advisory Committee.
Before construction was begun, Mr.
Whittemore explained his radio requirements to the architect, who included
in the plans all radio facilities required
by this engineer and enthusiast.
A nonmetallic conduit pierces the
study wall for a lead -in wire; another
goes below to a special space in the
cellar reserved for the batteries, while
a third is for the ground lead. Another
piece of conduit pipe will carry leads
from the set to a floor or wall socket
in the living room, where a loud speaker
may be installed if desired.
Besides fixtures for erecting an aerial
on the house top, the owner plans to
install two 'single, vertical loops in the
north and west wall spaces of his study,
the wires terminating in special sockets
for an antenna plug connected with
his set. This feature will give him
certain directional selectivity, as he
can use, at will, the loop facing east
and west or one at ninety degrees to it.
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Figure 2. The sideview of the amplifier
loud speaker reveals the method of wedging
the phone of the mica diaphragm type to
the tone arm of the loud speaker.

report to the Department of Commerce
by dropping a postal card. This self taken census will give an accurate return, it is believed, as well as save the
government considerable time and money
by eliminating the need for enumerators.
Those possessing receiving sets have
a certain pride therein, it is said, which

should hasten the reports. The radio
section will classify and enumerate the
cards, but that will be enough, it is
pointed out, considering that no added
personnel is available.
If the test radio census of the district
proves accurate, the plan will be extended
through all the states, in an effort to
learn just how many sets there are in
operation and what percentage are tube
and crystal sets.
How Many Sets?
The latest authoritative estimate as
The question: "How many radio to the number of receiving sets in this
receiving sets are there in the United country on June 1, 1923, was 2,250,000,
States ?" may soon be answered, if a but it is not exact and is not official.
scheme under consideration by officials Later predictions state that by June 1,
of the Department of Commerce works 1924, a million more sets will be in use,
making the total three and a half millions.
out satisfactorily.
Results of the first day's mail following
As an experiment, the radio section
of the Bureau of Navigation permitted the broadcast of the census announcethe two local Class B broadcasters in ment brought the department forty -six
Washington (WCAP and WRC) to postais.
The sole purpose of the census is to
request all residents of the District of
Columbia who have receiving sets to ascertain the number of receiving sets in
the country and to gain an idea of the
AFT
popularity, value and entent of broadcasting. There is no intention to levy
a tax on receiving sets, as is done abroad,
officials declare.
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Figure 4. This shows the circuit diagram of the two stage amplifier used in the
combination loud speaker amplifier. If WD 11 or other small, dry-cell type tubes
are 'used, a C battery of one and one -half to three volts should be inserted at the point
marked CB, with the negative side of the battery going to the transformers.

If your newsdealer has sold out
his supply of RADIO AGE you are
likely to miss just the hook -up that
you have been looking for. To
avoid any such chance fill out the
coupon in this issue and send in your
subscription. Then you will be safe.
And don't forget that with each
subscription at the special price of
$2.00 a year, or $1.00 for six months,
we send you free the popular Rein -

artz Radio booklet FREE.

Address
Radio Age, 500 N. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill.
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Building the Haynes DX Receiver
By FRANK D. PEARNE

AGREAT deal of interest is
being shown in the new
Haynes DX receiver, and as
many of our readers are looking for
information regarding it, an explanation and description at this
time is opportune. This circuit is
the result of several years development on the part of A. J. Haynes,
of New York.City, who started out
to make up a good arrangement
combining all the well -known advantages of the different types of
tuners in a simple way.
Adding to it gradually, eliminating unnecessary apparatus from
time to time, he finally gives to the
public a circuit which is extremely
simple of operation even in the hands
of a novice, but which still has all
the desirable characteristics of the
more complicated sets in use today.
As an example of what may be
expected from such a receiver, Mr.
Haynes says that when using a
single wire aerial approximately
thirty -five feet high and one hundred twenty-five feet long, located
in a suburb of New York, stations
in St. Louis, Chicago, Louisville,

Fort Worth, Minneapolis a n d in the form of a bank -wound varioHavana, Cuba, were all heard in coupler, giving the appearance of
one evening. This certainly is a the well-known single circuit tuner
record for such a simple contrivance so far as the adjusting controls are
Nothing of any importance to good concerned. One can almost trace
selective tuning has been omitted the gradual development of this
and still a casual glance at the draw- circuit by giving it a little thought
ing gives one the impression that and to those familiar with the standthere is nothing to it.
ard circuits of today, it is an easy
Carefully studying the circuit, matter to see that only the best of
one is reminded of the well -known each of them has been used in this
Reinartz hookup, but' in this case arrangement. Figure 1 is the genthe plate circuit inductance is not eral panel layout showing the apadjusted by means of a switch lever proximate location of the parts.
cutting in more or less turns, but No baseboard is necessary if a panel
in this case the more accurate and mounting type of socket is used.
closer tuning tickler coil is employed.
The Variocoupler
Also the step -up ratio between the
The variocoupler used by Mr.
primary and secondary coils is
considerably higher than that of the Haynes is of the 180 degree type and
Reinartz. The primary and second- is bank -wound. Just why this
ary combined, act as an auto bank winding is used, he does not
transformer with the variable con- explain, but probably it is necessary
denser bridged across the second- to get the required number of turns
ary, which makes a separate oscil- on the primary winding. Bank lating circuit of the part used as wound coils are, as a rule, only used
'

the secondary, which gives a very
powerful impulse to the grid of the
tube.
The entire inductance is made

for purely mechanical reasons, such
as space considerations, etc. They
produce large values of inductance
with very small coils and are gen-

7,7ifER/AL
This shows the electrical connections of the instruments as illustrated isometrically -in figure
The accompanying article describes in detail the winding of the coils.
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erally used for long wave reception.
The 180 degree couplers, without
any winding on them, can be procured at most any radio supply
store and the builder is advised to
secure one of these and do his own
windi ng.
As the signals are received at
radio frequency and these high
frequency currents travel on the
outside of the wire, it is necessary
to use wire as large as possible and
still be able to get the required
number of turns on the tube. It
should not be smaller than No.
20. Figure 3 shows the method of
winding the bank-wound coil.
Two holes are punched in the
tube at "A" and "B" to serve as
an anchor for the end of the coil.
The end is put down through hole
"B" and brought up through "A,"
leaving the end of the wire long
enough to make the final connections after the winding is complete.
The first and second turns are wound
side by side and the third turn is
wound on top of these, in such a
way that it lays in the grove formed
between 1 and 2. At the completion of the third turn, the wire is
again brought down to the tube and

the fourth turn is wound next to
turn 2. The fifth turn is then
wound on top and in the grove
formed between turns 2 and 4,
etc. After winding 55 turns, a
tap is brought out to be connected
to the ground when the set is wired.
Put on the 56th turn and bring
Figure 3. This illustrates the winding
out another tap; also a tap is brought
bank -wound variocoupler primary of
out from the 57th turn. After of the
DX receiver. Two holes are punched
this, wind 4 more turns, bringing Me
at A and B and the first turn is put on as
out a tap every 2 turns. Thus shown at 1. The second is wound immethe primary coil is tapped at the diately alongside of 1, and the third shown
3 is wound on top of these two in the
55th, 56th, 57th, 59th and 61st at
groove formed by the wires 1 and 2. The
fourth turn is wound alongside the second,
and fifth is wound in the groove made by
2 and 4.

B-/6-â0V

408OV

HOUR"

turns. However, the 61st turn will
not be a tap, but will be the end of
the coil. This completes the winding of the primary and secondary.
The rotor is wound with 35 turns
of wire. The exact size of this wire
cannot be given, as the winding
space on these different types of
couplers will vary to some extent.
If it is found that there is plenty
of room, use No 18 wire, but
nothing smaller than -No. 20 should
be used. This part of the apparatus
used is the only part which differs
from the standard apparatus used
in any ordinary receiving set.
The condenser should be an 11plate variable, vernier condenser
and should be the best that can be
Remember, that this
obtained.
set is a combination of all the good
parts of several different types and
to get the maximum results, the
best of apparatus should be used.
The grid condenser should have a
capacity of .00025 M. F. and must
be of the mica insulated type.
For the grid leak it is suggested
that a variable be used, because of
the different characteristics of the
detector tubes which may be employed.
This is more important than one
might think, as every time a tube
is replaced, it will be found necessary to adjust the leak to that
particular tube. Of course some
results will be obtained with a
fixed grid leak, but if one wants
the best reception possible, this
resistance should be variable. To
get the greatest volume, the detector tube should be either a
UV -200, or a C -300, but a WD -11
or WD -12 may be used in case one
does not care to use a storage
(Continued on page 41)
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Principle of the Crystal Detector
THE crystal detectors are the
simplest of all radio detectors
used at the present time. Unlike
the vacuum tube, it does not in most
cases require a local battery for its operation and the initial cost is practically
the last cost, says Beverly B. Dudley,
Chicago member of the American Radio
Relay League. The crystals are inexpensive, easily obtained, and can easily
be replaced with little trouble, should
the old ones become inoperative or dirty.
Their disadvantages are threefold. They
are. critical to adjust; they are not as
sensitive as vacuum tubes; and thirdly,
they cannot be made to oscillate for the
reception of amateur continuous wave

work better with a heavier steel, needlepoint contact.
The radio frequency energy in the
receiving set, before it reaches the
detector, is a weak, alternating current,
similar to the house lighting current,
but where the house lighting current
alternates its polarity 120 times per
second, this radio frequency current
alternates its polarity 1,000,000 times
(or more) per second: i. e., where the
house lighting current has a frequency
of sixty cycles, the radio frequency currents have a frequency of 500,000 cycles
per second.

Current Reverses

A current of this frequency cannot be
heard for several reasons. When one of
The Contact Point
the groups of alternations acts on the
Essentially the crystal detector, some- telephone receiver, it causes no motion
times known as a mineral detector, of the diaphragm, because each variaconsists of a crystal upon which a con- tion of the current in one direction is
tact of copper or steel wire is made. followed by the current flowing in the
It is this contact that permits the recep- opposite direction, so that the telephone
tion of signals, inasmuch as this contact diaphragm has not enough time to start
is a rectifier of the radio frequency cur- moving and resulting effect is no motion
rents. Crystal detectors consist, in the at all. Something that allows the curcommercial form, of a base, a metal cup rent to flow through it in one direction
in which the crystal is mounted, a wire and stops the current from flowing in
contact, known as the cat whisker, a the opposite direction is needed in the
holder for the wire, and binding posts circuit, to actuate the diaphragm. The
for convenient connections. The crys- detector does this.
At the contact between the crystal
tals used most commonly at the present
are: galena, radiocite, silicon, carborun- and the cat whisker, current can flow
dum, and bornite, in the order named. through in one direction, but not in the
The first two require a light copper or other. Such oscillations pass through
phosphor bronze contact, while the rest the detector, which suppresses half of

signals.

-

these oscillations. This current is still
vibrating much too fast for the telephone
diaphragm to follow, but the successive
impulses of current flow through the
telephone receiver, and the impulses
in any one group are all in the same
direction so that their effects add and
produce a motion of the diaphragm.
The motion of this diaphragm causes
sound waves which vary in pitch and
intensity according to the rectified
current passing through the windings
of the receiver.

Hayes to Seattle
The Department of Commerce has
designated Harold D. Hayes, of San
Francisco, as assistant radio inspector
to succeed Louis E. Richwien, of the
Seattle office, who died recently. Mr.
Richwein, who was transferred from
Baltimore in 1922, served until recently
at the headquarters of the Seventh
District at Seattle, as assistant to Supervisor of Radio, O. R. Redfern.
Temporarily, IVIr. Hayes is serving
as an assistant inspector at San Francisco, but he will shortly go to Seattle.
Inspector Hayes is well -known in California, having founded the Y. M. C. A.
Radio School in Los Angeles in 1912,
one of the first radio schools to be
established. 1917 he joined the Naval
Reserve and served until after the
Armistice as a lieutenant in the United
States navy.

Leo Johnson, popular radio amateur, snapped as he was busy in his station, 2CTQ, Bronx, N. Y. Mr. Johnson's
home is visited daily by many fans who want his expert advice. The transmitter covers long distances, largely due
to itc prr'pllp
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A Selective Type of Receiver Employing a

Detector
Crystal
J.
Callanan
By
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that it is altogether too easy to set
up a receiving set without having to
learn and pry into the whys and wherefore. However, some things should be
known of the fundamental theory involved.

vibrations corresponding to the original
vibrations of the distant transmitter.
We are ready now to begin in a practical way. The economy, simplicity of
construction and operation of the crystal
detector will appeal, to the beginner
who wishes to make his advent into the
Fundamental Units
The units in a simple radio receiving set fraternity with a minimum of expense.
The Antenna
which are of primary importance, because
reception would be impossible without
The first consideration is the often
them, are the antenna, detector and troublesome and neglected antenna systelephone receivers.
tem. A single wire construction is the
That you may understand a little about accepted type for efficiency and selectivithe operation you must know that the ty. Its height is generally not important
human ear is able only to respond to a and its length should be from one
rate of ten thousand vibrations (waves) hundred to one hundred and fifty feet,
The fundamental
per second, and that as radio vibrations including lead -in.
are many times more frequent the ear wave length of this type is from 4 to
could not of itself hear the signals carried. 4.2 times its total length in meters. It
There is, therefore, the necessity to should be well insulated from supports
by means of porcelain cleats and kept
break up their speed.
The antenna acts as a sort of collector away from other objects so that its small
against which the advancing vibrations energy may be conserved and delivered
are trees,
crash, inducing in it a feeble voltage to the receiver. Among these
which maintains an electric current of tin roofs, steel structures, iron pipes, etc.
high frequency. This circuit which is It should run at right angles to service
induced in the antenna overflows to the lines carrying high tension currents.
All receiving circuits require a connecdetector circuit where it is rectified.
tion
with the earth which is known as the
Here we note that the function of the.
connection from the set
detector is to rectify these high frequency ground. Thiswith
a radiator, cold water
vibrations to permit of the electrical can be made
such
which eventually
pipe
or
any
object
in
one direction only.
current flowing
with the earth.
All forms of detectors operate on this makes good contact
principle. That is to say, they change This is an important feature and must
the alternating nature of received vibra- have careful attention.
Municipal regulations and restrictions
tions to a pulsating, direct current.
are enacted and must be complied with
We see then, as a matter of fact, that
of Fire
the detector in spite of its name does not as must also inthe requirements
of
Underwriters
the
matter
antenna
the
really detect
signals transmitted but
view of this the following
merely alters the form of vibration. systems. is Inimportant
for consideration
Rectified current is stored in a fixed outline
condenser. As soon as this condenser of any one who plans the erection of an
has accumulated the charge of a single out of door antenna.
Rules for Aerials
"wave train" it will discharge into the
telephone receivers wherein it will cause
Antenna shall not cross over or under
is

A

SWE contemplate the increasing

popularity of radio communication an outstanding fact is notable
in the growing tendency of the experienced amateur to detach himself from the
inexperienced. This is not as it should be.
It is necessary for the common good
that the new fellow should he offered not
only the fraternal hand but a helping
hand as well.

It is granted that radio has been
developed almost entirely by the youth
of the nation. Credit is due them for a
great part of the speed of advancement
the science has attained. Boys know
more about such things than anybody
else and we .vant to encourage all of
them to go in for it.
It is our purpose to meet in a simple
way the needs of those lads who look
wistfully through the supply catalogues,
but get no further, feeling that the cost
of having a receiver is beyond their
means or that their electrical and
mechanical knowledge is insufficient to
cope with the construction of apparatus
so wonderously portrayed.
Radio reception is what the beginner
of today usually starts with, because of
its simplicity. The truth of the matter
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electric light or power wires of any circuit
carrying a current of more than six
hundred volts, nor shall it be so located
that a failure of either antenna or service
lines can result in a contact between
them. It must be constructed in a
strong and durable manner. Splices and
joints, unless made with approved
clamps or splicing devices, must be
soldered.
Lead-in wires must be of approved
metal, which will not corrode excessively;
copper, copper-clad steel, etc., and in
no case can they be smaller than No. 14
B S gauge. They must not come nearer
than four inches to electric light and
power wires unless separated from them
by a continuous and firmly fixed nonconductor in addition to the insulation
on the wire. They must enter building
through a non -combustible, non- absorptive insulating bushing.
Lead -in wire must be provided with
an approved protective device connected
as near as practicable to the point of
entry to building.
The ground wire may be bare or insulated and of like metal and gauge
and must run in as straight a line as
possible to a ' permanent ground as
already cited. These details cover the
spirit and intent of regulations governing erection of antenna systems and
must be complied with to hold insurance

valid.
The wiring diagram for the contemplated circuit is offered in a pictorial
plan which is easily executed. First, we
must be concerned with the units which
are to be connected after construction.

AGE-"THE
in Figure 2.
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These holes are to allow the
shaft to pass through the center as in
C. Wind forty or fifty turns of the same
number of wire taking care to leave
sufficient space in the center between
the winds of either end to permit the
shaft to be run through the tube without
contacting the winding.
The shaft is to project far enough outside of tube at one side to extend through
a panel, allowing length enough for
fastening of an insulating knob. It
need only extend at the opposite side to
reach through a bearing.
Two pieces of brass one -thirty- second
of an inch thick are to be placed inside
the tube and the shaft passes through
them also. These are shown at arrow
points C in Figure 2. After the shaft
is located in the proper position through
tube these two pieces of brass are forced
up against the sides of tube and soldered
fast to the shaft, see again C Figure 2.
This fastens tube firmly to the shaft.
Next we make a pair of brass bearings
shown at D, Figure 4. These are made
of strips one -half inch wide and one sixteenth inch thick, and bent in shape
as indicated in drawing. Holes are to
be drilled in the part that is bent over
to allow for fastening them to a base
after the coupler is assembled. These
bearings should be held in position
inside the tube and marked with a sharp.
pointed instrument through the holes in

HOUR"
the side of the tube. The bearing is
then removed for drilling of holes at
points marked. Use a number 33 drill
for this, and tap them out with a 6:32

tap.

Bushings
The holes for the shaft as shown are
to be drilled with a three -sixteenth inch
drill and located just high enough above
the edge of the tube so that shaft will
not rub on the edge of tube. Two bushings of fibre or brass tube should be
placed on shaft, between the rotor and
bearings, to prevent the rotor moving
back and forth after assembling parts.
These must not be long enough to force
the tube out of shape but just right to
permit rotor to be turned easily by the
shaft, without moving back and forth.
The bearings are fastened to the side of
the tube by means of 6 -32 brass machine
screws as in Figure 3. The part of the
bearing which is bent over must be
turned in toward the center of the tube,
otherwise the coupler cannot be
assembled.

Solder Your Leads
After the variocoupler is put together,
two flexible leads are soldered to the ends
(Continued on page 38.)

blde/c4h e

Variocoupler
It would be much better if the builder
of this Variocoupler would purchase a
bakelite tube and wooden rotor for his
work.
However, this description is
written for the novice and therefore only
the most easily obtainable material is

o

cited.
A card board tube can be used and is
to be given two or three coats of shellac
varnish for form and prevention of
moisture absorption.

o

Drilling
Make the form four inches in diameter
and three and one -half inches long.
Drill two holes at one -fourth inch from
each end of the tube with a number
twenty -eight drill, repeating on the
opposite side. These holes are indicates
in both Figures 1 and 3 and are used fog
holding the bearings on the inside o'
the tube. With No. 24 double, cottor
covered wire begin the winding at one
eighth of an inch below these holes
Bring out a loop at every eighth turr
until five loops and two ends are avail
able. These are to be connected t,
switch points. When the winding i
completed give it a good coat of shellac
varnish.
The rotor can be made of a smaller
card board tube which can revolve
inside the larger. This must also be
given several coats of shellac to prevent
warping from moisture.
A
three sixteenth inch hole is drilled through
the center at opposite sides, as indicated
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For neat workmanship and arrangement, look at this three -circuit regenerative receiver, built by Sidney Kasindorf, New York. He has received some remarkable long- distance programs and messages with this outfit. (Kadel
&

Herbert.)

One Aerial for the Many Is General
Squier's Vision
THE near future will see small
compact and portable radio receivers, practically self -operating, in
every home, according to Major General
George O. Squier, Chief Signal Officer of
the army, and one of the most advanced
thinkers along lines of radio development.

There will be no outside antenna, no
complicated wiring, and no batteries in
the ideal "fool- proof" set soon to be
sought by up-to -date householders who
will demand radio "service," just as they
do telephone service today.
General Squier believes what he terms
the second stage of radio development
has arrived. When an invention first
becomes popular, there is always a lot of
energetic mechanics or electricians, both
professional and amateur, who delight
to tinker with the new apparatus. Some
of these constructors have aided in the
perfection of radio receiving sets, the
general points out, but today the chief
demand is for efficient sets which will be
practically self -operating and will approach the ordinary telephone receiver
in simplicity, taking their power and
broadcasts from a single source or at
least a central distributing point.
would be impossible for every ten-

I

ant in a thousand, or even a five hundred,
apartment building or hotel to have an
individual antenna. The roof of the
hotel would be literally covered with
aerials. The elimination of lead -in wires
and batteries is also desirable, so that
sets can be taken from room to room and
plugged in. Naturally some local company, probably the power company,
must furnish either the broadcasting by
wired- wireless and at the same time the
power for operating the tubes of subscribers, or erect its own main antenna on
the outskirts of a city and distribute the
broadcasts by wire locally. This scheme
would involve combining General Squier's
wired- wireless system of transmitting
over light or power lines and regular radio
transmission.
That broadcasting would not operate
so successfully over a telephone system,
was quickly shown by General Squier
when he pointed out how the system of
phone wires was constantly being broken
down and rebuilt between different points
whereas the light wires remain a stable
net work running to each and every
hotel, home, hall and store.
General Squier anticipates the development of local broadcast distributors
who will collect radio entertainment

and news for re- distribution or who will
establish wired broadcasting for local
subscribers. Coincident with the establishment of this system, will come the
standard receiving set capable of being
moved about the house and plugged in
like a vacuum cleaner or electric fan, he
believes.
Some listeners -in are already using the
electric companies' lines to receive on
instead of aerials, through a special
condenser plug. Many possessing tube
sets are utijizing inside loops. Practice
is tending toward simplification and reliability in service the general insists.
There will always be many real fans who
want to build and rebuild their sets, but
others are not mechanics and prefer ease
in

operation, reliability and compact-

ness, to continual experiments.
"Hideous skylines covered with wire
spider webs and rooms criss- crossed with
wires will soon disappear," General
Squier said, calling attention to some
of the larger hotels and steamships which
have already undertaken to serve their
patrons with continuous radio broadcasts,
from a central system. "The indispensability of broadcasting will make consolidation and simplification a necessity,"
the general concluded,
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Radio Washington
'Roundthe-World
Radio News Service
By

D.

-As

viduals the use of radio receiving sets is
modified by the Riksdag, general broadcasting cannot progress very far. The
king has authority to permit the use of
receiving sets, and to date 300 such permits have been issued, it is understood.
A change in the existing law granting
private use of sets will be presented to
the parliament early in 1924, the Minister of Communications announced recent-

Wave lengths and interference are to be
controlled by the government. On its
part, the company binds itself to broadcast news, weather reports and various
kinds of entertainment, also urgent and
important news, free of charge to the
government.
This co mpany also plans to sell apparatus and parts. Discussion as to the
kinds of apparatus to be licensed for
ly.
reception Is under way, the marine
Judging from the importance of some authorities insisting that the construcfirms in the broadcasting combination, tion of the public sets should be such
called the Svenska Rundradio Aktie- that listening -in on- naval communicabolag, it is believed it will be able to tion is impossible.
secure sole rights to broadcast in Sweden
Norway
for ten years. The capital stock of the
organization is said to be about 300,000
Work on a new government radiokronen; headquarters will be in Stock- telephone station at Vardo, on the
holm. It is the plan of the company North coast of Norway, to cost approxito license receiving sets, the king to fix mately 95,000 kronen, is reported as
the rates, suggested as twenty crowns a
year. An amount equal to five per cent underway, by Consul Ifft, at Bergen.
of the fees will go to the government. It is expected that this station will soon
The gradual building of governmental be in communication with the telephone
Sweden
sending stations is planned, each station broadcasting stations at Ingo, Tromso
A combination to control broadcasting to be at the disposal of the broadcasting and Spitzbergen. The main object is to
in Sweden has been formed, but until company for five hours a day, for which maintain communication with the fishing
the Swedish law forbidding private indi- the company will pay the government. fleets.
C.

a

means of direct communication
y\[ASH!NGTON,
and for the entertainment of
people of practically every race, radio is
rapidly taking a place in world affairs unprecedented and unanticipated by forecasters, not excepting the visionary
Jules Verne, who predicted several time
and space eliminators.
Many new commercial radio circuits
have been opened within the past two
months, while further construction is
announced nearly every week. Broadcasting, born in the United States as
recently as September, 1921, has spread
rapidly, and is coming to be a necessary
feature of practically every country,
stations being operated either by the
governments or private companies. But
America still leads in commercial radio
enterprises, broadcasting, and in the
manufacture of equipment which goes to
forty or more countries.
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Figure 5. This illustrates the panel arrangement and wsrsng of the two -stage amplifier used in the combination loud speaker and
Full instructions concerning the construction of this unit appeared in the August issue
amplifier described on page ' 3.
of RADIO AGE.
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(News for this department is solicited from all stations)

University Extension
In order to further extend the use of
radio so that it may be put to utilitarian
uses, Westinghouse Radio Station WBZ,
at Springfield, Mass., has arranged with
the Massachusetts Division of University Extension for a number of courses
in which the successful student will
obtain a certificate of perfection at the
completion of the course. Two courses
have been arranged at the beginning
one intended primarily to interest men
and boys, the other intended to interest
women. If the original courses are received with enthusiasm, other courses
will be offered from time to time.
For the men a course is being given in
Radio Reception and Transmission. It
is sufficiently elementary to appeal to
those radio enthusiasts who are interested
chiefly in the results that they can get
with their own sets, and who do not
care to go very deeply into technical
details. At the same time, it will be
broad enough to furnish a sound foundation for a more advanced and technical

-

When Lloyd George was in the United States he had an opportunity to discover how great a medium for reaching
the masses the broadcasting station has become. Speeches made in New York, Chicago and other cities were broadcast to hundreds of thousands at a time. The above photograph was taken at the Metropolitan Opera House, N. Y.
The former British premier's speech was broadcast from that auditorium by station WEAF. (Kadel & Herbert.)
All radio users within range of this
study of the subject. If a sufficient
WCAP Has Jazz Tube
number of people show interest in this
first course, a second and more advanced
one may be given later in the year.
The course consists of ten lectures, one
to be broadcast from WBZ, by Edward
H. Goodrich, of Springfield, each Wednesday evening, from 7 to 7:20 p. m. The
first lecture was given on Wednesday
evening, October 3.
For women, the division is broadcasting a course in Household Management,
consisting of eight lessons and given
each Tuesday evening from 7:40 to 8

station are, of course, welcome to become
part of the audience at these lectures.
If, however, one wishes to take an active
part in the course, he may enroll as a
university extension student by sending
to the Radio Station, Westinghouse
Company, Springfield, Mass., his name,
address, age and occupation, with the
registration fee of $1. This application
and payment constitute an enrollment
and entitle the student to receive any
study material that may be sent out by
mail, and to submit lesson papers to a

The national craze for jazz may effect
vacuum tubes: This is the latest development in radio broadcasting news. When
a radio transmitting tube shows unmistakeable signs of becoming converted
to jazz music and develops a blue light
which dances in perfect cadence and
absolute abandon to the "blue" notes of
a moaning saxophone, what chance has
the advocate of grand opera broadcasting radio engineers and operators ask?
Such is the situation at the Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Broadcasting
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time it broadcasts the music of Le
Paradis Orchestra, or the Metropolitan
Theatre. On all other occasions the tube
maintains a solemn dignity befitting the
occasion, and performs in a highly
efficient manner, it is said.
The engineers who carefully avoid
discussing the ethics of the equipment,
rise to the defense of the tube to say that
the blue light is probably caused by a
small amount of gas which is present in
some quantity in all vacuum tubes.
When the tube is working, the gas
becomes ionized, and if present in
sufficient quantity, gives off a bluish
light. The vividness
of this light, it is
explained, is increased with the
modulation and with
the changes in volume of the music.
When a heavy chord
is struck, the light
visibly brightens,
with the result that
during a jazz piece
the blue light keeps
absolute time with
the music, bringing
out the beats, thus
emphasizing the
syncopation.
"That's as it
should be," say the
lovers of jazz, "even
a radio tube gets a
thrill out of popular
music." The students of Wagner,
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"Bird City" again goes to sea she will
have an operator who is not a bird
fancier.

important matter of double nomenclature up to The Atlanta Journal radio
staff. After receiving and acknowledging
a flood of suggestions that followed an
Visitor at WSB
appeal for help during a concert, "The
Atlanta, Ga.-An eloquent instance Voice of the South" announced that the
of radio's influence in obliterating sec- pair of Georgia baby girls would be
tional lines and creating a national named Radiora and Radianna. The
community spirit throughout America radio twins bless the household of Mr.
is cited in a visit paid to station WSB and Mrs. \V. E. Neary, of Smyrna, Ga.
not long ago by a Pennsylvania fan.
Harvey S. Rahiser, a Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Atlanta Symphony
architect, who made the trip solely to
Atlanta, Ga. -The Atlanta Symphony
further a friendship fostered via the orchestra, a newly founded civic instituether for more than a year. The Quaker tion, will soon be added to the attractions broadcast by
Station WSB. Although identified as
musical center
through the nation's
only annual season
of Metropolitan
grand opera outside
of New York city,
Atlanta until now
has never supported
a real symphony
orchestra. The organization will include the finest
professional musicians in thesouth,
is backed by a fund
subscribed on a
municipal scale and
is expected to take
rank with outstanding symphony orchestras of the
country.
a

BEFORE
RADIO

BECAME
POPULAR

Beethoven and

Entertaining
Artists

Liszt, however, scoff
at the idea, claiming
"that jazz gives the
tube the blues."

The reception
room at broadcasting station, WOC,
at Davenport, Iowa,
has been equipped
with a loud- speaking horn, so that
the waiting artists
and friends of those
on the program
may enjoy the selections being broadcast from the studio
adjoining.
The circuit is so
arranged that the
horn operates only
Radio is a boon to mothers of boys who formerly refused to comb their hair and possessed when the door to
ears which stuck out far enough to flap and scare flies off their backs.
the studio is closed,
Junior, after wearing the headphones for a month or two, acquires one of those radio thus preventing any
brings
the
and
the
tension
of
phones
marcels from continued wearing of the headband
possible 'feed -back'
his ears back into their proper place.
on the micro- phone.

Birds in "Bird

City"

Radio rooms on
vessels must be used
solely for the transaction of matters
affecting communication and not as
aviaries, if the suspension of the radio
operator on the
vessel "Bird City"
is taken as an example.
When a radio inspector visited this
ship recently, he
found that the radio
operator had practically given over his
shack and stateroom to a number of state fan was met by a delegation at
birds as a habitat which, despite the the train, was officially welcomed by the
name of the vessel, is against the rules. mayor of Atlanta, listened at first hand
The inspector's report stated that when to a concert in his honor, was dined prohe entered the shack, he found a parrot fusely on fried chicken and left Georgia
roost suspended from the deck above. three days later singing the praises of
After a search, he found the parrot the home of "The Voice of the South."
perched on a bus bar in the rear of the
Radio Twins
switchboard. Polly seed was all over
Atlanta, Ga.-Already claimant for
the floor and chairs. In the sleeping
the title of "godfather" of the world's
quarters were found four canaries.
The shack, it is understood, was first radio- christened baby, WSB boosted
thoroughly cleaned and the bird tenants the station's average still higher recently
ejected from their uarters. When the when the .roud arents of twins left the
s

Cleveland to Guatemala

Puerto Barrios, Guatemala, which is in
Central America, is rather distant from
Cleveland, Ohio, yet it is interesting to
compute that a recent concert from a
Cleveland broadcasting station was heard
there in a small fraction of a second
after the notes were impressed on the
broadcasting microphone in Cleveland.
The letter telling of this long distanc e
reception was received by the Cleveland
station WTAM, from W. E. Godman,
resident of Puerto Barrios, Guatemala,
C. A. The incident is ve , more amazin
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E. F. Mac Donald, Jr., Zenith -Edgewater Beach Station WJAZ, reading th e latest -news into the microphone for
the entertainment of Explorer Donald B. MacMillan, who is ice -locked near the North Pole in his little ship "Bow doin." It was Mr. Mac Donald who equipped the "Bowdoin" with sending and receiving apparatus, with results
that have interested the entire radio world.

Redington, Nebr., October 23, 1923.
because of the fact that the WTAM
concert was received by Mc. Godman Station KYW,
with such volume on a loud speaker, that Chicago, Ill.
a curious crowd gathered outside his Gentlemen:
We had the pleasure of listening in
home to listen to the music coming from
a point more than 1,500 miles distant on your station Sunday evening, October
21, 1923, and wish to say your signals
in a straight line.
came in wonderfully strong. How strong
you can judge for yourself, when you
The Bishop's Watch
stop to consider we live 450 miles West
Radio fans who tuned in Sunday of Omaha, and we could hear the watch
night to listen to a lecture by Bishop F. ticking as distinctly as we could hear it
McDowell at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, had we held a watch to our ear.
With best wishes, I am,
began deluging the Sunday Evening Club
Very truly,
with complaints that they couldn't
FRED GILMAN.
hear the lecture for the ticking of the
bishop's watch.
Palmyra, Nebr., October 21, 1923.
During the meeting of the Sunday Station KYW,
Ill.
Evening Club, which was broadcasted Chicago,
Dear
Sir:
from Orchestra Hall through WestingYour last announcement explaining
house station KYW, Chicago, Bishop
in
William F. McDowell, given only a the watch tick that I heard out here my
certainly- took a load off
certain number of minutes to speak, Nebraska
I would have lain awake tryhad taken his watch and placed it where mind forfigure
out where the tick came
he could conveniently watch the time as ing to
it passed-unfortunately, the micro- from. Your station is O. IC.
CHARLES H. HULL.
phone seemed to be about the only place
of advantage where he could put it, with
Protect Ships by Radio
the result that the ticking of the watch
The Canadian government is about to
went out as loud as his voice. More than
a million people all over the country install a powerful direction -finding wirewere listening. Here are excerpts from less station at Pachena, on the west coast
a few of the many letters sent to Westing- of Vancouver Island, British Columbia,
to protect ships of all nations entering
house Station KYW:
,

the Straits of Juan de Fuca en route to
American and Canadian ports. Numerous shipwrecks have occurred in this
district, and it is expected that the new
radio beacon will enable vessels to
determine their exact positions in foggy
weather, avoiding many dangerous reefs
thereabouts.

Bits from WGY
and takes the
"Father
the minister anheadphones
nounces the offering," wrote eight year
old Harold Midgley of Galt, Ontario,
Canada, to WGY, the Schenectady,
N. Y. broadcasting station of the General
Electric Company.
is Scotch
off when

The radio storm created by WGY, in
the production of "Peg o' My Heart," as
a radio drama, was so realistic, according
to Martin L. Wyman, Jr., of Gaysville,
Vt., that his father took off his headphones, saying that he didn't care to
listen in during a thunderstorm.
WGY indirectly controls the turning

on and off of the street lights at Howard
Beach, about twenty -five miles from
New York. William L. Welling of that
place reports that he depends on WGY
for the correct time for the proper setting
of the time clock which controls the operation of street lights in Howard Beach.
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The technical department sends out many replies to questions in each day's
In order to assure prompt service to our subscribers the direct reply
method hereafter must be restricted to those fans who are on our subscription
list.
Fans who are not subscribers may obtain this service by enclosing 50 cents
with their question and the reply will be mailed at once, accompanied by circuit
diagram where illustration is needed.
All inquiries should be accompanied by self- addressed and stamped envelope.
mail.

G. S. P., Moline, III.
Question: I am enclosing a sketched
diagram of a long- distance crystal set
taken from a publication of yours. I
desire to use a WD 11 tube in this hookup,
and I have sketched roughly on the
diagram enclosed, the way I have figured
out the connections for the tube. I
have put a variable condenser, of .0005
Mids. capacity in the aerial lead instead
of a fixed condenser. I am not sure
about the phone condenser insofar as the
tube connections are concerned. Kindly
check over the circuit, making any
corrections you see fit.
Answer: The direction's for converting
the long distance crystal set into a tube
set were printed in the October issue
of RADIO AGE, but I am printing for
your anti other reader's convenience
another diagram, showing somewhat
different connections for the parts in this
set.
E. A. B.,

Dwight, Ill.

Question: I am a subscriber to your
magazine, from which I receive much
benefit and enjoy every page. I am
coming to your free service departmcnt
for some advice. I have a honcycomb
set with six-volt tube and one stage of
audio frequency amplification, which
gave excellent results forTabout two
months, and the nVwent wrong. I have
tested A and B batteries and find them
to be in good condition. I have tried
different grid condensers, different type
of tube and other coils, but with no
appreciable change. The signals used
to come i n loud enough at times to be
heard over the loud speaker but all at
once they faded so that I can just barely
hear them. Previous to this, when I
touched the grid wire the set would
howl, but now it just barely squawks;
other times it seems absolutely dead.
The set seems to oscillate O. K. but just
has no pep. I have hooked-up just the
etector alone in order to cut out the

Figure 1. This is another arrangement possible, using the instruments of the longdistance crystal set in a one -tube hookup. The variometer is split and used in the circuit
as shown. The set is highly regenerative and gives unusually loud signals.

transformer but it is just the same. If
you can give me any information, I
would appreciate it very much.

The headset
or flashlight battery.
should give a loud and firm click when
the tips make contact. You might bcnd
up the prongs on the tube sockct to make
sure they make positive contact. The
July issue of RADIO AGE shows how
to tcst condensers for short circuits,
and I would advise your referring to
this number and carrying out the test.
Reverse the A battery connections, and
test the B batteries with a volt -meter
if you have one handy. If the 22 1 -2
volt type test lower than 16 volts or if
the 45 volt batteries test lower than
36, they are just about useless as far as
radio reception is concerned. If after
you have carricd out these suggestions,
the set fails to work, would then advise
that you disconnect the entire set and
rewire it, thereafter trying it on a differ-

Answcr: You seem to have gone ovcr
the set pretty thoroughly, and I can
offer only a few additional suggestions
to follow out in order to locate the
limitations of the set. First of all, would
advise that you give your antenna
system a thorough going over from one
end of the antenna down to the very
set. If you are using the rubber covered
lead -in type of wire, would advise that
you test it for breaks, especially in the
lead -in, where I presume you are using
insulated wire. Try a different ground
connection. Make sure that the positive
side of the B batteries are connectcd to
the plates of the tubes. Reverse the
tickler coil of the set. Test your headset
by placing the two tips across a dry cell ent antenna.
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due to the simplicity of construction
and the long range it affords. Inasmuch
as we have had so many requests for
circuits showing the addition of audio
frequency, I am printing in Figure 2
a circuit showing the addition of one
stage of low frequency amplication,
and in Figure the set with two stages
of amplifca -on.

M. A. B., Pasadena, Calif.
Question: I have a two-tube Erla
reflex circuit and one stage of audio
frequency, which is made up of Erla
C8
Vn
parts with the exception of the audio
transformer. I get a large howl that is
very troublesome. I disconnected the
+
.00025 fixed condenser across the 11 and
23-plate condensers and the howl stopped
but now I cannot get any long- distance
-_- 11111111i!
_1111111 11 11 ÷
nor can I hear from the loud speaker.
B, iG 30 V
B,, 9x-90
I like your magazine very much and take
Figurez. This showsthe "First Tube Outfit" connectionswith the addition of aone -stage pleasure in recommending it to others.
Answer: Put the .00025 Mfd. conaudio frequency amplifier. CB is a small flashlight battery, or dry cell, of one and one half volts used as a grid bias, to assure the highest amplification factor when WD 11 denser back where you took it, ground
tubes are used. L is the variometer. Full details concerning this set were given in the the transformer core, and place a .001
October issue of RADIO AGE.
Mfd. fixed condenser across the primary connections of
audio transG. L. T., Memphis, Tenn.
results. The difference in inductive former. If there are the
any wires in the
Question: With regards to the con- effects and distributed capacity will amiplifier that run parallel
any disstruction of the four-circuit tuner, as not permit the winding of the. A and B tance, change them, and iffornecessary,
published in your August issue, the coils in bank wound form, as you suggest. move the audio transformer clear of the
would suggest that if you are having rest of the parts of the set.
article says to use No. 18 scc wire. I
cannot secure this kind of wire here but trouble in constructing the coils that
can get No. 20 or 22, enameled and you buy them already wound. The coils
cotton covered. Would this make much advertised elsewhere in this magazine C. H., Milwaukee, Nis.
Question: I wish to build the Rein difference in results? It also says to will serve the purpose admirably.
artz circuit, and would like to know
use a 3 1 -2 or 3 1 -4x6 tube. Is it possible
what ratio of audio transformer to use
to bank wind coils A and B to save H. H., New York City, N. Y.
on the first and second stages of the
space?
Question: In your October issue, amplifier, and what resistance potentioAnswer: It will be necessary for you you show a diagram
of a simple receiver. meter to use on the set.
to use the wire as specified in the data, I am partial
to
this
Answer: For the first stage of audio
inasmuch as the constants of the circuit to construct it and set, and would like
have been carefully worked out, and a copy of the circuitwould like to have amplification use either a 6 1 -2, 6 or 4
the addition to -one ratio. If you want a clear signal
any changes waluld bring about doubtful of one stage of audio with
frequency ampli- at the expense of a little volume, use a
fication. I am going to use WD 11 tubes. 3 1 -2 to-1 on the first stage. The
Answer: This little set has proved stage transformer should have second
a 3 1 -2
itself a popular receiver among beginners, to -one ratio winding. A potentiometer
I
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Figure 3. This shows the simple beginners' receiver, connected to a two -stage
lowfrequency amplifier._ If WD 11 tubes are used,
the C battery arrangement shown in Figure 2 should be added. If good
results are to be expected, the transformers should have the ratio
specified on the diagram. This circuit is probably the simplest and most
efficient tube set yet developed, taking into consideration the
small amount o a a ' t.
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Figure 4. Two stages of audio frequency amplification are added to the Ultra Audion receiver described in the October issue as shown
in the above diagram. If WD 11 tubes are used, C batteries should be placed at the points marked CB with the negative side going to
the transformer -F. The battery should have a potential of from one and one -half to three volts, and should be used to gain the greatest
efficiency from the tube.

having a minimum resistance of 200 ohms to appreciate the various merits of differ- any doubt as to the connections. If you
and a maximum resistance of 400 ohms ent circuits.
If you are considering desire to learn what results other readers
will be satisfactory in this circuit.
changing the circuit you now are using, are getting with the circuit as regards
we would advise your considering the tuning, would advise your referring to
Cockaday circuit, full description of the November RADIO AGE, on pp.
H. W. H., Long Beach, Calif.
Question: My friends tell me that it which appeared in the August issue of 20, the correspondence from F. A. F.,
is practically impossible to tune out RADIO AGE. The isometeric drawing of Memphis, Tenn.
interfering stations with my receiver, of both the Four circuit tuner and the
which is a set made by a well known two stage amplifier should eliminate L. K. G., Cheyenne, Wyo.
Question: I understand that a crystal
manufacturer.
If you could proffer
set may be made more sensitive by the
any suggestions as to making the set
4ER/AL
addition of a pote ntiometer and a local
more selective, it would be very welcome.
battery. Will you show how the conIf the set cannot be improved, would
like to know if the parts in the set may
be used in constructing a more selective
circuit. I am not familiar with the
reading and executing of circuit diagrams,
and would appreciate your favoring me
with clear photographs, sketches or
VC
other easily understood, not too technical data. Is it true that in assembling
a Neutrodyne set that great difficulty
is experienced in getting the proper
results from the circuit? I am desirous
of getting a set that is selective, not too
difficult to construct. It is not necessary that it get long- distance, as I do
not particularly care for long-distance,
inasmuch as many good programs are
offered here in Los Angeles.
Answer: H. W. H., we think you
are the first fan who has come to us
telling us that long- distance reception
is not essential, and want to say that
here at least is one bug who is trying to
appreciate his local station, instead
of trying to tune him out. I would
suggest that you give the filter and wave
trap a trial before you disassemble your
receiver, as ofttimes the insertion of this
tuned oscillatory circuit will clear up
GROUND
the trouble. The July issue of RADIO
AGE contains data for the construction
Figure 5. This shows the electrical connections of a sharp tuning crystal set, making
of such a filter. In this (July) issue you use of a potentiometer and local battery to increase the efficiency
of the crystal. VC is the
will also find an article which will assist variocoupler, L is a coil of 25 turns, tapped every fifth turn, CD is the crystal rectifier,
you in learning to read and understand and RI is a potentiometer of the graphite type, having a maximum resistance of 10,000
circuit diagrams, which will enable you ohms. The battery marked B should have a voltage of from two to four volts.
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nections for this type of receiver may
be made? What resistance should the
potentiometer have?
Answer: I am printing in Figure 5
a circuit showing how this arrangement
Sometimes a small current
is used.
passing through the detector circuit
makes the set more sensitive to changes
in frequency. The idea is an old one,
dating back from the time when crystals
were used exclusively. The carborundum, zincite and bornite crystals used
in sets nearly always required the use
of a local battery for this purpose. I
have not heard of what results have
been obtained when using it on broadcast listening, but the circuit was an
efficient one at that time, and I see no
reason why it should not prove an interesting experiment for the crystal set
user who desires to improve his set.

Racine, Wis.
Question: I am using a six -volt tube
set consisting of a detector and two stage amplifier, which I operate from
dry cells hooked in a series parallel
circuit. I find that this method is very
unsatisfactory, and I do not wish to
purchase a storage battery as I have no
means of charging it. My farm is wired,
using a 32 volt lighting system, which
I know is direct current, and inasmuch
as it is necessary to use direct current,
E. E.,

I

would like to know how to wire up an

arrangement to use this source for lighting the filaments of the bulbs. I intend
to continue using the Block B batteries
for plate potential.
Answer: I am printing in Figure 6
a circuit showing how to wire up an
amplifier using the 32 volt lighting
system you have. You will need seven
resistance units, such as made by the
Ward Leonard Company, three of them
being of the 22 ohm type and two having
1.7 ohms resistance, and two having 3.5
ohms resistance. The connections must
be made as shown or the circuit will
not work. This circuit applies only to
tubes drawing one ampere or more for
filament current. The remaining connections of your receiver will be the
same. The small fuse shown in the
positive filament lead should be about
1.25 amperes, which will blow out if
anything goes wrong, and will save
your tubes from burning out. The use
of No. 14 soft drawn copper wire is
recommended for the filament circuit,
with each wire insulated suitably with
rubber covering or spaghetti tubing.
All parts of the filament circuit should
be firmly soldered, so that the resistance
of the entire system is not raised.
F. J., New York City, N. Y.
Question: I have built a crystal set
such as you described in RADIO AGE
for January, and found it to be very
selective. All in all, I have constructed
about eighteen crystal sets, of all different circuits, but have never been able
to get a DX station. I have concluded,
after much experiment and reading,
that the hookup, aerial and crystal are
not of prime importance in the process
of long- distance crystal receiving, and
contend that it is in the ground connection the secret lies. I have not been
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Figure 6. The direct current of farm- lighting systems may be used for filament current
if the filament circuit is properly protected with adequate resistances. A FTS 1 and 2
are the secondaries of the audio frequency amplifying transformers of the first and second
stages, respectively. The resistances, indicated by the jagged lines, must be placed as
shown or the circuit will not work. The rheostat designated should have a resistance of
six ohms, and the one and one-fourth amp. fuse shown should be used to protect the circuit,
in event anything should go wrong. This circuit cannot be used with tubes drawing less
than one ampere, as it will burn out the filament.
able to use a short ground as I live on buildings, where an efficient ground is
the top floor of an apartment house. not accessible, use this method of obtainI have a lead from my set to a waterpipe, ing a ground connection with very good
the wire being about five feet long, but results. The same applies to aeroplanes.
the waterpipe runs around the house About the longest ground lead ever
for about fifty feet before it enters the brought to my notice was that of an
ground. I conclude that this makes amateur who lived on the twentieth
my ground lead fifty -five feet long, story of a city hotel, who used the water which would be rather long. What is piping system of the building for both
the longest ground lead you have ever receiving and transmitting ground. He
heard of? Any information you. can used a two -tube receiver of the honeygive me relative to making the crystal comb type, and a transmitter of the
set prone to long distance signals will spark type, and queer as it may seem,
be appreciated.
he obtained very gratifying results.
Answer: I do not agree with you
I would attribute a great deal of his
in the matter of the relative importance success to the fact that he was located
of the parts of the crystal set mentioned, in such a high position that the resistance
and want to point out that the aerial and the unfavorable conditions due to
and crystal, as well as the tuning system, the use of the waterpiping ground were
are certainly of vital importance in just about a standoff. However, the
contributing to the over all efficiency of a success of a receiver, no matter what
crystal receiver. The ground lead as kind of circuit is used, is dependent
you mention is probably just as import- entirely upon first the choice of instruant as the remaining parts of the set. ments, next the construction and design,
The success of the entire set depends not and last the character of antenna and
upon the relative merits of one specific ground or other collector system used.
component, it is rather a matter of the Probably one of the most overlooked
total efficiency of the various instru- factors of prime importance is intelligent
ments and departments of the receiver and painstaking operation.
as a whole. I want to call your attention to the article appearing in the G. R. Lyons, Iowa.
March issue of RADIO AGE, which
Question: I notice in your October
dealt with the construction of an antenna RADIO AGE, a circuit which was
suitable for use with the crystal receiver devised by one of your readers, O. Tuck,
of the circuit you mention, and desire of Grimsby, Ontario, Canada, and want
to point out that the results obtained to say that this is just the type of circuit
using this type of antenna was largely I am looking for. I would like to know
a matter of careful study. The crystal if Mr. Tuck has any trouble in receiving
you are using should be of the most the new wave allocations, and what size
sensitive nature if long distance stations of wire is used in the construction of
are desired, and the tuning component the Reinartz coil. I am using a hookup
of the set should be constructed with of the Ultra -Audion type as described
great care if results are to be attained. in RADIO AGE, and am having very
You might try the use of a counterpbise, fine results with it. I am using the W D
consisting of wires strung directly under 12 tube. How would two stages of
the antenna, as near to the ground as audio frequency amplification be added
possible. You might place them in the to this set?
Answer: The September issue conbasement of the house you are living in.
The coúnterpoise is nothing more than tained information relative to the loading
another aerial, carefully insulated from of the Reinartz receiver, enabling the
the ground, and having as many wires operator to easily tune in the higher
in it as space will permit. The ground wave lengths now in use. In winding
post of the receiver is connected to the the coil, use number twenty -six cotton
counterpoise instead of the conventional enamel covered wire. I am printing in
ground connection. The large broad- Figure 4 the connections for a two -stage
casting stations located on top of high amplifier with the Ultra-Audion circuit.
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Tube Socket Unnecessary
Many experimenters have found
themselves in a position where
everything to make up a set was
on hand excepting one of the most
necessary (supposedly) accessories.
Often this happens to be a tube
socket.
Here is a little scheme which will
enable you to forget the added
expense of the socket, together with
the losses, and at the same time
forget about this adapter business.
There are four prongs on the base
of all the standard tubes of today.
Two of these prongs make contact
with the filament of the bulb, and
two others go to the grid and plate
elements of the tube. With a
small flashlight battery, test out
the various posts until the bulb
lights. You are then making contact with the two filament prongs.
Mark them F for further reference.
Now on the WD 11 tube, the plate
prong is the largest, and therefore
the remaining one must be the grid
post.
On the other valves which use the
standard tube socket, the arrangement is different; so to reduce any
doubt as to connections of these
prongs, we are printing in Figure
1 the polariates or rather respective
values of the prongs of the standard
bulb.
Mark all the prongs as shown,
and then proceed to hook up the
circuit you are working on. Here
is where you save.
Instead of making the connections of the bulb to a socket solder
them directly on to the prongs of
the tube. The contact is positive,

i

If there is a rattle in the phone when
is used as a loud speaker. the
trouble may be eliminated by placing a cardboard disc over the diaphragm
as shown in the photograph. The cap of the receiver should then be screwed
on until the quality of the tone is best. (Kadel & Herbert.)
Even little Johnny, the smallest of invectives, putting an injured
member of the family would hardly finger into his mouth, allowing a
work them loose and throw them soldering iron to roll unheeded onto
on the -floor to hear them go BOP! the floor, all because the varioOf course it is necessary to use a coupler or coil taps wouldn't solder
heavy wire to keep the tube from on to the swìtchpoints, and the
slopping all over the set as soon finger was used to put them on while
as it starts to oscillate, and number the solder was still liquid.
12 or 14 hard drawn copper or
If you want to save yourself the
number 14 copper bus par is recomembarrassment of vehemently voicmended.
The tube should not rest on the ing your opinions of soldered switch glass tip, but should be in the in- tap contacts, try this simple but
sower verted position, being held rigid by nevertheless effective remedy.
PIN
the stiff wires soldered on to its
Instead of screwing the entire
prongs.
switchtap fast to the panel before
Here is an ideal method of short- you solder the connection, carry
ening up those connections on that out the simple idea of first soldering
new radio frequency receiver you the wire from the tap onto the small
intend to build. The short con- nut of the switchpoint. In doing
nections effected are quite a gain.
so, hold the small nut in the jaws
W/,pF SOLDERED
of a wide -jawed electrician's pliers,
Why Burn Your Fingers?
7r7 lv,BEPktW/6
and avoid getting any solder into
Many are the times when experi- the threads of the nut. Make a
the capacity losses of a socket are menting with a new circuit that the good, strong connection with the
eliminated, and there is no chance patient, meek, and otherwise silent, solder, and then wipe the surplus
of anyone "swi.ing" our, bulbs. radio buy bursts out with a stringy flux off with alcohol.
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Then take the soldered tap and
nut and placing the switchpoint
through the hole in the panel,
start to turn the switchpoint holding the nut from turning with a
pair of pliers. Tighten the switch point by taking the pliers (when
the switchpoint is as firm as you
can get it with your fingers,) and
giving the round part of the point
a quick twist, which tightens the
whole business.

Antenna Facts
By Beverly Dudley, Member A. R. R. L.
ASHORT antenna has the advantage
over a long antenna inasmuch as

the shorter antenna permits sharper
tuning, i. e., the short antenna permits
the operator to select the desired station
more readily than a long one would.
For this reason, owners of short antennae
often get results superior to those obtained on a long antenna. For the reception
of broadcasting stations operating below
350 meters, a shorter antenna than
was formerly used is necessary. It
would be a very good idea to keep
the total length of the antenna-this
includes lead -in and ground lead
under 100 feet so that amateur signals
from American Radio Relay League
stations may be received as well as
amateur broadcasting. For best results
the antenna should not exceed 120 feet
for broadcast reception, or eighty feet
for amateur reception.
Effective Height
Apparently the height of the aerial
makes little difference to most radio
fans. A very high one will be able
to pick up more radio frequency energy
than a low one; however the high
aerial, beside being able to pick up
fainter signals, also collects more static,
which may seriously interfere with
reception, so that too high an antenna
is to be avoided.
It is the effective
height of an antenna that counts; not
always the height above ground, but
ten feet above a grounded tin roof,
would have an effective height of ten
feet, not fifty feet.

-

Insulators
The antenna wires should be kept
as far away from the aerial supports
as possible. The antenna insulators
should be of a good grade and should
be so designed that they do not absorb
water, and have low capacity between
their terminals. Glazed porcelain insulators are the best with genuine electrose
second. Avoid purchasing porous or
unglazed porcelain, or cheap imitation
composition insulators. Keep the antenna insulators clean and preferably
replace them every year; they don't
work so well when dirt gets an inchthick on them. The long thin -shaped
insulators are better than short, thick
ones, as the capacity is much lower.
See that the lead -in enters the house
through a good porcelain tube, and
that it does not touch the hbuse other
than at insulated points.
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One -Wire Antenna

Amplifier Advice
USE the proper transformer on a cer-

tain tube.
Grind the cores of the transformers,
even if they are shielded, separate the
transformers about 3 or 4 inches and
place the cores at right angles to each
other.
Do not apply more than the specified
voltage on the plates of the tubes.
Use a lower ratio transformer for the
second stage, if the second stage amplifying tube is the same as the first.
Use a five watt tube for the second
stage, increase the B battery voltage
and use the proper C battery voltage for
this tube.
See to it that the proper voltage is
being applied to the filaments of the tube.
Make all the connections perfect
joints, and well soldered.
See to it that all the connections between the tube prongs and the socket
contacts are perfect.
Connect the grid and plate to the proper
leads of the transformer, i. e., when the
outside lead of the primary is connected
to the plate the outside lead of the secondary should be connected to the grid.
Shunt the primary of the first stage
with a fixed condenser of about .001 mfd.
Shunt both the A and B batteries
with a large fixed capacity, say, .5 mfd.
Have you ever considered how much
longer you could use the storage battery
before recharging ifYou would not demonstrate the power of the battery by shortcircuiting the
terminals and showing the heavy spark
you can thus obtain.
You would make perfect connections
between the filament leads and the battery terminals.

Corrosion
The antenna should be a wire conductor of large area and should be
selected with care. Flat copper ribbon,
copper stranded cable and large size
copper wires are all good. Don't use
iron wire that has a mere film of copper
plating on it. Copper - plated iron wire
is used much, but in view of the fact
that copper wire is so cheap, it would
be advisable to use number twelve or
fourteen copper wire throughout the
entire antenna system. Insulation on
the antenna wires is beneficial inasmuch as it prevents corrosion to the
wires, and does not detract from the
general efficiency of the aerial.
Be sure to solder all joints in the
A well designed antenna
antenna.
and ground system contributes materially
to successful reception.

Never Too Old
Age is no bar to a complete enjoyment
of radio program Frank R. Wiley of
Malden, Mass., wrote WGY, the Genei-al

Electric Company station as follows:
"Say, that was a corker last night.
I have a single tube set about the size
of a cigar box and get most of 'em as
Have had seventy
far as Chicago.
birthdays, so haven't long to stay, but
am going to get what I can while the
getting is good."

Recent exhaustive tests with one wire
antenna on merchant vessels have demonstrated the practicability of using a
single wire for low power transmitting
purposes as well as for receiving. Aboard
ships this feature would eliminate cost,
space and weight. It would make the
necessary lowering of the aerials on cargo
vessels during loading much easier, and
reduce the necessary insulators, wire,
spreaders, etc. Also the single wire
aerials could be hoisted higher than a
three or four wire antenna.
Amateurs who have no facilities or
cannot afford to erect masts high and
strong enough to carry a heavy four -wire
aerial, should find the single wire of
considerable benefit when using one
kilowatt or less power; for two kilowatt
transmission, it is said the single wire
antenna is not to be compared with larger

antenna.

Most every one knows that the single
wire aerial picks up less interference.
Its efficiency in transmitting is not quite
as great as a four wire aerial, but experts
believe the decrease in cost, weight and
ease of handling would compensate for
loss in efficiency.
The recent tests included the use of
both inverted L and T type aerials, and
several forms of wire. A four -strand
wire cable twisted over a manila rope
core was found most satisfactory.

MacMillan's Message
After completing a wide curve across
Canada and back over the United
States, a recent radio message from
Captain MacMillan, in winter quarters
in North Greenland, was delivered
forty -eight hours later to his secretary
in Boston, through the traffic system
of the American Radio Relay League.
The message was received in Hartford, Conn., in the early morning by
Boyd Phelps of the technical staff of
the C. D. Tuska Company. Unable
to work amateurs in Boston on account
of approaching daylight, he gave the
communication to Edwin Adams, advertising manager of QST, who was leaving
for that city in a few hours. Upon his
arrival, the latter delivered the North
Pole message in person.
Due to peculiar atmospheric conditions affecting reception the routing
of the message was through Jack Barnsley's amateur station at Prince Rupert,
B. C., and thence to the station operated
by Glenn West, 7ZU, at Polytechnic,
Montana. He tried to give it to amateur
station 9BAB without success, but
luckily it was picked up by Phelps
the first time it was sent.

Silent Night
Chicago woman, on a Monday night,
exhibited new radio set to woman guest.
Guest asked: "What is coming in,
now ?"
Hostess said, "It is silent night."
"Oh, goody!" exclaimed the guest,
"I have loved that ever since I heard
"
ch m.nn -H -ink sn
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With the Radio Manufacturer
New Type Head -phones
Contending that the true index of
power of an electro magnetic device
depends upon the number of ampere
.turns embodied in the windings, the
:Penberthy Injector Company of Detroit,
Mich., has departed from the conventional system of using only one or two
magnets in their new headset. The new
type of phone uses four electromagnets,
'with each coil wound to 1,000 ohms
resistance. The permanent magnets
.are built up of two laminations. Total
resistance of the phones is 4,000 ohms,
and each set is matched at a frequency

of 800 cycles.

Especial care has been taken in making the phone cords of positive contact
.and nonbreakable character. The headband is finished in soft leather of dull
black finish, and the entire headset is
'lightweight.
The Penberthy four pole, 4,000 ohm
:headset has been tested and approved by

and provides connections for wave
lengths from 200 to 1,000 meters, by a
series of binding posts and jumpers
which can be opened and closed to suit
the operator.
The instrument should prove a popular
piece of apparatus with the amateur
who has trouble in getting an aerial
erected, or who builds a superheterodyne
or other receiver of high -power type
where a loop is used.
It was received by RADIO AGE in
good condition, and contained explicit
printéd instructions as to operation and
proper use.

Practical Radio Lessons

An entirely new and exclusive method
of instruction in radio has been formulated by the American Radio Association, 4513 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, of which G. A. Mohaupt is engineer.
The biggest difficulty in teaching radio
by mail was the inability of the student
RADIO AGE experts.
to grasp the practical as well as the
theoretical side of the subject through
the means of charts and pictures alone.
Warren Radio Loop
Extensive tests carried on by the The American Radio Association gives
RADIO AGE institute find the Warren with its course,a radio outfit ready for,
Radio Loop to be of merit in the matter
of receiving local stations. The loop
when tested out at the RADIO AGE
Laboratories picked up in less than an
.hour stations from distances as far as
fifty miles with practically the same
.audibility as that of a regular antenna.
The set used in conjunction with the

wiring. The student is taken step
by step through all the phases of radio.
He works on an actual radio set and
his education, therefore, is of practical
value. He is not given mere book
learning but he learns by actually
doing. Many graduates of the American
Radio Association earn considerable
money during their spare time by constructing and installing radio sets for
their friends and neighbors.

Applause Card
One of the hits of the Radio Show
held in New York during the week of
October 6 to 13, was the distribution
from the booth of the Dictograph
Products Corporation of envelopes con-

taining five applause cards.
These cards have been received with
the greatest enthusiasm by the radio
public, as it gives them for the first
time, in a simple form, a means of
showing their approval or disapproval,
as the case may be, of the programs
being rendered by broadcasting stations.
The applause card was originated
by the Dictograph Products Corporation.

loop was a detector and two -stage outfit, similar to the one shown in the April
issue of RADIO AGE.
Tuning with the loop was very critical,
the stations being received on just a
minute change in the secondary condenser. The loop is a very compact instrument, measuring not over 8x8 inches,

Dr. Lee DeForest examining radio equipment on the S. S. "Paris," on which ship he returned recently from
Europe. (Kadel & Herbert.)
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Hints on the Adjustment of Radio Receivers
By L. W. CHUBB
Manager of Radio Enrinerrin, D +parlmenl,

I

'estinçhnuse Ficdric b' Manufarluring Company

AbIO

broadcasting should be
governed by rules and etiquette
which will enable everyone to
get the most enjoyment from it. We
hear many people speak of the invisible audience, but how many visualize
this audience and appreciate that others
in the audience have any effect on
their own results or that they, in any
way, affect the reception of others.
The fisherman or the golfer obtains
equipment best suited to his individual
needs, and learns to use it effectively
by instruction or experience. He may
or may not interfere with the pleasure
of other sportsmen. He is expected
to follow a code of etiquette. In the
theater large hats are removed in con-sideration of those behind; at the ball
game a "down in front" is forthcoming
if one interferes with the vision; and in
the town meeting we do not put up
with the noisy individual in the audience
who interferes with his neighbors by
radiating his opinions.
After a slight consideration of each
one's part as a member of the radio
audience, it will be appreciated that
corresponding conditions exist and that
radio receiving must be played as a
gentleman's game.

R

The Wireless Shadow
radio receiving station consists
of some form of antenna connected
to a radio receiver of one of several
types. The antenna intercepts the
wireless waves and absorbs an amount of
energy dependent upon the size of the
tuned antenna and the conditions of
operation of the radio receiver. The
waves induce currents in the antenna
circuit which reradiate energy from
the antenna. Each station then takes
from the passing waves an amount
of energy equal .o the difference between
the energy intercepted and that reradiated. It is evident, therefore, that
each station may cast a sort of wireless
shadow and thus reduce the strength
of signal left for those in the back
seats of the vast audience.
Our great auditorium, unfortunately,
has the cheap seats in front. Around
each broadcasting station are thousands
of listeners using crystal receivers which
require the most energy, re- radiate the
least, require the largest antenna, and
therefore cast the greatest shadows
beyond.
An important hint therefore in the
operation of a crystal receiver is to
de -tune the instrument when it is not
in use. This does not mean that the
adjustment of the crystal need be disturbed- merely move the tuning adjustment to one extreme or the other.
An antenna out of tune casts no shadow.
In addition to the crystal receivers
in our radio audience, there are thousands
of vacuum tube receivers used at various distances from the transmitting
station. Thae fall' into three general
classes: The simple tube set without
regeneration; .the regenerative receivers;
A

Chewing gum while lzstenzng -in with the phones clamped tightly to the ears, results
in the ears assuming a shape much related to a cauliflower and imparts to the jaw a
delicate tinge of black and blue.

and the receiver with radio frequency be taken advantage of only with a
amplification, usually working with a small antenna. It is not necessary to
loop antenna.
use a double circuit receiver to obtain
The first, or simple tube set, owing satisfactory results and prevent interto its lack of sensitivity, can be used ference.
effectively only within a short distance
Nearby Broadcasts
of the broadcasting station. This type
Theoretically, with a small antenna
of set is usually simple to operate,
requiring only the adjustment of tuning the same strength of signal can be
after the filaments of the tubes have obtained at the best point of adjustment of tuning and regeneration. Pracbeen lighted.
The regenerative receiver is the most tically, the adjustments can be made
common set in use and, on account of so close that no appreciable signal is
its high sensitivity and selectivity, lost and the sharpest of tuning is obwhen properly used will be found to tained. If one is troubled by the recepbe the best all around radio receiver. tion of two or more nearby stations
It is this type of receiver that I par- at the same time, a small indoor antenna
ticularly wish to refer to. Many opera- should be used across the top of the
tors attempt to use such an instrument room or of the room above.
This will allow the separate selection
with the same large antenna that was
used with a crystal set, and thereby of signals, unless they are on almost
lose the advantages of the receiver.
the same wave length, and, with little
They wonder why the receiver picks practice in adjusting the instrument,
up several signals and apparently will distant signals can be picked up readily
riot 'select one alone. The trouble is and satisfactorily. To obtain the best
with the antenna. The sharp selective results with the regenerative receiver
tuning of a regenerative receiver can the operator should use only the pre-
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ferred methods of adjustment, and I
wish to call attention to some of the
important things to be considered in
the operation of this type of receiver.
Most of the users of the regenerative
receiver know that it has an Armstrong
circuit, and that by the adjustment of a

"tickler," "intensity regulator," "plate
variometer," or "regenerator," whichever it may be called, the signal can
be increased greatly. They know also
that at a certain point the detector

commence to oscillate and the
receiver will omit whistling noises or
beat notes, as they are called, when the
tuning is run through an incoming wave.
Few of those using this type of receiver,
however, know that these whistling
noises can be heard in a neighbor's
receiver and that similar noises which
are heard when a set is not being adjusted are caused by a nearby receiver
improperly adjusted.
As regeneration is increased the amount
of reradiation from an antenna increases until, at the point just below
oscillation, the reradiation is equal
to the absorptipn, the loudest clear
signal is received, and the receiver
neither disturbs a neighbor nor absorbs
any appreciable energy, which can
pass on to the more distant listeners.
will

Booster Stations

The most common infractions of
radio etiquette are the use of regenerative
receivers while oscillating and the hunting of signals by picking up the carrier
wave with the detector tube oscillating.
Most radio operators have found that
by careful adjustment the "beat note"
can be lowered in pitch to a central
point where the noises stop and a signal
can be heard with the tube oscillating.
This adjustment is known as the method
of "zero beat reception." Under this
condition, a receiver radiates more
Rutledge R. Mayo and his combination honeycomb coil and neutrodyne
energy than it absorbs so that the radio set. It consists of a three -circuit honeycomb set for long wave recepstation can be considered as a booster tion and a neutrodyne set for short wave reception, all mounted on the same
station which will reinforce a passing panel. The same tubes are used for either receiver. (Kadel & Herbert.)

A closeup of the combination three -circuit honeycomb and neutrodyne
set. (Kadel & Herbert.)

radio signal. If such booster stations
were properly located and the adjustments could be made so as not to produce any distortion, this method of
receiving might help reception conditions. This, however, is not the case
and zero beat reception should be
avoided.
It will be found that the quality of
signal is greatly impaired under this
condition of adjustment. It is evident
also that getting in and out of the
"zero beat" adjustment will cause disagreeable noises in the neighborhood
and even when the adjustment has
been obtained many snorts and grunts
are produced by the slightest change
in the wave length of either the transmitting station or the receiver.
In hunting signals it is a common
practice to have the detector tube
oscillating and then, after finding a
carrier wave, to lower the regeneration
to a point below oscillation to clear
up the signals. This practice disturbs
others who may be tuned to the same
wave and is an unsportsmanlike pro cedure that ruins their enjoyment of
radio broadcasting.
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The Proper Method
should like to suggest the following
method of receiving broadcasting pro grams with regenerative receivers. After
adjusting the filament currents of the
vacuum tubes to a point which has
been found to be satisfactory increase
the regeneration to a point just below
oscillation. Now tune the set slowly
up or down the scale, keeping the
regeneration adjusted just below oscillation until the desired signal is heard
or a breathing sound is noticed, indicating the presence of a carrier wave from
a station which may not be operating
1

at the instant.
If the receiver is well designed the
adjustment for regeneration will be
practically the same throughout the
range of broadcasting wave lengths
and any worth while signal can easily
be tuned in, after which the volume
can be increased by a final adjustment
of the regeneration.

You will soon be able to pick up
signals just as easily by this method
as you can by the beat note method.
If everyone will hunt signals and listen
to the music with the detector tube
adjusted in this way, the quality of
broadcast programs will be very much
improved. The gurgling, rough, and
distorted music which is now heard,
in a large part is due to the reradiation
from many oscillating receivers, will
disappear. The whistling noises which
go up and down the scale, due to a
neighbor's hunting signals with an
oscillating receiver, will be eliminated.
The steady screaming notes which are
heard at or around the signal from a
broadcasting station are due to interference between two or more broadcasting stations and cannot be eliminated
until a great number of these stations
are closed up or are given individual
and separated wavelengths.

Chile Is in Line
Another step was taken in the development of radio -telephony in Chile recently
when for the first time a conversation
was held between a private broadcasting station, belonging to a Chilean
amateur in Vina del Mar, on the Pacific
Coast, and Tucuman, Argentina. The
Vina del Mar station was distinctly
heard in a radio club in the latter city at
midnight, whereupon conversation was
kept up for over an hour. A few days
later, conversation was established between the Chilean coast and Buenos
Musical programs from the
Aires.
Vina del Mar station were also clearly
heard on board vessels traveling along
the Chilean coast.
The number of Chilean amateurs has
been growing for some time and not a
few have installed apparatus in their
homes. Attempts to commercialize radio
interests have been rare and half- hearted
heretofore, but a strong business
organization has been formed in Santiago
under the firm name of "Compania
Radio -Chilena," for the purpose of
installing an up -to -date and adequate
broadcasting station on the roof of
Santiago's single skyscraper, the "Edificio Ariztia."

Another tuned radio frequency picture. The radio frequency transformer's location with reference to the condenser is plainly shown. Walter
S. Lemon, the designer of this outfit, gets distance with a loop aerial. (Kadel
& Herbert.)

Jack Barnsley

Prince Rupert, B. C.- Starting off
with a queerly constructed homemade
radio receiver that would be the laughing
stock of the most uninitiated present
day radio fan, Jack Barnsley of this
place now has a high power amateur
station that has made him the only connecting link between the Arctic explorer,
Captain Donald D. MacMillan, and the
whole civilized world.
Beside being peculiarly well situated
to receive messages from the little
schooner, "Bowdoin," in winter quarters
at Refuge Harbor, he has a radio receiving set and antenna installation that
compares favorably with some of the
best stations in the United States.
It was sometime in 1910 that Barnsley
thanked his lucky stars for the good
fortune that had brought him a Bell
telephone receiver, a dry battery, a
couple of carbons' and a hatpin with
which to build his first radio apparatus.
He made his coil from some stray wire,
headphones from the single receiver, a
detector from the carbons and the steel
needle, sharpened to a fine point, for the
movable part.
A few years later and Barnsley was
working for the Marconi Company as
a wireless operator on coastwise steamers, finally on board the "Empress of
Russia" when he visited Japan, China
and Manila. A recruiting sign for the
Royal Air Force attracted his attention
in 1917 and there followed a "hitch" as
instructor in the army.
Since he established communication
recentl wi , h

of complete silence, he has received scores
of messages from members of Mac Millan's crew and sent them on to relatives and friends in the states by means
of the traffic system of the American
Radio Relay League, of which he is a
member. He uses an improved type of

regenerative receiver with two-step audio
amplifier.

Radio Jumps Mountain
Radio is being used successfully in
India to send messages over a mountain
15,000 feet in height. Previously, considerable difficulty was found in wire'
communication due to heavy snowdrifts and storms which severed the
lines. This achievement has been effected
between the cities of Srinagar and
Jammu, in Kashmir. Other installations
have been effected or are planned in
Bhopal, Gwajior, Hyderabad and Rejkot,
by Marconi engineers, Trade Commissioner Spofford reports to the United
States government from Calcutta.

If your newsdealer has sold out
his supply of RADIO AGE you are
likely to miss just the hook -up that
you have been looking for. To
avoid any such chance fill out the
coupon in this issue and send in your
subscription. Then you will be safe.
And don't forget that with each
subscription at the special price of
$2.00 a year, or $1.00 for six months,
we send you free the popular Rein artz Radio booklet FREE. Address
Radio Age, 500 N. Dearborn Street,
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How to Copy Wireless Code

signals
By FELIX ANDERSON

Technical Assistant Radio Age, and Kendall North, Radio 9BDL

Installment Two
ASSUMING that you are now so
familiar with the sounds of the
various code characters of the
radio telegraph alphabet, that when
the sounds DAH DAH DAH DAH di
DAH are issued you will recognize them
as O. K. within a reasonable time limit,
we will proceed with the next steps
toward making you a proficient operator
as far as codc copying is concerned. If
you find that you are having trouble in
recognizing the various letters, we would
advise your spending a little more time
and effort on them, as in this case, a
little too much is a great deal more
beneficial than not enough.
Now that you have the accents, sounds
and construction of the code character
firmly placed in mind as a musical sound,
the next step will be to familiarize yourself and train your arm to repeat these
combinations with a key.
You will now need a few pieces of
apparatus; namely, a key, buzzer and
source of power. The key should be
chosen with care, and we would advise
that you do not purchase a makeshift
affair, inasmuch as from our experience
we know that you will undoubtedly
"fall" for the transmitting game sooner
or later, once you have learned the code,
and then you will agree with us that it
is certainly didiDAHdil DAHdididit,
(FB or fine business) to have a creditable
key handy. The buzzer can be purchased from your local hardware store,
or can be of the high -pitch type, which
is procurable at any radio store. If a
high -pitched buzzer, sometimes called
high frequency buzzer, is used, it will
be necessary to use direct current from
a local storage battery, but if an ordinary buzzer is used, the 110 volt house
lighting current, stepped down by a
small toy transformcr may furnish the
juice. A key which is very popular with
the amateurs, called the Boston key,
can be procured at almost any good
radio store which handles transmitting

Figure 2. This illustrates the correct
position of the hand when sending. The
wrist should not touch the table, and the
heavier muscles of the forearm should do
the work, the finer touches being made by
the more delicate muscles of the wrist and
fingers.
pieces, to take any harsh sound away.
After you have adjusted the buzzer
to the best tone, the next matter will
be to set the various screws provided
on the key to suit your individual fist.
The key should just have enough tension
or spring to bring it up with easy break,
but should have sufficient spring to make
smooth sending possible. The best key
adjustment will be found after a few
hours' practice. The spacing should be
just a little less than 1 -32 of an inch,
or sufficiently wide to prevent arcing of

the contacts.
Get yourself seated in a comfortable
chair, at a table or other firm support,
that is plenty wide to allow you to place
your entire arm from the elbow down
on the table. With the index finger
and middle finger placed loosely but
firmly on the key, with a slight curve
press the key down firmly, and then
release it. The key when released should
follow your fingers back to the original
off position.
If it does not, the key is needing a
little more spring, and should be adjusted
to assurc smooth working. When adjusting the key, the signal dididiDAHdit

or the word "test" is usually sent, and
if difficulty is experienced in snapping
off the dits smoothly, the key should be
so arranged that it becomes possible to
do so. The entire forcarm should be
relaxed, and the fingers, while firm,

should touch the knob lightly. The
habit of sending with the forearm relaxed
should be cultivated, inasmuch as sending with the arm "cramped," or rigid,
will result in what the amateurs dub
"glass arm" or "pumphandle fist."

Starting to Send
Take a piece of newspaper, choosing
some item of interest, which contains
some numbers and all the letters of the
alphabet, and putting yourself in the
frame of mind of an operator of a high power long- distance station, with thousands of receivers tuned in on your wave,
start to send PX (press), consisting of
the newspaper item you are sending
from. If you come to a dollar sign,
spell out the word dollars preceding the
number. If you come to a comma, omit
it, and when you encounter the end of
a sentence, merely make the space
between the last word of the preceding
sentence and the first of the next sufficiently long to show appreciable difference from the spacing of the words.
When you are sending, see to it that
at no time your fingers touch the metal
of the key. There will come a time later
when you will have about 100,000,000,000,000 volts or more passing through
the key circuit, and the sensation is not
one of pleasure, when direct contact is
made. Don't forget to use the wrist
movement.
Send slowly
you speed up your

-If
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apparatus.

Selecting the Tone
Connect up the apparatus as shown
in Figure 1, and then proceed to adjust
the buzzer for the best tone. A smooth,
soft, easy to read, tone is the best, and
the ear of the person using the apparatus
can best judge this. The high frequency
buzzers usually have an adjusting screw
provided for changing the note of the
buzzer, but the plain house buzzer, of
the type procurable at the hardware
store, will take a little closer adjustment
for a nice note. This may be accomplished by placing a few pieces of fine
a
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transmitting before you really know how
to handle the key, you will only acquire
jerky, ill- spaced sending, and nothing

will be accomplished. Make your dashes

three times as long as your dots, and
longer if you find trouble in making
the sending smooth. The dits or dots
should be snapped off with a quick movement of wrist and fingers combined.
A word as to the proper accent of the
individual characters as they appear
in a word or sentence is probably the
next thing to be considered. Between
some characters such as S and H and
T and M or O, the space will have to
be somewhat emphasized to prevent the
combination from being confused. The
spaces between the letters of a word,
should be about one -third of that of the
spaces between words, and the spaces
between the words of a sentence should
be about a third of the space between
the spaces separating the sentence.
We will once more call your attention
to the proper accent of the DAH components of a character, namely in the
case of the letters C and N. The letter
C should be sent DAHdiDAHdit, making
the characters sound as a part of one
letter, while the combination N N should
be sent DAHdit- DAHdit with an
emphasized space between the two
letters. One can readily see how this
precaution will prevent the sound from
being confused. In any case where this
double combination appears, this rule
applies, and it also holds for characters
where a series of dots or dashes composing the characters of a letter appear in
close sequence. By all means, send
slowly, as slow sending always results
in the proper formation of the characters, and later develops into a smooth,
easily read "fist."

Correcting an Error
If you make an error in transmission,
t he proper way to correct it is to send

didi DAHDAH didit, the sound for the
interrogation point, and then to repeat
the entire word in which the error was
made. The old way is to send a series of
fast dots in quick succession, but among
amateurs the interrogation method has
almost entirely superseded this method.
One of the reasons we emphasize the
fact that one should not send faster
than he can receive, is explained by the
tradition among amateurs that the
person with whom communication is
being carried, will, if he is a good operator, not send any faster than the one
with whom he is talking.
Give yourself plenty of practice with
the key, as it will assist you immensely
About a
in copying signals later on.
week of practice for a starter before
attempting to copy regular transmission
over the air is a good plan, as you will
then be more likely to recognize any
errors in your sending. After you have
worked out this phase of code learning
to your own satisfaction, the next step
will be to proceed with the interesting
business of
Actual Code Copying
It will probably appear to the reader
who has started the business of learning
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him through a great many unnecessary
preliminaries, but we want to assure
you that every one of them is vitally
necessary in the course of the making
of a good operator. This next step is
the real test of how much you have
applied yourself to the foregoing procedure, and is also a test of your patience,

HOUR."

make any sense. So before we lure you
any further into this mysterious business,
we want to let you in one some of the

traditions, abbreviations, conventions
and procedures used among the code
listeners and senders.
What is Said in Code
First
of all we want to tell you that
perseverance and application.
United States is divided up into nine
Scare up that piece of paper you used the
radio districts. Briefly, we will tell you
in the first steps of learning the code,
and get yourself a pencil to copy with. how these subdivisions come:
We will assume that you have a receiver FIRST DISTRICT:
capable of tuning down to 200 meters,
Has its headquarters at First District
and that you know almost exactly where Customs House, Boston, Mass.
It
the amateur "offenders( ?)" come in.
includes the states of Maine, New
Before we go further, we want to tell Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
you right now, that you shouldn't be Rhode Island and Connecticut.
disappointed if you can't copy everything that comes through the receivers SECOND DISTRICT:
-there are times when the most expert Headquarters at the Custom House,
of us can't do it. Some of the traffic New York, N. Y., and comprises the
going through is snapped off at a mighty counties of New York, Staten Island,
lively rate -about twenty-five or thirty Long Island and those on the Hudson
words a minute-and you have to step River, including Schenectady, Albany,
kinda lively to cross your T's and dot and Rensselar of the State of New York;
your I's when copying. But on the also the counties of Bergen Passaic,
other hand, you can always single out Essex, Union, Middlesex, Monmouth, some fellow who is going along at a Hudson, and Ocean of the State of New
rate more your size, and that is the one Jersey.
you should start on. At any rate, don't
let yourself become disappointed -here THIRD DISTRICT:
Headquarters, Custom House, Baltiis where the real trial comes in.
Choose one of the signals of code more, Md. It comprises all of the counthat is going at a speed that enables ties in New Jersey not included in the
you to recognize some of the letters as above list; all counties south of the
the sending goes along. Tune the signal Blue Mountains in Pennsylvania, the
in to the loudest point, and then start states of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia
to put down just what you hear. Copy and the District of Columbia.
the letters as they come in, reading FOURTH DISTRICT:
about two or three letters behind the
Headquarters at the Federal Building,
sending, i. e., you should acquire the Baltimore, Md.
fourth district
habit of reading slightly behind the key. includes the states The
of North Carolina,
By this we mean that you should South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and
be putting down the letter you heard the territory of Porto
Rico.
two or three letters back while you are
FIFTH
DISTRICT:
ones
that
are
being
sent.
reading the
If you find that this is too far advanced
Headquarters at the Custom House,
for you then merely listen hard, putting New Orleans, La., and is composed of
down the ones that you recognize.
the states of Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee, Arkansas,
Copying Calls
Oklahoma and New Mexico.
The best practice for this is to listen
to some station calling, inasmuch as SIXTH DISTRICT:
Headquarters, Custom House, San
when a station is calling another, the
transmission rules require that the one Francisco, California. The states of
calling shall send the call of the one being California, Nevada, Utah, A: izona and
called three times followed by the sign the territory of Hawaii compose this
DE and then sign his own call three district.
times. This it can be readily seen offers SEVENTH DISTRICT:
much chance for the beginner to correct
Headquarters at the Federal Building,
mistakes in copy, and get the entire
transmission correct. Calls will probably Seattle, Wash. The seventh district
be the first code signals you will be able comprises the states of Oregon, Washto recognize, and therefore you will ington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and
probably start to find it interesting. If the territory of Alaska.
when you are listening to this process EIGHTH DISTRICT:
of calling, you miss a letter, copy the
Headquarters at the Federal Building,
next one -don't stop, as when the call Detroit, Mich. The Eighth District
is repeated you will be able to put in comprises all the counties of New York
the missing letter.
not included in the second district; all
As you progress with your receiving the counties of Pennsylvania not included
speed you will find yourself copying in the third district, the states of West
signals that are meaningless as far as Virginia and Ohio and the lower peninmaking sense out of your copy is con- sula of the State of Michigan.
cerned. You find that you have the
entire transmission correct as you know NINTH DISTRICT:
Headquarters at the Federal Building,
that you have written down just what
you have heard, but when it comes to Chicago, Ill. The ninth district com-

RADIO

diana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kentucky,
Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Colorado, South
Dakota, North Dakota, and the upper
peninsula of Michigan.
By referring to the above list you can
tell what radio district you are in.
The calls of amateur stations are
arranged in alphabetical order, classified
under the various districts. Thus, if
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"Ham" is the term applied to the
amateur who is interested in the business
of sending code signals. In his everyday

life in radio, he makes use of a lot of
snappy signals to convey his thoughts
over the air, which to the average reader
would not mean much. Allow us to
explain.
Taking an extract from some of our
own pieces of copying, it runs something
like this:
tks fr QSR om ur FB hr vy QSA and
stedy nm hr nw so best 73s c u agn sk.
Could you understand that? No?
Neither could we when we started, and
every time we heard some new abbreviation we had to run around and get some
OM to help us out in the matter of decoding it. Taking the first part of the above
extract: tks means thanks, fr means for,
QSR relaying, and om means "Old
Man." Old Man is a term used among

HOUR"
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you for relaying that message for me,
old man "; and the remaining transmission when decoded would read:
"Your signals are fine business here.
They are very loud and steady. Nothing

USE

NATIONAL
AUDIO FREQUENCY

TRANSFORMERS
PRICE
6

to

Ratio

1

$4.50
Prices are Postpaid

3H to

1

Ratio

$4.00

International agreement provides for
what the amateurs call "Q" signals.
A copy of this set of international signals
is printed hereafter in this article. The
use of these signals is to cut down the
verbosity of asking commonplace questions as to operating conditions, traffic,
etc., and make the transmission more
speedy. When the signal QTC is heard
it means "I have a message for you,"
and reversed or rather interrogated
thusly: QTC? it conveys the sentence:

"Have you a message for me ?" When
.the signal QRZ is sent, it means "your
signals are weak here," and when interrogated QRZ? it reverses the idea and
asks "Are my signals weak ?" One can
readily see how this speeds up the interchange of thoughts concerning the existing operating conditions. We would
recommend that every code learner
memorize the following Q signals, as they
are nearly always used: QTZ? QSR?
QSA QRK QRS QSL and any others
as the need comes, but the ones above
mentioned are sent through the air
many times in a day, and therefore to
understand what is going on, you should
know them.

THE

amateurs in transmission, and is significant of the spirit of good will and
friendship existing between amateurs.
So you see, the whole thing put together
into real language would mean: "thank

you hear 1CNI you can tell that you are
listening to an amateur in Massachusetts, or in the first district. The government when issuing liscenses allots a call
to each station. These calls are classified
in the order of from what district they
come from, and are listed in call books
similar to a telephone book. Thus if
you hear the call, you can readily look
up the fellow and find his address.
Ship, naval, commercial and other
stations are listed in another call book.
Copies of either book may be had by
writing the Superintendent of Documents, Bureau of Printing, at Washington, D. C.
Q
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best results.

That's what thousands

of radio fans are doing because they have

learned that the National has no equal for
volume and clear reception. The new 6 to 1
ratio means greater volume without sacrificing any of the beautiful tone quality obtained with the well known 3 1-2 to 1 ratio.
No matter what ratio of National you employ you will experience minimum distortion
National Transformers arc of sturd, construction scientifically perfect; are finely finished, are equally efficient in all circuits and
give excellent results with all types of tubes.
After carefully testing National Transformers Mr. F. D. Pearne has given them his personal endorsement.
If your dealer cannot supply you, order
direct. Be sure to mention name of dealer.
We guarantee satisfaction.

Jobbers and Dealers
write for Sales
Proposition

National Transformer Mfg. Co.
Dept. 1216.

154

Whiting St, Chicago, Ill

Chicago's First
Radio Market -Place
Amateurs and fans -get together in buying,
selling or trading radio sets or parts.
Hundreds of fans are meeting each other to
mutual advantage by way of Chicago's only
radio market-place--the Chicago Herald and
Examiner "Radio" Want- ads -where they can
deal directly with one another in buying, selling
and exchanging equipment.
Read the Herald and Examiner "Radio" Want ads. If you can't find what you want, or if
you have something to sell or exchange, phone
a Want -ad to Main 5000.

Herald & Examiner
"Radio" Want -ads
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more here now so best regards, will see
arrl -American Radio Relay League.
you over the air again," (sk) end of
tt -that.
transmission.
The signal diDAHdi di dit means
That's the way the amateur talks over wait. The signal DAH di di di DAH is
the air. It's almost a language of its the signal sent while thinking, illustrated
own, and to let you on the fun of the game thusly:
we are printing some of the commonest
er nr 12 fm chgo eo (address)
abbreviations used among code operators:
(and then the signal
The signal di di DAH di DAH for
crd. recd. taks. wl qsl.
O. K.
sg
73 for Best Regards.
9DQS
wlom for Well OH Man.
sg- signed.
k for Go Ahead.
QSL-acknowledged.
Sk for finish of transmission.
chgo- Chicago.
hr or er-here or hear.
NY -New York.
ka- attention.
crd -card.
no soap -for nothing doing.
There are many other abbreviations
tnx, tks, tku- thanks, thank you.
and forms of spelling words for which
es-and.
no rules can be formed. In code, the
msg- message.
quickest, simplest and most effective
tfc- traffic.
way possible is used in conveying
cul -see you later.
thoughts. No rules for spelling, tense,
c -see.
or other grammar exists excepting in the
gg- going.
transmission of reports, commercial mesu -you.
sages and other formal business.
r -are.
The amateur laughs over the air when
ur -you are, your.
something funny is said or done by sendoic -Oh I see.
ing Hi hi hi or mim mim or else ha ha.
rcd,
received.
More than once we've experienced the
abt-about.
razz when calling a sixth district station
min- minute.
with a quarter K \V spark set, and when
fixt- fixed.
we reset the antenna switch for receiving
wl -well.
were suddenly overwhelmed by a host
om-old man.
of hi's, ha's and mim's coming from
dg, yl, ow- refers to a young lady about fifty local stations due to the
operator, namely dear girl, young lady, futility of trying to work about 2,000
or old woman as the case may be. The miles with 250 watts spark. As the
term ow is only used when the two per- amateurs say over the air at times
sons talking are very well acquainted.
"tonk" or "Awf." We think that this
Istn-listen.
is a pretty good starter on abbreviations
QST-stand by and listen. Copy what for you to acquire, and want to say that
I have to say.
you have at your command more pleasure
f m -from.
in using them than any amount of jokes
you can spill verbally on your friend Bill.
eo-to.
We want to show you what just a bit
spk- spark.
of amateur "chewing the fat" going
cw- continuous wave.
through the air is like and print the
becuz- because.
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GIVEN FREE:
REINARTZ BOOK

Complete construction directions with Hook-ups -best book on
good circuit -written and illustrated by Frank D. Pearne. If you
want one free, fill out the coupon and send with your subscription
remittance, $2.00 for one year, $1.00 for six months.
RADIO AGE,
500

North Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO.
Please send me FREE one of your Reinartz Radio Books and send
me Radio Age for _ __ _ ..
I want to take advantage of this
Special Offer. I enclose ...
..._....... __... _..._

Name_
City_.._

Street and Number._..
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following taken from the logs of the
stations of the writers. (By the way a
log is a record of the business of the
station, the calls heard and any other
interesting items.)
We will take our own specific call
letters and enact a little chat over the air:
CQ CQ CQ de 9BDL QTC CQ CQ CQ
de 9BDL k (That's 9BDL saying that
he wants somebody to relay a message
for him.) CQ is the general call. Here's
someone calling him.
9BDL 9BDL 9BDL DE 9DQS 9DQS
9DQS GE QSR QRV 9BDL 9BDL
9BDL De 9DQS 9DQS 9DQS k.
(That was station 9DQS calling 9BDL
saying good evening, I am ready to relay
the message for you.)
R 9DQS de 9BDL r ok er nr I fm
hr eo john smith 1234 western st., los
angeles cal bk crd rcd ltr follows with
dope on cw set. pse qsl. sg kn 9BDL
hw I? 9DQS de 9BDL k (9BDL giving
the message to 9DQS and asking how he
got it.)
R 9BDL de 9DQS ok 1 qry 29BDLde
9DQS k.
(9DQS saying number one is O. K.
and for him to go ahead with number 2.)
r 9DQS de 9BDL tks sa om if u c
dorothy tell her no soap abt tt dance
nxt satrday. gess nill nw QTC? 9DQS
de 9BDL k.
(9B DL acknowledging receipt of message by 9DQS and asking him to do a
personal favor for him. He then says
he has no more traffic to handle and
asks 9DQS if he has any further messages
to handle.)
r 9BDL de 9DQS OK art om nm hr
nwsocu 1 73 sk 9B DL de 9DQS k.
(9DQS saying all right old man,
nothing more here now so will see you
later, best regards, and signalling end
of transmission.
73 sk 9BDL.
(9BDL announcing his willingness to
sign off) usually followed by the signal
di dit from the station last talking
telling other stations who may be waiting
to go ahead.
This, however, is just one of the most
common examples of the type of transmission going on right over your head,
and does not show you the pleasure
derived from listening to stations from
all over the world, listening to reports
of wrecks, disasters, steamship distress
signals, etc., but even then, it is fun to
know what the other fellow is doing so
that you cannot understand it.
We sincerely hope that the foregoing
pointers will help many fellows who
desire to become real honest -to- goodness
radio bugs on their way to understanding
more of the mysteries of the radio game
and we hope that at some time we may
have the pleasure of conversing with
some of our readers over the air through
the medium of code, as taught through
the columns of RADIO AGE. We want
to tell you that if there are any further
details that puzzle you with regard to
copying the code, we shall be pleased
to answer them for you through the
regular service in RADIO AGE'S Trou-

bleshooter department.

Gess nm hr nw so hope to wrk u ever

the airsumtime best 73's.
9

s"S

-s

9BDL.

-
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engagement of Señorita Carmen
Fernandez Ramos, Cuba's beauty
queen, has just been announced, thus
providing a climax to a series of unusual
triumphs, and proving the potential
value of feminine charms backed by
loyal friends.
Four months ago this orphan girl was
poor and obscure, her perfect Cuban
type of beauty known only to her fellow operators at the long distance switchboard of the Cuban Telephone Company
in Havana. Today, because of that
beauty and because of those fellow operators, she is one of the most stylishly gowned women in the Cuban capital;
she has $8,000 in cash; is soon to marry
Havana's exclusive photographer of the
wealthy and the socially prominent,
and her name and features are known in
North America from Atlantic to Pacific.
When El Mundo, one of Havana's
leading newspapers, offered a $5,000
prize for the prettiest girl in the Republic,
the telephone operators decided to back
their charming comrade against the
formidable field. And it was formidable,
for Cuba producers at least as many
pretty girls to the acre as any country
on earth.
The Cuban Telephone Company operates Broadcasting Station PWX, the
chief source of entertainment of the
thousands of radio fans in the Island,
and with a voice which, incidentally, is
heard in every state of the Union and
throughout Canada.
The operators
decided to conduct their campaign by
radio.

Other candidates used old -fashioned
methods. But they could not compete
with the Radio Girl.
Carmen was
elected Beauty Queen of Havana by a
majority of 100,000 votes. Meanwhile,
the curiosity of radio fans in the States
and Canada had been aroused, and there
came numerous requests for her pictures
from publications and from individuals.
As the selection of the prettiest girl
of each province was to be made from
photographs by a jury of Cuba's best
known artists, Señorita Carmen's operator friends determined to take her to
pose before the camera of the socially favored specialist in feminine portraits,
Joaquin Blez, than whom there was none
more excellent.
Attired in a Parisian gown by Mme.
Cumont, the handiwork of the gay
Cuban capital's foremost French modiste,
and the first fruit of her victory in the
Havana contest, Señorita Fernandez
Ramos climbed the stairs to the Blez
Studio. She presented a decided contrast
to the Cuban telephone operators, in
their uniform attire of white shirt waist
and blue cotton skirt.
In his career, Señor Blez had surveyed
the feminine charms of Cuba's socially
select with an impartial, professional
eye, until he might have been adjudged
immune to any irregular heart action due
to the visions of loveliness that frequently glided across the huge polar
bear rug in his reception room. Just
at the moment, he was photographing
a member of the chorus of the New
York Winter Garden.
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But when Señor Blez stepped to the
door of his reception room, and his eye
rested upon the exquisite features and
form of the telephone girl, enhanced by
the Parisian gown, the disinterested
professional glint faded forever from his
eye, as far as that particular señorita
was concerned.
There was something more than pride
of his art that Señor Blez put into that
job. His friends admitted that he had
outdone himself. The jury of artists
returned a quick and unanimous verdict.
Señorita Fernandez Ramos was named
the fairest exponent of feminine pulchritude in the province; subsequently
she won the title of Beauty Queen of
Cuba, and with it the $5,000 prize.
Then the Havana City Council, out
of tribute to the capital's fair daughter,
voted $3,000 to enable her to buy a
home.
Havana's leading department store,
inspired with the beauty contest spirit
which by this time had the Paris of
America in its clutches, put up a selection of its best gowns as a prize, and
announced a new contest. There was a
gigantic window display of the photographs of contestants-and there was
also a delicately hand -colored pastel of
Señorita Fernandez Ramos, by Blez.
The customers of the store took one
look at the portrait in which the heart
of the artist had directed his skilled hand,
and cast their votes for Carmen. She
won the gowns.
Last of a series of brilliant social
affairs came a charity ball at the Teatro
Nacional. All Havana was there. It
was a brilliant display of gowns and
jewels, not to mention the array of
beautiful women.
Señorita Fernandez Ramos led the
grand march, on the arm of Señor Fontanills, Havana's social dictator. As
she walked into the spotlight glare
behind a battery of movie cameras, she
came face -to -face with a full length and
almost life -sized pastel portrait of herself. The name of the artist in the
cornet was 131ez.
The Beauty Queen has posed for other
Cuban artists. Of course, she has been
approached by the movies. She has been
put forward as a candidate in the international beauty contest at Nice. Various
other offers have been made to her.
But she continues working for the Cuban
Telephone Company, among the loyal
girl friends who fought her victorious
campaign.
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Charges Radio and Auto Batteries
at Home Over Night for a Nickel
For a friend who owns a radio set or auto, what
would be more appropriate than a gift which
would eliminate the inconvenience and expense of taking his battery to a service station
every time it requires recharging? The

HOMGÉR
is such a gift, appropriately dressed up in a
beautiful package. It charges any Auto,
Radio or "B" storage battery in the quickest,
simplest and most efficient manner possible.
Connects to any lamp socket- operates
silently- requires no watching. Fully automatic in operation- absolutely safe. Beautifully finished in mahogany and gold. Unqualifiedly guaranteed. Over 125,000 already
in use.
At all good dealers, $18.50 complete ($25.00
in Canada) -no extras to buy.
FREE: Ask your dealer or write direct for
free copy of Homcharger list of broadcasting

stations and GOLD SEAL bulletin.

gnsist

on the GOLD SEAL
It's your guarantee against

substitution and appears
on name -plate and package. No other
charger is just as good.
76+AutomatihElectriealDevic.sCo. 146 West Third Si..Cincimati.0.

..^Loryesl Manufacturers

of

Vibrating Rectifiers in the

World~

STA-RITE AuroPRADio
BATTERIES SAVE YOU

60a

This I arge saving is made possible by coming direct to
you. instead of going thru Jobbers. Distributors, Branch

Houses, Dealers, Salesmen etc. Sta-Rile Batteries are
guaranteedfor 2 yrs. in writing and are made by one of
the Largest batteriesfadories in the Country. and who
have been building batteries for over8 years.

TRY TO BEAT THESE PRICES
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES
II Plate, Ford, Cher. Hup. Buick

6 Voit,

Cleveland Durant
$11.50
Volt, 13 Plate, Overland, Nash. Buick, Reo. Page
Hudson, Studebaker. Essex, Willy, etc.
$13.25
12 Voit, 7 Plate Maxwell. Dodge Franklin, $16.00
6

RADIO
BATTERIES

OTHER SIZES ON REQUEST

2 volt for W.D.II &W.D.12
tubes run 300 hours on I
charge
$4.00
4 volt for U. V. 199 $7.55

6volt60amp.hr.51.90
6 " 80 "
6.65
6 " 100" " 10.60
6 " 120 " " 12.10
6

"I50"

14.50

Allbatteriai are fully guaranteed in writ-

If your newsdealer has sold out
his supply of RADIO AGE you are
likely to miss just the hook -up that
you have been looking for.
To
avoid any such chance fill out the
coupon in this issue and send in your
subscription. Then you will be safe.
And don't forget that with each
subscription at the special price of
$2.00 a year, or $1.00 for six months,
we send you free the popular Rein artz Radio booklet FREE. Address
Radio Age, 500 N. Dearborn Street,

ing and shipped subject to examination.
Send 10 per cent. with order, balance on
arrival. Deduct 5 per cent. if full cash accompanies order. Shipped same day order
received. Act now.
STA -RITE BATTERY CO., Louisville, Ky,,

OPERATE A LOUD SPEAKER
ON ONE TUBE
We have a new wonder circuit that will efficiently
work your loud speaker on a single tube on local
stations. Over 2.000 miles have been covered loud
and clear with phones. Parts are few and inexpensive. Easy to build. Send 25c for hook -up and
complete instructions.
Leumas Radio Laboratories, 311 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
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PICKUPS AND HOOKUPS
By Our Readers
COMPARING results is one of the
most entertaining diversions offered by radio, outside of listening.
That next morning post mortem on what
stations were heard the night before is
undeniably one of the joys of being the
proud owner of a radio set. When you
hear Havana or POZ or some other
distant station, you know that the other
fellow will be interested in knowing how
you did it, and you naturally pass it on.
to the other bugs, being as modest about
it as you can. That's the kind of spirit
that keeps the game going. That's
the way it started. If everybody were
selfish and kept his results a dark secret,
the game wouldn't move very fast.
Therein lies the keynote of the popularity of the Pickups By Readers department. Every day we get many letters
from readers telling us how they feel
about this and that circuit, offering
improvements and kinks, and sometimes
challenging the other readers to "raise"
their record for pickups. If this spirit
of generous good will and good natured
rivalry is continued there will be an
increasing interest in radio. We want
you to feel free to write this department,
when you accomplish something or have
some little improvement or other that
would be interesting. You use the
questions and answers department when
you are having trouble -why not let
the Pickups By Readers' department
hear from you when your set is doing its
darndest.
C'mon BCL's! Let's hive your lists
and pet kinks.

is very sharp.

I

tune in most long distance stations
without the phones on-using a loud
speaker unit on my victrola.
My set is "homemade," using an
outside antenna of three wires only
thirty-five feet long, and about
twenty -five feet from the ground,
and in a relatively poor location, inasmuch as it is surrounded by trees,
telephone wires, and power lines.
The results I have secured make
me a staunch Reinartz enthusiast
and I would recommend it to anyone
desiring a good moderately priced
circuit.
What were the long distance receptions you mentidned in connection with reception by W. Lehr of
Chicago?
Very truly yours,
L. E. TREADWELL.
1051 Baldwin Ave., Detroit, Mich.

This letter makes R. R. C. (the
Reinartz Radio Circuit) advance a couple
of points in the field of radio circuits. Mr.
Treadwell makes quite clear that the
Reinartz is a consistent long-distance
getter. With reference to Mr. Lehr's
record: Mr. Lehr sent us a list 'way
back in January at the beginning of the
year, which we published in the JanuaryFebruary number, and the day after
RADIO AGE came out, the postman

staggered in through the door with a
load of letters from fellows inclosing
lists of stations heard on their Reinartz
sets. If you want to get a line on what
some of the other fellows accomplished
with this circuit take a peek back into
the March, 1923, issue of RADIO AGE.
Back in May we published data relative to the construction and operation
of the Erla reflex circuit. Just glance
at this and see what it did for one of
RADIO AGE'S regular readers:
RADIO AGE,
Gentlemen:
I have read quite a number of excellent "Pickups" in RADIO AGE
and some of the fellows certainly
have been going some. Now I don't
feel like I have accomplished wonders, but let some of the BCL's,
especially those who want volume
read over these:
On Saturday night, October 13,
between 9 and 10:30 p. m., the
following stations were heard through
an Art Mache unit with a die cast
wood horn loudspeaker, connected
to the single tube Erla reflex circuit
constructed by myself, with the aid
of RADIO AGE. All the following
stations were heard clear and distinctly, and with enough volume to
be heard throughout a large room:
WGY,
WJZ,
WTAM, WOC,
WOAW, WOS, WFAA and WHAS,
my local station.

AFP/A1._

THE EDITOR.

Last month we featured letters from
those who were getting results from the
Cockaday circuit described in the August
issue, and immediately we get letters
from fellows using Reinartz, Erla and
*other circuits who good naturedly remark
with a shrug of the shoulders "that's
nothing, listen to this one:"
RADIO AGE,
Gentlemen:
I have been interested in noting
your "Pickups By Readers" for the
November issue. The fact that
1,000 miles reception on a two -stage
Cockaday or Reinartz has been considered good performance impels me
to report results obtained with my
set. This is also a two -stage Reinartz
set, using power tubes, in the conventional two stage transformer
coupled amplifying circuit.
I experience no difficulty in tuning
out our local stations WWJ and
WCX, and picking up out -of-town
stations. We receive stations as far

distant as 1,250 or 1,300 miles so well
on loud speaker, that they can be
heard in the flat below us, and on
the street, also. Los Angeles (2,451
miles) and

miles) come in nearly as well, except

that their tuning

Havana, Cuba (1,500

}
B&4T

^ /6-901/
T
soms

- GROUND

Figure 1. This shows the circuit constructed by one of our readers, which is giving
unusual results. Ll is a spider web coil, having 10 taps, with taps at every seventh turn,
making the coil 70 turns in all.
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the set. With the head set, the range
coast to coast. I am partial
to my Reinartz with two stages of
audio, which by the way has been
heard over two blocks on the speaker
above mentioned, my Cockaday for
selectivity
but when I want
volume, especially in hot weather, I
resort to my little Erla reflex.
The BCL's who are not subscribers
to RADIO AGE should certainly
be, for the hookups and data given in
your wonderful little magazine are
plainer and more easy to understand than those of auy other
magazine.
Very truly yours,
J. II. JONES.
Crestwood, Ky.

II

Pin dollar bill to this ad with
name and address and get it
Quick
p
. UC
postpaid

FULLY GUARANTEED
LORAIN MFG. CO.
Dept. A-12, 128 N. Walla St.,
Chicago, Illinois

.

Here's your opportunity. Radio needs

you. Win success in this fascinating field.
Trained men in demand at highest salaries.
Learn at home, in your spare time.

Be
a Radio Expert
will train you quickly and easily, to design,
I

construct, install, operate, repair. maintain, and
sell all forms of Radio apparatus. My new methods
are the most successful in existence. Learn to earn

$1,800 to $10,000 a Year

Wonderful,
-construction. tube
FREE
receiving set, of latest design.
"Radio Facts" free. Engineer
home

Mohaupt.

American Electrical Association

4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Si: cents per word per insertion, In advance. Name
and address must be counted. Each initial counts
as one word.
Copy must be received by the 15th of
month for succeeding month's Issue.
HELP WANTED
men -boys 18 up wanted immediately to prepare
for U. S. Government Positions, Railway Mail Clerks,
City Mail Carriera, Post Office Clerks, Income Tax
Examiners; $117 to $250 month. Steady work. Short
hours. Paid vacation. Influence unnecessary. Write
immediately -today-for schedule of examinations.
Franklin Institute, Dept. E114, Rochester, N. Y.
750

FOR SALE
DeForest OT -20 transmitter, complete,
good repair; also 100 watt Radio Corporation set with
kenotrons. Address, Radio Station WCAJ, University
Place, Nebraska.

For Sale:

FREE HOOKUP
Sixty- thousand miles on Home-made Receiver. Twenty -six hundred mile range. Hundred -station log and
Hookup free. Spencer Roach, 2905 Columbia Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.

BOOKS

If you have not bought your Reinert. Book, fully
Illustrated with hook -ups and clear description of
how to make this popular circuit, send 52.00 In money
order er currency and we will send you the booklet "Reinarts Radio" and plate you on the suhscriotlon list of
Radio Age for one year. Address Radio Aga, 500 N
Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.
PANEL SHIELDING

Don't let Body Capacity interfere. Use our pane
shielding which is applied to.any set In five minutes
without removing Instruments. Price 35c. H. & M.
Specialty Co., Box 66, Brighton, Mass.

If your newsdealer has sold out
his supply of Radio Age you are
likely to miss just the hook -up that
you have been looking for. To
avoid any such chance fill out the
coupon in this issue and send in your
subscription. Then you will be safe.
And don't forget that with each
subscription at the special price of
$2.00 a year, or $1.00 for six months,
we send you free the popular Rein artz Radio booklet FREE. Address
Radio Age, 500 N. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill.

Reflex circuits are sometimes hard to
get adjusted correctly, and there are very
few of them that can be worked out
very well by the average enthusiast,
but we knew that the Erla was a good
one, and therefore we printed the data
concerning its construction and operation. That the set can do its stuff is
certainly made plain in Mr. Jones'
letter. We want to extend our thanks
to him, and are glad to learn that the
Reinartz and Cockaday circuits also are
giving the proper results.

Here's a chance to settle that ever
prevailing question of "how much should
I pay for a good readio set:"
RADIO AGE,
Gentlemen:
I am sending you a hookup of a
small set with which we are having
fine success, and which may be of
interest to some of your readers.
In this set, instead of using a tuning coil, we use a spiderweb coil of
seventy turns of No. 18 S C C, with
taps at every tenth turn. With it
we can get all stations on the new
wave lengths, clearly and with surprising volume.
Some of the stations we have
logged are: KSD, WLW, WSAI,
WHAS, WJAX, WWJ, KDKA,
WCAE, WEAF, WGY, WGR,
WLAG,
WMC, WSB,
WHB,
WFAA, WBAP, WOAW, WOC,
WRM, WJAZ, WPAD, WDAP,
\VMAQ, KYW, WIAS and others.
This set, using all reliable material,
can be built and installed at an expenditure of not over $25. I might
add that this set was constructed by
my son, who is fourteen years old.
Very respectfully yours,

HENRY W. LEMBERGER.
2037 Osborn St., Burlington, Iowa.
This letter ought to settle the question
as to what kind of set to build for some
of our beginners. If a set can be built
at so small an expense, and get stations
as well as this one does and at the same
time be so simple that a mere boy can
build it then it must be a pretty good
one. Mr. Lemberger has all the reason

$3.00
AND

WORTH
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crystal detector is part of
circuit. Get one today!

Dept. 4,2

THE
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sounds. No time wasted
finding sensitive part of
crystal. Greatest improvement on market.
FOOL- PROOF, D US TPROOF, TROUBLE PROOF. Used wherever a
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For the BCL who wants volume
(some of them do not seem to be able
to get a loud enough signal) this is

!
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Super Vernier
Rheostat

100% EFFICIENCY
FROM YOUR TUBES

Premier

"MICROSTAT"
Trade Mark

There is no substitute for the
Premier "Microstat " -no other instrument that gives such perfect
control of the current delivered to
the filament of radio tubes. New
principle -two windings in parallel
-one 6 ohm -other 40 ohm. Absolutely noiseless. Infinite control- handles any tube-Cap. 3
amp.
Bakelite moulded -silver
etched dial.
Do not install a
rheostat until you know all about
the "MICROSTAT." Our Bulletin No. 92 explains it in detail.
Send for it. It's FREE.

$3.50
Cut one -ball
actual size

Pat. Pend.

HEAR THEM ALL
CLEARLY
with a Premier

"HEGEHOG 77
(Trade Mark)

Audio Transformer
Little but mighty-a wizard for
volume and tone quality. Look
at the cut. It shows the "HEGEHOG" one half actual size.
"Small," you say. Yes, but inside
this "Little Wonder" you will find
more efficiency, more reproduction volume, and less distortion
than found in any other Transformer, regardless of size, price or
design. The secret is in its patented construction. It is shielded
100% against foreign noises. Full
guaranteed. Ratios 1 to 3, 1 to 4,
1 to 5, $3.50; 1 to 10, $4.50. You'll'
want them in your next "hookup," so get all the facts NOW.
Our Free Bulletin No. 92 gives
them fully. Send for it.
Ask for and insist on "IIEGEHOG" and "MICROSTAT" .at
your dealer's.

prrmirr Elrrfrir Eompany
3803

Ravenswood Ave., Chicago
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that embryo bet you can't tell us what the programs
from any of those stations were. But
who does when they are radio golfing?
Your eardrums swell out like a football
from the intense listening for the call,
and as soon as the call is down on paper,
the set is detuned and you are looking
for more DX. At any rate, Mr. Landell
did some fast tuning work. He must
have a calibrated set.
Homer L. Jones, of 216 Euclid Avenue,
Sioux Falls, S. D., writes:
"I am using a Reinartz with splendid
results. I pick up fifteen to twenty stations most any good night. Get them
from coast to coast and from San Antonio
to the Canadian stations."
That's the Reinartz again. We've said
enough about that circuit for this issue.
We wouldn't be surprised if some fellow
wrote us and told us about hearing a
fly crawl on the wall down at the Havana,
Cuba, broadcasting station, and add
did it with my little Reinartz!

Mr. Lemberger enclosed the circuit
shown in Figure 1. This circuit is of the
Ultra -Audion type very similar in construction to that described in the
October number of RADIO AGE on
page eight.

B. F. Odell, of 270 Ogden Street,
Orange, N. J., writes:
RADIO AGE,
Gentlemen:
My RADIO AGE for October
has not come to hand as yet. Please
don't let me miss it. You gave us a
layout for a Reinartz hookup in the
May issue of the AGE. I finished
it some time ago, and want to tell
you that it is a peach! I am getting
stations from coast to coast. Have
lots of visitors to see it and HEAR
it. It certainly is the best ever.
That's where the Reinartz boosters
put another notch in their cabinets.
We are glad you informed us that your
If your landlord is one of those fellows
copy of RADIO AGE did not come, and
we want to tell our readers to notify us who threatens to raise your rent ten
of changes of address, and also if RADIO dollars for the privilege of putting up a
AGE is not received regularly, so as to radio antenna, or is one of those pessimists
who contend that a wireless system
keep our card files up to the minute.
"draws" lightning, you can fool him
E. L. Landell, of Shelbyville, Ill., after you have taken the following hint:
RADIO AGE,
writes enclosing the following list of
Gentlemen:
stations heard on a circuit of his own
I don't know if my dope is of any
design:
use or not, but if you want to
On October 1, 1923, 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.:
publish it in RADIO AGE, I am very
KSD, WBAP, WMC, WSB, WGY,
glad to let you use it. It will, I
WOS, WCAE, WHAZ, WOAW.
know, help a great number of radio
On October 2, 1923, 6:30 to 7:45 p. m.:
fans who live in buildings where they
WDAP, WGY, WBAP.
are not allowed to put up an outside
October 4, 1923, same time: WHB,
antenna.
WSB, WFAA, WOAW, KDKA, WJAZ.
I have a Reinartz circuit, which I
October 5, 1923, 7:15 to 9:30 p. m.:
WMAQ, WHB, WBAP, WCK, WOS,
built from drawings in RADIO AGE
WDAF, KYW, WFAA, WMC, WGY,
for September, 1922, which consists
KSD, WPAD, WDAP.
of a detector and two stages of audio
Mr. Landell further writes:
frequency amplification. With an
"Anyone wishing a copy of the circuit
outside antenna, I received a great
may write me at Shelbyville, Ill. The
number of out-of -town stations.
When the warm weather came, I
circuit is of my own design, using the
regenerative principle."
took my aerial down thinking to
Mr. Landell is one of those fellows
make some changes in it, but instead
who ought to learn the code. We'll
of putting up another outside aerial

-I

W/RF AROUND

HOUR"
did some experimenting with an
indoor antenna.
The room my set is located in is
about ten by fifteen feet. I took
a single strand of bell wire and ran it
around the picture moulding,
connecting one end to the antenna
binding post of my set, and letting
the other hang loose. With this
arrangement I could hear all the local
stations very well. Experimenting
further, I took an oatmeal box, and
wrapped twenty -four turns of No.
18 DCC around it in one direction,
and then reversing the direction
wound twenty -four more. I connected this arrangement in series
with the picture moulding antenna
and aerial post in the receiver, using
the regular ground.
With this arrangement I have
been able to hear all local stations
with great audibility, and have so
far increased my range to WOC at
Davenport, Iowa. All the local DX
(within 100 miles) stations come
very well. I am enclosing a sketch
of the arrangement.
Very truly yours,
J. A. LELAND.
I

6408 Drexel Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Every little thing helps, Mr. Leland,
thank you for the suggestion.
Your suggestion is probably just what
the fellows you mention are looking for.
We might add, however, that the addition of one or two stages of radio frequency would probably increase the
range to a remarkable degree. We are
printing in Figures 2 and 3 a suitable
arrangement, with Mr. Leland's picture moulding- oatmeal -box antenna. Please
notice Mr. Leland uses a Reinartz!
so we

Well, fellows, this will be about all
until next year, but before we quit we
want to tell you to be sure and get your
sets all set to tune in good and strong
on station XMAS. S'long! C U in 1924.

Here's another record to shoot at,
Fred Marco, secretary of the
(Continued on page 38.)

men!
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Figure 2. This composite sketch shows Mr. Leland's arrangement of using the picture moulding oatmeal box antenna. LI is a coil
wound on an oatmeal box, having 25 turns and L2 is a coil of the same number of turns, wound on the some box in the. opposite direc'eri en
r 'cul'rl ' d ^4, '
'
tion rom L1. The circuit shown while not o the t e us ' b
r. el n, is tv'e o it .
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Complete Corrected List of U. S. and Canadian
Broadcasting Stations
Complete Each Issue

THE list of broadcasting stations on these pages is brought up to date each month by
additions of new stations and deletion of those which have suspended operation. The list
is the product of a vast volume of correspondence and its completeness is due in large
measure to the assistance of our special news service in Washington, D. C. Suggestions, corrections and additional data will be welcomed from readers. Broadcasters: Send in your program
schedules.

Wave

length
East Pittsburgh 326
Cleveland, Ohio 270
San Diego, Calif. 244
Salt Lake City, Utah 360
San Diego, Calif. 252

KDKA Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co
KDPM Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co
KUPT Southern Electrical Co
....
KUYL Telegram Publishing Co
Savoy Theatre..._
K D VM
K D V Q Oregon Institute of Technology
K DVS The Tribune......._......
KD VW
Smith Hughes & Co_

-

KDVX
K

K

DI
DIE

Star Bulletin ..._ ___..
Frank E. Siefert.._......

Portland. Oreg.
Great Falls, Mont.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Bakersfield. Calif.

360
360
360
360

Los Angeles, Calif.
Wenatchee, Wash.
....
Reno, Nev.
Denver. Colo.
Bellingham, Wash.

360
360

Seattle, Wash.

The Rhodes Co. ._

KDZF Automobile Club of Southern California
KDZI Electric Supply Co.___.__
KDZK Nevada Machinery & Electric Co
KDZQ Nichols Academy of Dancing..._......_...
KDZR Bellingham Publishing Co

-.

240
455
278
360
261

Seattle, Wash.
Seattle Radio Assn
McArthur Bros. Mercantile Co
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pullman, Wash.
State College of Washington
Denver. Colo.
Western Radio Corp
Boulder, Colo.
University of Colorado.
Moscow, Idaho
The Electric Shop
Butte. Mont.
Standard Publishing Co
.Hollywood, Callf
Studio Lighting Service Co. (O. K. Olsen)
Independent School District of Boise City, Boise High School, Boise. Idaho
Venice, Calif.
_
Abbot Kinney Co.
Santa Ana, Calif.
The Radio Den (W. B. Ashford).. ..... _.»
_..._.Mletlfnrd, Oreg
W. J. Virgin
Havre, Mlont.
F. A. Buttrey & Co. .._.- ....-.__.._._
......_.._ -- .....San Diego, Calif.
zbill ._.._.__
W. K.
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Reuben H. Horn
Tacoma, Wash.
First l'resbyterian Church
Sacramento, Calif.
Kimball -Upson Co
Everett, Wash.
Leese Bros.
Trinidad Cas & Electric Supply Co. and the Chronicle News

360
360
360
360
360
360
360
280
270

KFBU The Cathedral (Bishop N.

283
238

KFCD
KFCF
KFCH

Laramie. Wyo.
S. Thomas)
Phoenix, Ariz.
Nielsen Radio Supply Co
Salem, Oreg.
Salem Electric Co. (F. S. Barton)._Walla Walla, Wash.
Frank A. Moore
Billings, Mont.
...........
Electric Service Station (Inc.)....
_._..........___.Colorado Springs, Colo.
Colorado Springs Radio Co
Los Angeles Union Stock Yards_._.. ....... _ .... ...___.._.......San Antonio, Calif.

360

K DZT
K FAD
K FA E

KFAF

KFAI

K FAN

K FA
K FA R
K FA

KFAV
KFAW
K FAY
KFBB
KFBC
KF BE

KFBG

KFBK
KFBL
KFBS

K FCB

K FC K

KFCL
KFCM
KFCP
KFCV
KFCV
KFCZ
KFDA
KFDD
KFDH
KFDJ
K FD L

KFDO

KFDR
K F DU
K F DV

KFDX
K

F D

Y

KFDZ
KFEC
KFEJ
K F EL

KF EP

KFEQ

K F ER
K F EV

KFEX
KFEY
KFEZ

-

-

Trinidad, Colo.

-

Richmond, Calif.
Richmond Radio Shop (Frank T. Dosing)
Ogden, Utah
_.....__
Ralph W. Flygare
Houston, Tes.
Fred Mahaffey. Jr.
LeMars, Iowa
Western Unloh College..._
Omaha, Nebr.
Omaha Central High School
Baker, Oreg.
Adler's Music Store
Boise, Idaho
St. Michaels Cathedral
Tucson, Ariz.
University of Arizona
Corvallis. Oreg.
Oregon Agricultural College
Colo.
Denver,
Knight- Campbell Music Co.
Bozeman. Mont.
H. Everett Cutting
Bullock's Hardware & Sporting Goods (Robert G. Bullock). York, Nebr
Lincoln, Nebr.
Nebraska Radio Electric Co
Fayetteville, Ark.
Gllbrech & Stinson......_..._._.__
Shreveport, La.
First Baptist Church
South Dakota State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts,
Brookings, S. Dai.
Minneapolis, Minn.
_.
Harry O. Iverson
Portland, Oreg.
Meier & Frank Co.
Tacoma, Wash.
_
Guy treason
Denver, Colo.
Winner Radio Corp. ..
Denver, Colo.
Radio Equipment Co. (Joseph L. Turre)
Oak. Nebr.
J. L. Seroggln
Fort Dodge, 'Iowa
Auto Electric Service Co.
Wyo.
Radio Electric Shop
Minneapolis, 1linn.
Augsburg Seminary .._
Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Co........Kellogg, Idaho
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (F. H. Schubert.)
IDouglas.

,

KFFA
KFFB
KFFE

KFFO
K F FQ
K FFR

KFFV

K FFX

KFFV
KFFZ

KFGC
KFGD

KFG H
KFGJ

Mn.

Diego, Calif.
_
O. Shelton
Boise, Idaho
Jenkins Furniture Co.
Pendleton, Oreg.
Eastern Oregon Radio Co.
Hillsboro, Oreg.
Dr. E. H. Smith
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Atarkshoffel Motor Co.
Sparks, Nev.
Nevada State Journal (Jim Kirk)
Lamont. Iowa
Graceland College
Omaha. Nebr.
._
McGraw Co.
Alexandria. La.
.....
Pincus & Murphy
Al. G. Barnes Amusement Co..... .....__.. ....... ._.___.Dallas, Tex. (portable)
......._.............Baton Rouge. La.
Louisiana State University
Chickasha, Okla.
Chickasha Radio & Electric Co.
Stanford University. Calif.
Leland Stanford University
_ ........ _.....St. Louis. Mo.
Missouri National Guard. 138th Infantry

Dr. R.

_

Arlington,

224
280
283
360
278
360

360
283
224

360

360

360
258
360
360

360
360
252
258
360
252
360
360
360
248
360
240
360
360

360
360
360
360
360
240
360
231

263
261
360

360
212
240

360
229
360
226

360
278
275
226
254

248
360
266

Oreg.
Iowa

234
226

KFGV Heldhreder Radio Supply Co....-.....Tex.
OrangUtica,e,
KFGX First Presbyterian Church.
KFGZ Emmanuel Missionary College............. _.. ..... _..__.....Berrien Springs. Mich.
Gunnison, Colo.
KFHA Western State College of Colorado...._.__
Hood River. Oreg.
KFHB Rialto Theater (P. L. Beardwell)......_........_...__
Rt. Joseph. Mo.
K F H D
Utz Electric Shop Co
.Shreveport, La.
KFHF Central Christian Church

250
268
252
280
226
266

KFGL

KFGQ

Arlington
Crary

Garage

Hardware

...._..._

Co.

Boone.

.

KFH H

Ambrose A.

McCue

-_

Neah Bay.

Wash.

224

2113

Santa Barbara, Calif. 360
Fallon & Co
Los Gatos, Calif. 242
K F Ha
Curtis Brothers Hardware Store (Alfred E. Fowler)
Seattle, Wash. 270
_..__.._
KFHR Star Electric & Radio Co
Lihuc, Hawaii 275
KFHS Clifford .5. Dow..._....__ -._
.Mayville, N. Dail. 261
K F H U M. G. Sateren
_. .......... _. ....._....__... ..... .Hutchl neon, Kans. 229
KFHX Robert W. Nelson
Los Angeles. Calif. 469
KFI
Earle C. Anthony (Inc.)
St. Louis, Mo. 244
KF1B Franklin W. . 7enkins
Iola. Kans. 246
Garage
s
Ross Arbucitlé
K FI O
Pnrtland. Oreg. 360
K FIF
Benson Polytechnic institute
Gladbroolt, Iowa 234
Gladbrnnk Electrical Co
KF K
_Louisburg. Kane. 234
K F I L SVlndisch Electric Farm Equipment Co.
Spokane. Wash. 252
KF In
North Central High School
Tait ima, Wash. 224
K F I Q Yakima Valley Exullo Broadcasting Association
Tuneau, Alaska 226
KFill Alaska Electric Light & Power Co
Pittsburg. Kans. 240
It F I V V. IT. Broyles
KFIX Reorganized Chqrch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sainte

KF Hi

1

independence, Mo.

240

Brett Laboratories
KFIZ Daily Commonwealth and Oscar A. Huelsman
KF Y
I

K
K

F1
F1

K FJ C

K FJ D
K FJ F

KFJ

H

K F11

KFJJ
K FJ K

KFDL

K FJ M
K FJ R

KFJU
K

F1

KFJW
KFJX
KFJY
KFJZ

KF KA
1(FKB
KF KH

KFKQ
KFK V
K FKX

KFKZ
KFLA
K F LB

KFLD

Seattle, Wash.
Fond du Lac, Wis.
Central Power Co
Grand Island, Nebr
Marshall Electrical Co.
Marshalltown, Iowa
Seattle I'ost Intelligences
Seattle, Wash.
Weld County Printing & Publishing Co
Greeley, Colo.
National Radio Manufacturing Co
Oklahoma City, Okla.
"The Sugar Bowl" (H. R. Shaw)
Selma. Calif.
Liberty Theatre (E. E. Marsh)
_... _...Astoria, Oreg.
Carrollton Radio Shop
Carrollton. Mo.
Delano Radio and Electric Co
Bristow, Okla.
Hardsacg Manufacturing Co
Ottumwa. Iowa
University of North Dakota
Grand Forks, N. Dak.
Ashley C. Dixon & Son
Stevensville, Mont. (near)
Central Power Co
Kearney, Nebr.
...._......___
Thomas H. Warren
___..: .......Dexter, Iowa
_
.Towanda. Kans.
Le Grand Radio Co
Iowa State Teachers' College
Cedar Falls. Iowa
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Tunwall Radio Co.
Texas National Guard. One hundred and twelfth Cavalry Fort Worth, Tex.
Greeley, Colo.
Colorado State Teachers College..._
Brinkley -Jones Hospital Association
___ ........ ._...Milford, Kans.
Denver Park & Amusement Co.
....Lakeside, Colo.
Conway Radio Laboratories (Ben H. Woodruff)_
Conway. Ark.
F. F. Gray
Butte. Mont
_
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.
Hastings. Nebr.
Nassour Bros. Radio Co. _
Colorado Springs. Colo.
Abner R. Willson
Butte, Mont
_....._
...
Signal Electric Manufacturing Co. ...._._...,_ . ....................Menominee. Mich.

_-

Paul E. Greenlee;
.Franklinton, La.
Denver, Colo,
National Educational Service...._
Erickson Radio Co.
.».....___.Salt Laite City. Utah
K F LP
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Everette M. Foster
KFLQ Bissell Radio Shop
Little Rock, Ark.
KFLR University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, N. :flex.
KF LU Rio Grande Radio Supply House_...._ ........ _......_.._ _.....San Benito. Texas
Rockford, Ill.
KFLV Rev. A. T. Frykman
Missoula, Mont.
KFLW Missoula Electric Supply Co.
Tacoma, Nash.
KGB
Tacoma Daily Ledger
Portland, Oreg.
KGG
Ilallock & Watson Radio Service
Portland, Oreg.
KGN
Northwestern Radio Mfg. Co.
KGU
Marion A. Mulrony
Honolulu. Hawaii, Waikiki Beach.
Portland, Oreg.
Morning
KG W
Portland
Oregonian
Lacy Wash.
St. Martins College (Rev. Sebastian Ruth)
KGY
Los Angeles, Calif.
KH1
Times -Mirror Co
...Seattle, Wash.
KHQ
Louis Wasmer,
Stockton, Calif.
KJQ
C. O. Gould.
Seattle, Wash.
KJR
Northwest Radio Service Co
___......Los Angeles, Calif.
IUS
Bible Institute of Los Angeles
Monterey, Calif.
KLN
Monterey Electric Shop
Oakland, Calif.
K LS
Warner Brothers Radio Supplies Co,
Oakland, Calif.
Tribune Publishing Co.
KLX
Denver, Colo.
1(LZ
Reynolds Radio Co
....
.Fresno. Calif.
San Jnaquin Light & Paver Corp
KM.'
Tacoma, Wash.
KMO
Love Electric Co.
_....Roswell, N. Mex.
KNJ
Roswell Public Service Co
I(NT
Grays Harbor Radio Co. (Walter Heinrich)_.._. » ...... .....Aberdeen, Wash.
Los Angeles, Calif.
_
KNV
Radlo Sunnis Co.
Los Angeles, Calif.
KNX
Electric Lighting Supply Co.
KOB
New Mexico College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts
State College, N. Mex.
.Detroit, Mich.
KOP
Detroit Police Department
San Francisco, Calif.
K PO
Halo Bros.
...
._._.........Berkeley, Calif.
KQI
University of California
KQP
Hood River, Oreg.
Apple City Radio Club
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Doubleday -Hill Electric Co
KQV
San Jose, Calif.
1( QW
Charles D. Herrold........
Berkeley, Calif.
K RE
Berkeley Daily Gazette
St. Louis. Mo.
KSD
Post Dispatch (Pulitzer Pub. Co.)
KSS
re
&. Dean Radio Co. and Radio Research Society of Long Beach,
Long Beach. Calif.
Callf.
Seattle, Wash.
KTW
First Presbyterian Church
_...... San Francisco, Calif.
Examiner Printing Co
KUO
Los Angeles, Calif.
KUS
City Dve Works & Laundry Co
Monte, Calif.
El
KUY
Coast Radin Co.
Stockton, Cnllf.
KWG
Portable Wireless Telephone Co
KW H
Lns Angeles Examiner
_............_.._ ......_ .....................Los Angeles. Calif.
Modesto Herald Publishing Co ........ .. ...
Modesto, Calif.
KXD
Honolulu, Hawaii
KYQ
Electric Shop
Chicago. Ill.
I(YW
Westinghouse Electric &111íg. Co
Oakland, Calif.
KZM
Preston D. Allen ..._ ...... _..._
Salt Lake Clty, Utah
KZN
The Deseret News
Wenatchee, Wash.
Wenatchee Battery & Motor Co
K2V
New Orleans. La.
W AAB Valdemar Jensen
New Orleans, La.
WAAC Tulane University
Cincinnati. Ohio
WAAD Ohio Mfnclla pics institute
... Chiraco, ill.
WAAC Chicago Daily Drovers Journal ....... _..._.__...._.
Milwaukee, WU.
WA A I( Gimbel Brothers
Newark, N. .7.
_
WAAM 7. R. Nelson Co
Columbia, Mo.
WAAN l'nlverslty of Missouri
Omaha, Nebr.
W AAW Omnha Grain Evehange
Emporia, Kans.
WA AZ Tlnllister- Miller Motor Co
........
_._..._ ......... Lake Forest, 711.
....
W ABA T,ako Forest College
Hnrrlahure, Pa.
WABB Dr. John It. Lawrence
Anderson. Ind.
WA RC Fulwlrler- Grimes Battery Co
Dayton. Ohio
WARn Parker Hleh School
Washlnetnn, D. C.
WARE Young Men's Christian Association
Mount
Vernon, ill.
WABF Mount Vernon Register -News Co
.Jncltsonville, Fla.
WARG Arnold Edwards Piano Co
Sandusky. Ohio
WABH Loire Shore Tire CO .
Bangor, Mc.
W AR1 Bangor Rnilwny & Electric Co
W ARJ The Radio Laboratories ....... ............ _.. ............ ......... ........... South Rend, Ind.
Worcester. Maas.
W A R K First Baptist Church.
Storrs. Cnnn.
W AR
Connecticut Agricultural College
Saginaw. Mich.
W ABM F. E. Doherty Automotive and Radio Equipment Co.
WARe) Waldo C. Grover..._.._...................._..._ ............... _ ...... ...........La Crosse. Wis.
W A R n Lnke Avenue Baptist Church
....
Rochester. N. Y.
Dover, Ohio
WARPRnhert P. tVeinig ........ _..._ . ........................... _...._........._._
West Layayette, Ind.
.»
WRAA Purdue University
Minneapolis. Minn.
WRAn Sterling Electric Co
WRAH The Daytnn Co
...
.Itnneapnlls, Minn.
Paterson. N. J.
W R A N Wireless Phone Corp
Decatur, Ill.
W R A n .James 111111kin University
Fort Wnrth Tex.
WRAP Wnrtham- Carter Publishing Co. (Star Telegram)
Columbus, Ohio
WBAV Enter & Hnpldns Co
K F

LE

KFLH

-----

Psi

-

236
273
244
248
233
236
252
273
252
236
233
242
229
258
234
224
226
229
246
254
248
286
226
224
283
286
234
283
248
234
268
261

240
261

254
236
229
234
252
360

360
360
492
258
395
360
360
270
360
261

360
360
360
273
360
250
263
256
360

360
286
423

360
360

360
360
278
546
360
360
360
360
256
360
380
252
360
536
360
360
360
268
360
360
2116

280
263
254
360
360

266
266
229
283
283
234
248

240
210
240
252
283
254
244
252
26R

360
3R0
417
244

360
47R

390
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WBAW
W BA

Marietta College
John H. Stenger. Jr.

WBAY Western Electric Co-WBBA Newark Radio Laboratories
WBBD Barbey Battery Service...___
WBL
T & H Radio Co...__...._._......_
WBS
W RT

WBZ
WCA D
WCAE
WCAG
WCAH
WCAJ
WCA K
WCAL
WCAM
WCAD
WCAP
WCA R
WCAS

WCAT
W CA

WCAV
W CA
W CA
W CA 2-

WCBA
WCBB
W CB

WCE
WC K

WCM
WCX
W DA

WDAF

DAG

W DA
W 0A1
W DA K
W DAL

DAD
DAP
DAR
WDAS
W
W
W

W DA
W DA

WDAY
WDBC
WDBF
WDM
WDT

W DZ
W EAA

WEAF

W EA H
W EAI

WEAJ
WEAM

....

246
360

234

W

Anthony, Kans.
...._.____.__. Newark, N. J.
... ........ _...Charlotte, N. C.

261

W

360

WiR
WJAB
WJAO
WJAF

D. W. May, Inc . ........_......_...._....._
Southern Radio Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg, Co
Springfield, Ttass.
St. Lawrence University
Canton, N. Y.
Kaufmann & Baer Co
.Pittsburgh, Pa.
Clyde R. Randall
_...._._ .....___.._...._ .................New Orleans, La.
Entrekin Electric Co..
Columbus. Ohio
Nebraska Wesleyan University.
University Place, Nebr.
Alfred P. Daniel
_._._..........Houston, Tex.
SL Olaf College
Nort hfield, Minn.
Vlllanova College
Villanova, Pa.
Sanders & Stayman Co._
Baltimore. Md.
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
Washington, D. C.
Alanzo Radio Electric Co..._... .._..._..__...__..........__
San Antonio, Tex.
William Hood Duntvoody Industrial Institute
Minneapolis, Minn.
South Dakota State School of Mines
Rapid City, S. Dolt.
Durham & Co
.__
Philadelphia. Pa.
J. C. Dice Electric Co...._ ......_..... _
Little Reck, Ark.
University of Vermont
_.__
Burlington, Vt.
Kesselmun O'Drlscoll Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Carthage College .
W
Carthage, Ill.
Charles W. Heimbach ..... __.._.... »..._. .... .................. _...._ ......... Allentown. Pa.
K. & K. Radio Supply Co. (Charles
Katzenbergert
Greenville, Ohio
Wilbur G. Votiva
lion, Ill.
Findley Electric Co
Minneapolis, Minn.
Scie, Baer & Fuller Dry Goods Co
St. Louis. Mo.
University of Texas
Austin, Tex.
Detroit Free Press
...._- .._....Detroit, Mich.
Tampa Daily Times
Tampa. Fla.
Kansas City Star
Kansas City, Mo.
J. Laurance Martin
__.Amarillo. Tex.
Trinity Methodist Church (South)
El Paso. Tex.
Hughes Radio Corp.__._.__
Syracuse, N. Y.
The Courant
Hartford. Conn.
Florida Times -Union
Jacksonville, Fla.
Automotive Electric Co........._........
.Dallas, Tex.
Board of Trade..._
Chicago, III.
Lit Brothers.....
_.- ..._._
._......_...Philadelphia, Pa.
Samuel A. Waite
Worcester. Mass.
_._...._
Slncum Kilburn
New Bedford. Mass.
First National Bank (Appamoose County Farm Bureau)
Centerville, Iowa
Radio Equipment Corp
... »..largo, N. Dolt.
Kirk, Johnson & Co
_Lancaster, Pa.
Robert G. Phillips
Youngstown, Ohio
Church of the Convenant
...Washington, D. C.
Ship Owners Radio Service
New York, N. Y.
James L. Bush..._
Tuscola, Ill., Star Store Bldg.
F. D. Fannin
Flint, Mich.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co...__
New York. N. Y.
Wichita Board of Trade..._....._......_....____......... .... »_...AViehlta, Kans.
Cornell University
Ithaca, N. Y.
University of South Dakota
Vermilion. S. Dak.
Borough of North Plainfield (W. Gibson Buttfleld)

-

I.

.......

Shepard Co..._
EAD Ohio State University

WEAN
W
W EAP

North

Providence, R. I.
Columbus. Ohio

Mobile Radio Co
Mobile, Aia.
WEAR Baltimore American & Nases Publishing Co
Baltimore. Md.
W EAS Hecht Co
Washington. D. C.
WEAU Davidson Bros. Co
Sioux City, Toiva
WEAY his Theatre (Will Horowitz. Jr.)
Houston, Tea.
WEB
Benwood Co
St. Louis, Mo.
WEV
Houston, Tex.
Hurlhurt -Still Electrical Co........._...._....._._....__
WEW
St. Louis University
St. Lnuis, Mo.
WFAA Dallas News & Dallas Journal..._
Dallas, Tex.
WFAB Carl F. Woese....
Syracuse, N. Y.
__..__
WFAF R. C. Spratley Radio Co...._
Pouehkeepsie, N. Y.
WFAH Electric Sunpiy Co.._
Port Arthur, Tex.
WFAJ
HI -Grade Wireless Instrument. Co
Asheville. N. C.
WFAM Times Publishing Co
St. Claud. Minn.
W F A N Hutchinson Electric Service Co
Hutchinsnn, Minn.
WFAQ Missouri Wesleyan College
Cameron, Mo.
WFAT Daily Argus-Leader
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
WFAV University of Nebraska, Department of Electrical Engineering
Lincoln. Nehr.
W F
Strawhridee & Clothier
Philadelphia, Pa.
W GAL Lancaster Electric Supply & Construction Co.
Lancaster. Pa.
WGAN Cecil E. Lloyd'
Pensacola, Fla.
WGAQ Glenwood Radio Corp. (W. G. Patter son). .._..._ ........... Shreveport, La.
WGAR Southwest American
Fort Smith. Ark.
WGAU Radio Manufacturing & Service Co (Marcus G. Limb)....Wnoster, Ohio
W GA W Ernest C.
Alhrieht
Altoona, Pa.
Madison. Wis.
W GAY Northwestern
Radio Co
WGAZ South Bend Tribune
Cnnth Bend. Ind.
WGI
American Radio & Research Corp
Medford Htilsi ie. Mass.
WGL
Thomas F. J. 'Howlett
Philadrinhla. Pa.
WIT R
Federal Telenhone & Telegraph Co
Buffalo, N. Y.
WG V
Interstate Eleetrlc Co
New Orleans. La.
WGY
General Electric Co
Schenectady, N. Y.
wHA
University of Wisconsin
Madison. Wis.
WHA4 State Tlniversity nf Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
Galveston, Tex.
W H 4B Clark W. Thompson
Waterloo, Iowa
W H An Cnie Bros. Electric Co
W HAO Marquette TTnlveralty
......_..........._ ............. Milwaukee. Wis.
W H 4G Pniversity of Cincinnati
Cinelnnat I, Ohio
W HA H
Jnnlln Mn.
Hafer Supply Co
Davenport. Iowa
WHAT
Badin Equipment & Mfg. Co..._...._
W H e K Rnherts Hardware Co
_....___......_.._.........Clarkaburc. W. Va.
V/HAL Lansing Capital News
'Ansins, Mich.
W H 4M
Rncheater, N. Y.
University nf Rochester (Eastman School nf Music)
W H 4P Otto & Kaahns
._...Decatur. Ill.
W H 40 Semmes Motor Co
..-Washington, D. C.
WHAR Paramount Radio & Electric Co. (W. IT. A. Pulled
Atlantic Cite. N. J.
......._
Loil lsvlVa. 17 v.
W H AS Couler -Journal
& Louisville Times
W H 4 V Wilmineton Electrical Sneelalty Co
Wliminetnn Del.
W H 4Z R- naaelaer Pnlvteehnlc Institute.__
... Tree. N. Y.
Writ;
Sweeney grime! (' n....... ....._............_
Kansas City, Mn.
W"'I
Weer Virginia Tinlverilev
._.. ....._...Morgantown. W. Va.
WHK
R +dinanv Co (Warren R. Cox)_......... _._...__....-.-. ---...(lowland. OI'In
Wit N
Genree Srhnhe l......._......_. ...__.»__.._...._...._.._......
New York. N. Y.
1

.

WI AR

WI 4r,
WI 411
WI A F
WI 4H

W1 A
W 141
Wt 4 K
1

wean

WIAQ

Rneaiord, ill.
Jnalvn
Co
_
Galveston TrIlume
_._.._.._... ..._....._..._.......Galveston, Tex.
Ocean City. N. J.
Howard B Miller
__.._..____
New Orleans. La.
Gustav A. DeCnrtln
Newton. Iowa
Continental Radio & Mfg. Co
Springfield, Mn.
Hoer Stereo Co
Foe Hirer Valley Radio Supply Co. (Quinn Bros.)
Neenah, Wis.
Co
Jmlrnal- Stne'msn
Omaha. Nehr.
_..__._...._..
School of 7:nettle /wing of Milwaukee.... ... _...__._..... _.,_.Milwaukee, Wis.
Chronicle Publishing Co
_._
Marion. Ind.
Autmmnhlle

.

492

240

360
337
280
462

268
286

360
360
360
360
469

360
246
240

286
360
360
261

246

280
240
345

360

360
360
517

360
411
263

268
246
261

360

360
360
395
360

360
360
244

258
261

360
405

278
280
492
244

286
283

252
273

360
360
360
360
360
360
360
360
261

476

234
360
236
360
360
360
360
360
275

395
248
360
360

360
226
261

36o
360
360
360
319
360
3a0
360
283
360
360
2110

212
360
360
958
2111
2133

360
360
231

406
860
aRO
41 I

366
see
360
252
360
254
734
258
252
294
778
360
226

..

Paducah Evening Sun.
.__._._._..... »_............__.......Paducah, Ky
Home Electric Co. .... .._ ..... _ ......................._.. .._.....__.._.......Burlington, Iowa
Torklo, Mo.
Leon T. Noel._.._......._..._...._
American Trust & Savings Bank
_. ....._......_...._.. .... _Le JIars, lova
K. & L. Electric Co. (Herbert F. Kelso and unter J. Lohman)

360
360
360
360

Continental Electric Supply Co..._
Gimbel Brothers.. ................_........... »._

360
509
360
360

W1AR
W1AS
W1AT

3Iarietta, Ohio
Wilkes- Barre, Pa.
New York. N. Y.
.Newark, Ohio
Reading, Pa.

WIAU
I

K

1

L

McKeesport, Pa,
_......._...Washington, D. C.

Philadelphia, Pa.
.Lincoln, Nebr.

American Electric Co
Waco, Tex.
Jackson's Radio Engineering Laboratories
Muncie, Intl
Press Publishing Co
WJAG Norfolk Daily News (Huse Pub. Co.)
Norfolk, Nebr.
WJAK
Greentown, Ind.
Clifford L. White
WJAM
D. M. Perham
Cedar Rapids. Iowa
WJAN
Peoria St ar......._......_......._._..._. _...._._....._..._......_._..
Peoria, Ill.
WJAQ
Topeka.
Capper Publications
eka. Hans.
WJAR
The Outlet Co. (J. Samuels & TSro.)__ ........ _..._ ..... _....Providence, R. I.
WJAS
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House...._._
Pittsburgh, Pa.
WJAT
Kelly- Vawter Jewelry Co
Marshall. a fo.
WJAX
Union Trust Co
Cleveland, Ohio
W1 4Z
Chicago Radio Laboratory_..__ .. ............._..._. »...........
Chicago, III.
WJ D
Granville, Ohio
Richard II. Howe..._
W1 H
W. P. Hoye
Washington, D. C.
WJX
Deforest Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co
New York. N. Y.
WJY
R. C. A
New York, N. Y.
WJZ
York. N. Y.
R. C. A
_........_.
_
WKAA H. F. Paar..._......_
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
W KA D
Chas. Loon (Crescent Park)..._.__
East Providence, R. I.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
WKAF W. S. Radio Supply Co
WKAN United Battery Sen ice Co- ._.._......_.._
Montgomery, Ala.
W KAP Dutee W. Flint
Cranston, R. T.
WKAQ Radio Corp. of Porto Rico
San Juan, P. R.
WKAR Michigan Agriculture College...__
East Lansing, Mich.
WKAS L. E. Lines Music Co
Springfield, Mo.
WKAV Laconia Radio Club
Laconia, N. H.
WKAW Turner Cycle Co...__Beloit. Wls.
WK AY Brenau College
Gainesville. Ga.
W KC
Joseph M. 7,amnisltl Co
Baltimore, Md.
WKY
WKY Radio Shop
Oklahoma, Okla.
WLAG Cutting & Washington Radio Corp
Minneapolis, Minn.
W LA H
Samuel Woodworth
Syracuse, N. Y.
WLAJ
Waco Electrical Supply Co
Waco. Tex.
WLAK Vermont Farm Machine Corp._...._
Bellows Falls, VL
WLAL Naylor Electrical Co
Tusla, Okla.
WLAN Putnam Hardware Co
_..._
Houlton, Me.
Ky.
W LAP W.
... Louisville,
V. Jordon
.................._.
WLAQ Arthur E. Schilling
^Kalamazoo. Mich.
WLAT Radio and Specialty Co..._....._....._
Burlington, Iowa
W LA
Pensacola, Fla.
Electric Shop
_.
W LAW Police Dept., City of New York
New York, N. Y.
W LAX Putnam Electric Ca. (Greencastle Community Broadcasting Station)
University

WLW
WMAB
WMAC
WMAF
WMAH
WMAJ
WMAK
WMAL
W MAN
WMAP
WMAQ
WMAV
WMAY
W M AZ
WMC
WM H
WM U

WNAC

WNAD
WNAL
WNAM
WNAN
WNAP
WNAQ
W NA R

WNAS
WNAT

W'a 4 V

WNAW

NA

W
W NJ

Crosley

Rnund

General

Hills

Raclin Corn
Sunn1Y Co......._.._

WDAD
WDAD
WGAQ
WDAT
WDAV

alrrcer University

Macon. Ga.
Memphis, Tenn.
Clndnnetl, Ohio

"Commercial Appeal (Commercial Publishing Co.?
Precision Equipment Co............
Washingtnn, D. C.
Douhleday -Hill Electric Co
Shepard Stores
Boston. Mass.
University of Oklahoma
...._..._......- __........_.......Norman, Oh'la.
R. J. Rockwell
Omaha, Nebr.
Evansville. Ind.
Ideal Apparatus Co
Syracuse Radio Telephone Co
Syracuse, N. Y.
pringfield, Ohio
Wittenberg College
Charleston R.dlo Electric Co
Charleston, S. C.
Butler, Mo.
('. C. Rhodes
Austin. Tex.
Texas Radio Corp. & Austin Statesman......_._.......
Lennie Brothers ('o. (Frederick Lennlg )..._......__....Philaelelnhla, Pa.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Peoples Telephone & Telegraph Co
_._
Peninsular Radio Club (Henry Kunzinann) ........ _.._..Fort Monroe, \'a.
Dakota Radio \ana rattle Cn..._.........__...._.._._........Yan):tnn, S. Dak.
Shotton Radin Manufacturing Co
__.._..._._.._..._._...... Alhany, N. Y.
.

Dr.

_

Mayas

Erle, Pa.

Omaha, Nebr.
Woodmen of the World.
WOAX Franklyn .1. Wolff
_.___........ __....._.... ............... Trenton, N. J.
WGAZ Penick Hughes Co
._._ .._._.__.._..........._._...._ Stamford, Tex.
WIC
Palmer School of Chiropractic. .._...... _...._.._._.._._._...Davenport, Iowa
Amen, Iowa
WDI
Iowa State College
WOK
_..._....._..._...__._.Pine Bluff, Ark,
Pine Bluff Co
WOn
John Wenemaker ......... ____ .....____ .... ____ ...... _..._.._....Philadel Nita , Pa.
Western Radio Co .. ..............._...._.._.._.... ......__........_........Kansas City, Mn.
WOQ
Newark, N. J.
WO R
L. Bamherrer & Co
WOS
\flssnnri State Marketing Bureau..._._ ... ..........._...........Jefferson City, Mo.
State College. Pa.
WPAB Pennsylvania State College
Oltmaleee. f`i'la.
WP AG Dnnaldeon Radlo Co.
_._._
.... ....... Chicago, Ill.
W. A. Wlehnldt & Co...................................
W P 4O
Menace. Wis.
_
WPaH \Vleennsin Denartment of Markets
W P 41
New Haven. Conn.
._. _..
Doolittle Radio Corn
WPAK North Dat:nta Agricultural College. ...... _._....Agricultural College, N. Deli.
WP4L Superior Radin & Teiep. Equipment Co. _..._....._.__...Columbus, Ohio
Topeka, Kans.
WP4M ,t uerhach & Giterrel.
Winchester, Ky.
WP AP Theodore D. Phillips
WP4O General Sniea & EneineeTing Co...._._......- ..._....._......_...Frnethnrg, Mil.
Beloit, Kans.
WP4R \Nard Battery & Radio Co._ ..._......_..._._.........».._. _
El Paso, Tex.
WO AT St. Pa tricks Cathedral. ......_..__............»._ ._
Moorhead, Minn.
W. All Concordia College
Charleston. W. Va.
w. AZ Inhn R. Koch (Dr.).- .._-._...... »........_.........._..._.._ _. _..New
Lehnnnn, Ohio
WPG
Nuaaw'g Poultry Farm.
W O A A Horace A. Beale, Jr....._._ ........ _...._ ...... _ ...... . ....... _.._..._.Parkerahnre, Pa.

..._.
.»._

.

-

._

4n

WQAD

390

448
229
273
360
405
455

268

240
360
226
360

360
280
360
254

242
280
360

360
417
234

360
360
360
283

360
360
360

254
360

360
261
360

254
275
360

256
286

246
448

:50
280
268
500
248
261

278
360
242
360
286
231

360
231
360

360
236
360
244
360
860

266
360

360
160
224
360
3115

258
229

.Lawrenceburg, Tenn. 360
..Mishawaka, Ind 360
Lyrad)on Mfg. Co.. ._.._...__...__.-_.__._......_.._..__.
_.._. ........ __...._.. ...... .Ka lamazoo. Mich. 240
Kalamazoo College
Portsmouth. Va. 360
Portsmouth Klwanis Club..... _._._ ....... _.._
Wilmington. Del. 360
Boyd M. Ramp
Pennsylvania National Guard, 2d Battalion. 112th Infantry

W DA W

WO

360

360
309

.._

WDAD
WDAE

280
360
360
360

231

Drovers Telegram CO
...._.Kansas City. Mo.
._._._....__.._..
Norton Laboratories
..Lockport, N. Y.
Trenton Hardware Cn..._. ».___......_.._ .............._.. ...._....__...Trenton, N. J.
First Baptist Church ...................
...
^Columhus, Ohio
Easton, Fa.
Utility Battery Service ......._.... _._........._..___._.._.._.....
Chicago Daily News
._..........Chlcaco, Ill.
_
Auburn, Ala.
Alabama Polytechnic institute..._ ...._....__............_.._....
Kingsh'ghway Presbyterian Church
....._.......St. Louts, Mn.

W DAC

360
254
268

Minn.
Ohio
Okla.
.........
._..........._.._..Oklahoma,
N. Y.
_..___.Dartmouth, Mass.
...__.... .__....................Lincoln, Nebr.

Minneapolis.

_ inneapolis,

_.

Walter Hardy ....... _.._ ...... _.._ ..... ._. ._.._.._.._......._...Ardmore, Okla.
Lima, Ohio
Radio Co ..._ ......... ......... »_...._...._._...._.._
Friday Battery & Electric Corp»..... __...._.._.._...._...Sigourney, Iowa
3ihIland College
Fremont. Nehr.
.Tyler. Tex.
__.._.__....
W DA F
Tyler Commercial College
WOAG
Annllo Theater (Belvidere Amusement Co.) ____.._... ..... .Belvidere, 111.
('harlestnn. S. C.
Palmetto Radio Corp....................... ......
WOAH
...._
WDAI
Southern Equipment Co
San Antonio, Tex.
Parenn5. Kans.
_._.._.._
Loins Eleetrical Co
WDAD
Webster Groves. Mo.
WOAL William E. Woods
WDAN Vaughn Conservatory of Music (James D. Vaughn)
WDAA

360

Ind.

of Minnesota......._..._
Manufacturing Co
Radio Supply Co
J. Edw. Page (Olive B. Meredith).-

W LB

Greencastle,

234

1;

R.

Whitall

Glah......._.. ...__._.- _...._...._...._-._._.
Electric Co.................. _

Amarillo, Tex.
_....__.Waterbury, Conn.
......_

242

526
240

360
484
360
360
509
360

405
441

360
360
360
360
268
360
2136

360
360

360
360
360
360
273
234
360
360
242
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Complete Corrected List of U. S. and Canadian
Broadcasting Stations
Moore Radio News Station (Edmund B. Moore)
Sandusky Register.._._......._._.__..- ._....._
Brock: Anderson Electrical Engineering Co.
Coles County Telep. and Teleg. Co.._

WQAE
WQAF
WQAH
W QA L
WQA M

Electrical

WQAN

Equipment Co...____._.

._...._....._.._.

Vt.

Springfield,
Sandusky, Ohio
Lexington. Ky.
Mattoon, Ill.

Miami,

Fla.

Scranton Ti toes....
.Scranton. Pa.
WQA
Calvary Baptist Church._........_. ...__..........» »...._.._...... »New York. N. Y.
WQAQ Abilene Daily Reporter (West Texas Radio Co.)..._
Abilene, Tex.
W GAS Prince-Walter Co_._._...._.__.._._..______.._
»..._._.........._ Lowell, Mass.
WQAV Huntington & Guerry (Inc.)..._._.._» .._.
.»._...Greenville, S. C.
WQAW Catholic University.. .__..._.________._.._ _.._._.._
Washington, D. C.

WQAX
WRAA
WRAD
WRAF
WRAH
WRAL
WHAM
WRAN
WRAO
WRAU
WRAV
W RAW
WRAX
W RAY
WRAZ
WRC
WR K

WRL

WR M

WRR
WRW

WSAB
WSAC
WSAD

WSAG
WSAH
WSAI
WSAJ

WSAK
WSAL

Radio Equipment Co.._._._.__...._.__.__._....___._.._.....
Peoria, Ill.
RiceInstitute..._......__..._.»......_.. »....._.._».. » »......_
_...Houston. Tex.
Taylor Radio Shop (G. L. Taylor).- __..._
_._. ..Marion, Kans.
The Radio Club (Inc)_....__
_. ._.._._...__._..._....Laporte, Ind.

Northern States Power Co__._.._...._..........._..._ St. Croix Falls, Wis.
Lombard College_...._
_....__ -.-Galesburg, Ill.
Black Hawk Electrical Co
........ ......_...._................_.» »..Waterloo. Iowa
Radio Service Co
_.._..._ _.- _....__..._._ ».._...._...St. Louis, Mo.
Amarillo Daily News ______________._________Amarillo, Tex.
Antioch College
__......»._.Yellow Springs, Ohio
Avenue Radio Shop (Horace D. Good)...._._
Reading. Pa.
Flaxon's Garage
Gloucester City. N. J.
Radio Sales Corp ...._
__..._..- __.___._.____...Scranton. Pa.
Radio Shop of Newark (Herman Lubinsky)
Newark, N. J.
Radio Corporation of America.
Washington, D. C.
Doron Bros. Electric Co.._..__..._.. »_._..........___.. »_..__Hamilton, Ohio
Union College..._...._..._.____.
_.._...._._..._Schenectady, N. Y.
University or Illinois__ __. -: _..._..._..._..._
_...._....._.....Urbana. Ill.
City of Dallas (police and fire signal department)....».....Lallas, Tex.
Tarrytown Radio Research Laboratory (Koenig Bros.)
Tarrytown, N. Y.
Southeast Missouri State Teachers College
Cape Girardeau. Mo.
Clemson Agricultural College___.____....____Clemson College, S. C.
J. A. Foster Co___....._.._....._. __._ ................_..._....__
Providence. R. I.
City of St. Petersburg (Loren V. Davis)___----- _ -.St. Petersburg. Fla.
A. J. Leonard, Jr
_
Chicago, Ill.
United States Playing Cards Co______
__._. Cincinnati. Ohio
Grove City College____.__._._._..__
Grove City, Pa.
Foster Egner (Daily News. Pomeroy. Ohio)_.._._.Dfiddleport, Ohio
Franklin Electric Co.....
---....-.-.Brookville. Ind.

275
240
254
258
360
280
360
360
266
258
236

360
360
248
224
231

248
244
236
360
360
360
238
268
280
233
469
360
360
360

Allentown Radio Club...._...._..._...._......._.._...._
.Allentown. Pa.
Seventh Day Adventist Church.._. .._._.._......_..._......_..New York, N. Y.
Doughty & Welch Electrical Co.._.__ ...... _ ...... .. ...... ._...._....Fall River, Mass
WSAT Donohoo-Ware Hardware Co
_.._..._._.. ;._.......___........Plainview, Tex,
WSAW John J. Long, Jr
Canandaigua, N Y.
WSAX Chicago Radio Laboratory._._...._
Chicago, Ill
WSAY Irving Austin (Port Chester Chamber of Commerce) Port Chester. N. Y.
WS AZ ..has Electric Shop- ---_...._.._
_...__........._....... »...._...Pomeroy. OId
WSA N
WSAP
WSA R

WS B

WSL
WSY
W TAB
WTAC
WTAD
WTAF
WTAG
WTAH
WTAJ

WTAL
W

TA M

WTAN
V/ TAP
WTAQ
WTAR
WTAS
WTAT
WTAU
WTAW
WTA X
WTAY
WTAZ
WTG

273
360
360

W WAS
W WAC

261

W WA E
W W AF
W WA X

244
248

309
360
258
246

WWAD
WWB
WWI
WW1

WWL

Atlanta Journal

J. & M. Electric Co.... .....

Alabama

Power

_Atlanta, Ga

...__._._

_...... ... ............

Utica. N. Y
Birmingham, Ala
_...Fall River. Mass

Co._..__.

Fall River Daily Herald Publishing Co
Peno Trafic Co....
-Johnstown, Pa
Robert E. Compton and First Presbyterian Church
Carthage, Ill
Louis J. Galla_..__.___....- _._......_._...__
.New Orleans, La
Kern Music Co ................_...._

Providence, R. I
Carmen Ferro.._._.__.__..-.. ..:.._.__..._.. °..__ °. °_._..._.
Belvidere. Ill
Che Radio Shop -..._. .
_..__._ -- ._Portland. Me
-- - -Toledo Radio & Electric Co ..._..»......_ »_......_......»
Toledo. Ohl,
Willard Storage Battery Co.._.__.._.____..___.__..._...Cleveland, Ohb
Orndori Radio Shop
.._. _..__.__._.___._._.....Mattoon, Ill

-

Cambridge Radio & Electric Co_....._ .__._....._.._...__..Cambridge, Ill
S. H. Van Gorden & Son._
_Osseo, Wis
Reliance Electric Co
.Norfolk, Va
Charles E.

...._._._.__._.___..__.Erbstein._.r___ »...._.._...__.. ....._._.._..._..._....._Elgin,

Ill

Edison Electric illuminating Co__._...______.Boston, Mass. (portable
Ruegg - Battery & Electric Co.
_Tecumseh, Nebr
Agricultural & Mechanical College of Texas
College Station. Tex
Williams Hardware Co
...._.._...__....Streator, Ill
Ioder -Oak Leaves Broadcasting Station
_
Oak Park. Ill
rbomas J. McGuire
...__. .... __.-__.......Lambertville. N. J
Kansas State Agricultural College
.Manhattan, Kane
_ .
Hoenig, Swern & Co. (John Rasmussen)
Trenton, N. J
__.
_.._
...._. »...__.»...__... .._......_.Waco, Tex
SangerBron
Wright & Wright ( Inc.)
.- ...__.......Philadelphia, Pa
Alamo Dance Hall, L. J. Crowley_._...______....._...Joliet. Ill
Galvin Radio Supply Co_....__.
N. J
Wormer Bros

..._____.amden.

Daily News Printing Co.___ ___.._..__.__-__.____..Canton, Obi

_..._...._._.._ .._..____..".__.......Dearborn. Mich
FeedMotor Co
Detroit News (Evening News Assn.)._._____ __Detroit, Stich
Tnanle TTntvnretty
' Mn,., Orlon no
T..

Canadian Stations
CJBC,
CJCA,

Calgary. Alta.. Can. Western Radio Co.. Ltd.
Toronto. Ont., Can. Toronto Star.
Vancouver, B. C., Can. Marconi Co.
Halifax, N. S., Can. Marconi Co.
Montreal, P. Q.. Can, Marconi Co.
Iroquois Falla. Ont., Can. Abitibi Power & Paper Co.. Ltd.
Walkerville, Ont.. Can. Motor Products Corp.
Calgary. Alta.. Can. W. W. Grant Radio, Ltd.
London. Ont., Can. The London Advertiser.
Fort Frances, Ont., Can. International Radio Develop. Co.
Toronto, Ont., Can. The Beil Telephone Co.
CF VC, Vancouver, B. C.. Can. Victor Wentworth Odium.

CFAC,
CFCA,
CFCR,
CFCE.
CFCF,
CFCH,
CFCI.
CFCN,
CFCR,
CFPC,
CFTC.

IFZC,

CH BC,

CHCA.
CHCB.
CHCC,
CHCF,
CHCA,
CHCS,
CHCX,
CHCZ,

Montreal, Que.. Can.
Calgary. Canada.

Can. Westinghouse

Co.,

W. W. Grant Radio. Ltd.

Ltd.

C1 CB.

(Morning Alberta.)

Vancouver. B. C., Can. Radio Corp. of Vancouver. Ltd.
Toronto. Can. Marconi Co.
Edmonton, Atilt., Can. Can. Westinghouse Co.. Ltd.
Winnipeg, Man., Can. Radio Corp. of Winnipeg, Ltd.
Calgary. Alta., Can. Western Radio Co.. Ltd.
London. Ont., Can. London Radio Shoppe.
Montreal, Que.. Can. B. L. Silver.
Toronto, Ont.. Can. Globe Printing Co.
CHCO. Vancouver, B. C., Can. Can. Westinghouse Co.. Ltd.
CH VC, Toronto, Can. Metropolitan Motors Co.
CHXC. Ottawa. Ont., Can. J. B. Booth. Jr.
CHYC, Montreal, Que.. Can. Northern Elec. Co.

Montreal, Que., Can. Dupuis. Freres..
Edmonton Alta., Can. Edmonton Journal, Ltd.
Nelson, B. C., Can. James Gordon Bennett.

CJCD, Toronto, Can.. T. Eaton Co.
CJCE, Vancouver. B. C. Can. (Vancouver Sun.
CJCF. Kitchner, Ont., Lan. News Record, Limited.
CJGG, Winnipeg. Can. Manitoba Free Press.
United Farmers of Ontario.
CJCH, Toronto, Ont., Can.
CM'. St John. N. B.. Can. McLean. Holt & eo.. Ltd.
CJCN. Toronto, Ont., Can. Simmons. Agnew & Co.
CJCS. Halifax, N. S., Can. Eastern Telephone & Telegraph Co.
C=CY. Calgary. Alta.. Can. Edmund 'Taylor.
CJGC. London, Ont., Can. London Free Press.
C1 NC, Winnipeg, Man.. Can.
Tribune Newspaper Co.
CiSC. Toronto. Ont., Can. Evening Telegram.
CKAC, Montreal, Can. La Presse.
CKCB. Winnipeg, Dian. Can. T. Eaton Co., Ltd.
CKCD, Vancouver. B. C.. Can. Vancouver Daily Province.
CKCE, Toronto, Ont.. Can. Can. Ind. Telephone Co.
CKCK. Regina, Sask., Can. Leader Pub. Co.
CKCR. St. John. N. B.. Can. Joncs Elec. Radio Co., Ltd.
CKCS, Montreal, Que., Can. The Bell Telephone Co.
CKCZ, Toronto, Ont., Can. Westinghouse Co.. Ltd.
CKKC, Toronto, Ont., Can. Radio Equipment & Supply Co., Ltd.
CKOC, Hamilton. Ont.. Can. Wentworth Radio Supply Co.. Ltd.
CKQC, London. Ont., Can. Radio Supply Co.
CKZC, Winnipeg, Man., Can. Salton Radio Eng. Co.

Army News by Radio
For several years the ships of the navy
and outlying naval stations have been
able to get the news daily from what is
known as the Navy Press, which goes out
by radio from NAA at Arlington each
night. A similar scheme is now under
consideration by the war department for
sending news, especially army news, to
its forces stationed at foreign ports and
posts out of the regular news channels.
If the present plan goes through, army
posts at Hawaii and the Philippines will
receive news bulletins at least once a
week from a high -powered Pacific Coast
station. These radio bulletins would
also be sent to army forces stationed at
Alaska, Panama, Porto Rico and Cuba,
and be picked up by some of the isolated
posts in this country, where little if any
army news percolates.
Orders affecting all posts might also
be announced via radio in the future to
save the expense of telegraph and cable
tolls.

Are You Getting

100%FrornRESULTS
Your

COCKADAY
4 CIRCUIT TUNER?
-IF NOT-HERE'S

HOW-

Correct hookup and correet construction coupled with the proper instruments are the only
means of obtaining the wonderful results that this remarkable tuner is enpable of producing.
Get the original hookup and eonstruetional data by Lawrence M. Cockaday,
the inventor, together with price list on best instruments for perfect results
For a limited time only
COCKADAY COILS A, B, C and D complete with diagrams, wound for the new high way
length
Prepaid $3.00

22C

Special Cockaday Cam Vernier Condenser,

17

plate...

Prepaid

RADIO INSTRUMENTS COMPANY

17

North Wabash Avenue

4.00

Chicago, Illinois

229
360
254
268
275
268
233
258
429
273
360
248
360
229
242
258
236
236
252

240
242
226
280
275
244
360
280
231

226
283

485
226

360
360
227
236
360
268
273
517
280
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Pickups and Hookups
(Continued from page 34.)

Chicago Radio Traffic Association, has
written the following letter to Frank D.
Pearne, technical editor of RADIO AGE,
describing how he knocked off thirty three stations at one sitting.
Mr.
Marco's letter follows:
RADIO AGE,
Gentlemen:
While essentially a transmitting
radio amateur at heart, the writer
has followed with a great deal of interest the progress of radio broadcasting, particularly through the
columns of your paper, noting therein many of the records set by local
receiving stations, especially on
silent night. Thinking that possibly
some of these records might be
broken with the oncoming cold
weather, last Monday, October 22,
the writer prepared to better the
previous record of twenty -six stations
on a single silent night by carefully
polishing the antenna wire, pepping
up the "A" battery, and consulting
the weather man, with the results as
shown on the appended sheet. The
weather man, however, suddenly
changed his mind and after starting
out nobly during the early part of the
evening altered conditions about 8:30,
causing it to be a rather poor night.
A careful log was kept of all stations heard, together with times and
distances and is herewith presented
for the edification of your readers.
All work was done on a three -tube
set without radio frequency amplification. All stations were audible
on loud speaker and in every case
except that of KPO, no antenna
was used, the pickup device merely
being a four -foot loop. The signals
from KPO were audible on the loop
but hardly strong enough for loud
speaker work.
The writer wishes to take this opportunity of expressing the appreciation of himself and the Chicago Radio
Traffic Association for the assistance
rendered in the recent Second
National American Radio Relay
League Convention in Chicago, for
the cooperation you displayed in
bringing our organization before the
public eye through the medium of
your publication.
Cordially yours,
FRED MARCO.
Secretary Chicago Radio Traffic
Association.
Following is the log kept by this sharpshooting Mr. Marco:
Location and Call
Time
Distance
Philadelphia, \VIP__._ 5:28
700
Pittsburgh, KDKA_. 5:34
625
Pittsburgh, WCAE 5:35 -5:46
625
Buffalo, \VGR

5:50

Detroit, \VOX________ 6:12
Kansas City, Mo.
WDAF
6:18
Philadelphia, \VFI____ _6:28
Newark, WOR
6:33
Dallas, \VFAA ........ _._ ..6:56
Davenport, WOC .
6:59
Schenectady, WGY._ 7:07
Washington, D. C.

500
250
425
700
750
800
175

750
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\VRC.
7 ;25
St. Louis, \VCK_.__ 7:47
Ft. Worth, Texas,

650
300

A Selective Type of

\\'BAP
Cincinnati, \\'L\\'

800
300
300
600

(Continued from page 10.)

7:53
8:06
Columbus, O., \VBAV 8:10
Atlanta, Ga., WSB ....8:18
Jefferson City, Mo.,
\\'OS._____
8:20
St. Louis, KSD.___
8:45
Detroit, \V \VJ.
8:51

Memphis,

Tennessee,

\VMC._.__

8:55

Troy, N. Y., \VHAZ....9:25
New
York
City,
WEAF.__
9:27
Omaha, WOAW.__
9:40
Minneapolis, WBAH ._9:55
Philadelphia, WDAR 10:07
Los Angeles, KFI
10:27
Denver, KFDI.._
10:41

Receiver

of the rotor windings and connected td
the set. These leads must be long enough
to allow the rotor to be moved back and
350 forth freely. The ends of the wires on
300 the rotor as well as those on the stator
250 can be anchored by drilling two small
holes through the tube, and threading
500 them through. All the turns of wire
750 on both coils should be varnished with
shellac, as this will, serve to keep them
750 from coming loose.
The method of connecting the taps
450
from
the stator A is plainly indicated in
350

700 Figure 3 and if the coupler is correctly
1,800 wired in circuit in conjunction with a
950 variable condenser it will provide as
Los Angeles, WHJ._ 11:00
1,800 good a tuner as can be desired.
A good twenty -three plate variable
\Vaupaca, Wis.,
WPAH_
11:30
200 condenser with a vernier should be
purchased and is a necessary unit in
Milboard, Kansas,
KFKB
11:45
600 future, more pretentions circuits which
will naturally follow.
Calgary, Alberta, Can.
A number of sensitive minerals are
11:55
1,400
CFCN
San Francisco, KPO ___12 midnight 1,800 used for crystal detectors. Time given
to selection of a good detector of this
Total miles.___
22,100 type is well spent, for it is the heart of
Off 12, midnight; a total of thirty -three the circuit. Sometimes high sensitivity
discovered in mineral through patient
stations.
testing permits of a receiving range
comparable to that of a tube detector.
And then, again, here's a New York It must he handled carefully and when
reader who has a word to say to one of a sensitive spot is found care should
our Kansas City readers:
be taken not to disturb the adjustment.
RADIO AGE,
A Galena detector may be mounted in a
Gentlemen:
glass tube. However, it may be desirable
Referring to S. A. Stevenson's
to purchase a good fixed crystal detector
letter on Page 17 of your October
as there are a number of efficient types
issue: I picked up practically all his
on the market.

stations and

many more, from
Luzerne, N. Y. (about 1,400 miles
further east). This was accomplished on a modification of the Erla
circuit published in a spring number (May) of RADIO AGE. With
the exception of WFAA -which was
received upon our outdoor aerial -1
have heard all of them on an indoor
antenna and mostly in August and
September.
Very truly yours,

PHILIP G. SCHERMERHORN.

St., New York.
The editor wishes to thank Mr.
Schermerhorn for his letter and for the
suggestion accompanying it regarding
certain changes in the complete list of
broadcasting stations. Letters such as
his prove that in trying to help the
radio art along (and thereby pay for our
own tubes) we haven't been on a dead spot.
67 \Vest 52nd

If your newsdealer has sold out
his supply of RADIO AGE you are
likely to miss just the hook -up that
you have been looking for. To
avoid any such chance fill out the
coupon in this issue and send in your
subscription. Then you will be safe.
And don't forget that with each
subscription at the special price of
$2.00 a year, or $1.00 for six months,
we send you free the popular Rein artz Radio booklet FREE. Address
Radio Age, 500 N. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill.

Making Phone Condenser

'phone condenser can be easily constructed. Cut out two strips of tinfoil
3 inches wide and 2 feet long, and three
strips of thin paraffined paper, 4 inches
wide and 2 feet, 3 inches long. After
pasting the tinfoil sheets on each side of
one of the paper strips, sandwich the
whole between the remaining two paper
strips and roll it up, binding the roll
with tape or cord. Connections are
made to the two tinfoil sheets.
The telephone receivers require no
However, the ultimate
description.
success or failure of reception depends in
a large measure upon the quality of the
telephone receivers. A discriminating
selection of dependable 'phones constitutes a wise investment.
The units which comprise this receiver
are mounted upon a bakelite panel,
which may then be fastened to a small
cabinet. Great care should be exercised
in soldering. Use a paste flux, as a
soldering liquid is liable to run and cause
a short or special program on its own.
Instruments should be spaced at about
two inches, keeping leads as short as
possible.
A

A Schenectady woman, wife of a
schoolteacher, asked WGY to broadcast
a request for a flat. She described and
specified the number of rooms she desired and the rent it was possible for her
to pay and also mentioned the streets
she preferred.
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ADVANCE OF THE GRAND ARMY
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-

NAPOLEON'S name fills more pages in the world's solemn history than that of any other mortal.

The advance of his Grand Army into Russia is the turning point of his career and marks the beginning of his downfall.
During the World War mighty armies marched over the battlefields where Napoleon fought over a century ago. All the
causes of this mighty struggle may be learned from the pages of history. The one complete, accurate, authoritative and
reliable history, depicting the rise and fall of every empire, kingdom, principality and power, is the world-famed publication,

Ridpath's History

tc'&fe

Won'

Including a full authentic account of the World War

Dr. John Clark Ridpath is universally recognized as America's greatest historian.
Other men have written histories of one nation or period-Gibbon of Rome, NIacaulay
of England, Guizot of France; but it remained for Dr. Ridpath to write a history of the entire
World from the earliest civilization down to the present day.

A Very Low Price and Easy Terms
We will name our special low price and easy terms of payment
only in direct letters. A coupon for your convenience is printed on the
lower corner of this advertisement. Tear off the coupon, write your name and
address plainly and mail now before you forget it. We will mail you 46 free

vvoRLy

17-

Ror7Atm

vmr,

sample pages without any obligation on your part to buy. These will give
you some idea of the splendid illustrations and the wonderfully beautiful
style in which the work is written. We employ no agents, nor do we sell
through bookstores, so there are no agents' commissions or book dealers'
profits to pay. Our plan of sale enables us to ship direct from factory
to customer and guarantee satisfaction.

Welf8i.o
WAR

crow**

Six Thousand Years of History
IDPATH takes you back to the dawn of History,

Rlong before

the Pyramids of Egypt were built; down
through the romantic troubled times of Chaldea's grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's wealth
and luxury; of Greek and Roman splendor; of Mohammedan culture and refinement to the dawn of yesterday,
including a full authentic account of the World
War. He covers every race, every nation, every time,
and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence.

tiv FREE
COUPON

Endorsed by Thousands
is

RIDPATH
AI" United States,

1Ñ

endorsed by Presidents of the

practically all university and college
presidents, and by a quarter of a million Americans who
own and love it. Don't you think it would be worth
while to mail us the coupon and receive the 46 sample
pages from the History? They are free.

'

Ridpath's Graphic Style

R IDPATH pictures the great historical events

as though they were happening before your eyes; he

carries you with him to see the battles of old; to meet kings and queens
and warriors; to sit in the Roman Senate; to march against Saladin and
his dark-skinned followers; to sail the southern seas with Drake; to
circumnavigate the globe with Magellan. He combines absorbing
interest with supreme reliability.

o
<1..

THE
RIDPATH
HISTORICAL
cT
SOCIETY
Cincinnati, O.
Please mail, without cost

to me. sample

pages of

Rldpath's History of the

World, containing photogravures
of TheSurrender at Sedan, Napoleon,
and other great characters in history.
Also write me full particulars of your
special offer to Radio Age readers.

NAME
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RADIO AGE
INSTITUTE
To insure 100% value to readers of advertisements, as well as 100% value to the advertisers
themselves, radio equipment is now being tested
and endorsed by the

RADIO AGE INSTITUTE
500 NORTH DEARBORN

STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
No charge is made for testing and approval,
and all merchandise will be returned as soon as
possible, transportation expenses to be paid by

the manufacturer. Lists of makers of approved
radio goods will be published from time to time.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
FOR READERS
Please remember that Radio Age has one of the
best radio instructors in the United States, who
is ready to answer any technical question. This
costs subscribers nothing.
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The accessories which conditions of the Telegraph administrawill also be required are as follows: tion, and the selling firms must declare
their readiness to pay the government
One detector tube.
certain proportion of the profits of
One set of "B" batteries (22 1 -2 aeach sale.

Building the Haynes DX Receiver set only.
(Continued from page 6)

battery, but it must be remembered
that for loud reception, the large volts adjustable).
tubes must be used.
One pair of good headphones.
One storage battery, or dry cell
The plate battery should be of
the 22 1 -2 volt, adjustable type so (depending upon the tube used).
In wiring this set, be very careful
that just the proper voltage for the
particular tube used may be ob- to solder all connections and if
tained. Figure 1 shows the general flux is used, clean off the soldered
layout for the panel. This shows joints with alcohol after completion.
a fixed grid leak, supported by the
wires which connect to it, but as
German Restrictions
be f ore mentioned, the variable
arrangement is better and when
Recognizing that radio telephony in
used should be mounted on the Germany has now become an important
panel, or in the same way as shown economic institution, valuable as an
in the drawing. As it is never agent of communication with foreign
and within Germany itself, the
changed after once being adjusted countries
Ministry
of Posts and TeleFederal
be
to the tube used, it will perhaps
graphs, which has hitherto exercised a
just as well td mount it as shown. restrictive monopolistic control over all
operations, is contemplating an
Figure 2 is the skeleton circuit wirelessrelaxation
of existing restrictions
early
showing the conventional idea of for the benefit of
the general public,
wiring. The method of winding Consul Richardson reports from Berlin.
in
the bank -wound coil is shown
Broadcasting has been meagre in
Figure 3. Some of our readers Germany.
Gesell The "Eildienst
will no doubt wish to add two steps schaft" at Berlin has been disseminating

of audio frequency amplification to financial and commercial news to a
the set, so this has been shown in clientele of subscribers. The company
Figure 4. The rheostat shown in secured a lease from the government of
Figure 1 is the carbon type, but the wireless station at Koenigswusterthis is not necessary, as any stan- hausen in the province of Brandenburg
bulletins received
dard type will answer just as well, whence it distributes
from the higher power
periodically
it
will
of
resistance
the
although
at Nauen. This was a
depend upon the type of tube used. installation
business proposition; the general
strictly
For the large 200 or 300 tubes, broadcasting of music, lectures, informathis resistance should be about tion and features prominent among radio
6 1 -2 ohms, but if the WD -11 activities in the United States and
tubes are used, a rheostat having elsewhere, has never been done in Ger25 ohms resistance will be required. many.
A club, comprising principally amainterested in wireless, was formed
teurs
Material
List of
in Berlin in the early months of this
One cabinet to fit 7x10 inch panel. year. One of its declared objects was to
induce the government to sanction the
One bakelite panel, 7x10 inches, free installation of private receiving sets
3 -16 of an inch thick.
and encourage radio progress. ApparentOne bank-wound variocoupler.
ly good results have followed the club's
efforts.
One switch lever.
It is now understood that a public
Four switch contact points.
organization will combine and circulate
Two switch stops.
a program of political, scientific and
popular lectures of all sort, as well as
Eight binding posts.
federal telegraph adminOne variable vernier 11 -plate con- music, etc.willThe
probably establish a number
istration
denser.
of sending stations. Any individual who
Two dials. (Standard bakelite.) secures a permit at his postoffice will be
One rheostat.
authorized to receive this service. The
permit, which may be had at a small
particular
fit
the
(To
socket
One
annual fee, will entitle the holder to use
tube used.)
a receiver.
One variable grid leak.
Unauthorized "listening in" will be
One mica grid condenser .00025. considered an offense against the Post
Thirty feet No. 14 tinned copper and Telegraph regulations and will be
punishable. Receiving apparatus will
wire.
be procurable by license holders at
sure
be
socket,
In selecting the
specially designated shops. Manufacto obtain one which can be mounted turers are to be allowed to deliver reon the panel, as shown in Figure 1. ceiving sets only to such persons as
The above list covers the parts possess the required permits. The sets
necessary for the construction of the must correspond with all the technical

IM
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Pos

Overcomes Body Capacity
Gives micrometric adjustment outside the field of
inductivity.
Tested and approved by amateurs and experts
Enables you to tune distant stations easier and
more clearly. Simple as A B C.
Installed
from outside. no dismantling of your set necessary. Audibility made more natural or lese
distorted by the final adjustments obtained.
One Hunt's Device handles all dials on set
or several sets.
Coste only one dollar on
guarantee of money refunded if not satisfied.
Ask your dealer or order direct from

HUNT COMPANY
485 Shrine Bldg.,

Memphis, Tenn.

PRICES REDUCED
Send card today asking for our complete list

of knocked down outfits and radio

parts at

reduced prices. Our book "Radio Construction for the Amateur" will prove a big help
you. Price only fifty cents. A sample
saving follows. You may order any part or
parts you desire.
Complete Regenerative Vacuum Tube
Receiver.

Approximate range 1,000 miles.
Our Price Others,
Panel 7 "x12 "r already drilled
S 1.75
3 2.50
1.50
2.60
Cabinet k. d. of 3 ply wood to fit
.00
1.00
2 three inch dials at 30e each
.48
18 switch points with nut at .Olo
.16
.12
.04
4 switch stops with nut at .010
.48
.24
8 binding poem nickelplated at .03e
with
iya"
radius
at
.25e
.50
.80
2 switch lover.
.50
1.00
filimont rheostat. Good grade
3.50
2.75
180° verio-coupler -18 taps
1.75
2.80
23 plate variable condenser
.75
.45
tube socket of high quality
.50
.311
phone and grid condenser at .15e
1

set transfers for marking panel
feet spaghetti tubing at .04e
tubo socket support
20 feet soft copper connecting wire
1
1 copy "Radio Construction for the
Amateur"

.20

.30

.50
311.05

Some other artieles from our list are:

-

.30
.54
.30

.20
.36
.20

Frost head set -2000 ohms
S 3.45
Audio frequency
Transformer
3.00
Ithemetino"
Detector tube --8 volt- "lndopendeat" 2.95
13.05
Two stop amplifier arts complete..
W hat They Say

.50

-

S18.32
S

4.00
4.00
4.00

21.50

A great many unsolicited testimonials with
reference to the above k. d. outfit have been
received. A couple are:

Roxbury, Conncetieut.

Am getting excellent service from one tube
single cireuit receiver whieh was bought
knoeked down from you. Have heard ninety four stations including PWX at Havana,
Cuba and my friends think it is great.

John S. Robinson. í'.
Covington, Tennessee.
The set which we made from your parts is
giving good satisfaction. We have heard 1,500
miles or more air line. Have heard KLZ,
KW II, KHJ, the last two being in Los Angeles,
C. H. Owen.
California.

Radio

Parts Manufacturing Company

1t47 Marlborough

Dept.

"C"

Detroit, Michigan

RADIO
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Leviathan's Life Boats

It
Covers
The Field!
Over three hundred pages of fully illustrated
instructions on how to build and operate
sets! Truly a treasure trove for the home
radio experimenter!

Written by experts, diagrammed by experts,
tested and proved by experts. And all so
simple and clear that the beginner can understand.
All kinds of circuits, with instructions on how

to make them and amplify them. Readers'
circuits on which they have made distance
records.

Long Distance crystal sets. How to hook
'em up. How to make the aerials do their

darndest.
How to make battery chargers. How to
make transformers, coils, condensers, variocouplers, loading coils, dry-cell circuits, audio frequency amplifiers, one -tube loop aerial
sets, two- circuit crystal detectors.

Two of the Leviathan's life boats,
both ten knot motor boats, have radio
transmitting and receiving sets and
calls of their own. Life boat No. 67
is \VSNA in radio talk, and No. 68 is
\VSNB.
The Leviathan's own call
is 1VSN, her two tenders carrying an
additional letter. This is a new departure in American shipping, planned as
an additional sea safety precaution.
If the Leviathan's radio apparatus
should get out of order, or she should
be sunk, her two motor boats could
communicate with relief ships, within
about fifty miles, guiding them to the
scene. Each of these radio -equipped
craft carries a spark set, and one Kilowatt gas engine generator; they'communicate on wave lengths of 300 and
400 meters.

New Army Stations
The army signal corps is busy installing a radio station at Fort Douglas, near
Salt Lake City, Utah, which will be the
largest radio telegraph station of the
army. It will have but one tube, the
new ten kilowatt radiotron developed
by the General Electric Company, which
is building the equipment.
Another similar station is being erected
at Leavenworth, Kans., but this station
will operate with two tubes and will have
a telephone circuit as well as the radio
telegraph. The radio circuit between
these two stations, the Arlington, Va.,
station and a land line from Leavenworth
to San Francisco, will span the United
States. Each of the two interior stations
will be equipped with two steel 300
foot towers.
It is the plan of the army radio service
not to use coastal stations, that part of
the work being handled by the naval
communication service, and the army
does not desire to interfere with ship
to shore communication.

RADIO

Ten issues of RADIO AGE, "The Magazine
of the Hour," the "Old Reliable" guide.

BARGAINS

While They Last

OUR PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED. We

In One Volume -Cloth Bound-with
one year's subscription to Radio Age!

All for $3.50 Postpaid
Send money order or check now.

AGE, Inc.
RADIO
North Dearborn Street
500

CHICAGO

REAL VALUES and toe best

of Merchandise.

enable you to keep the cost of the building and
up-keep of your set at the lowest figures and
offer you only the most scientific and reliable
products.

SAVE ON RADIO

VARIOCOUPLER -180° Bakolite tubing. green
s 2.95
silk wire
MOULDED VARIOMETER, green Bilk wire.
3.45
1.45
1.45
3.25

special

VARIOCOUPLER -180° Jeco special
VARIOMETER -180° Saco special
VERNIER CONDENSER, 23 plato

TRICOIL REFLEX TRANSFORMER (Specify
1.85
tube used)
UNITED -AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANS3.45
FORMER. 6 to 1 ratio
MAGNAVOX Loud Speaker
HEAD PHONES, Long Distance
22 1 -2 VOLT H BATTERY
PHONE PLUG, Special
UV 199 SOCKETS

...

29.75
4.95
1.45
.39
.69
2.45
.48
.69

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON
RHEOSTATS. 6, 20 or 40 ohm, special
POTENTIOMETER. 2000 or 4000 ohm
We offer this extraordinary opportunity to buy
your radio supplies at unheard of prices. Take
immediate advantage by ordering TODAY.
Send money order, cash or check.

JACKSON RADIO COMPANY

Dept. 122, 639 W. North Ave., Chicago, Ill.

For other bargain.', write for our Radio

Bulletin
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ERLA BLUE PRINTS
Erla Receivers out -distance all other sets with an almost unbelievable volume and a naturalness that cannot be distinguished from the source of reception.
This is the famous Erla Reflex Hook -up. Less than one
year old -but has taken the entire nation by storm. Every
listener -in raves about it and wants a set of his own
immediately.
So easy to construct that anyone who can handle a screw
driver can build the set complete in a surprisingly short
time -about 1 1 -2 hours. Everything is so simple and easy.
NO SOLDERING WHATEVER -ONLY A SCREW
DRIVER NEEDED.
One tube hook-up makes set equal to any other
two tube set ever invented. Erla two tube
set equals four tubes of the best of other
hook -ups.
Erla three tube hook -up has no equal up to
seven tubes of other sets. This hook -up
brings in the most distant stations with a
volume equal to powerful. local stations. In
volume this hook -up equals that of any seven

tube set ever devised. And for naturalness of
tone has no equal in any other set of any number
of tubes. The results from the Erla 3 tube is
naturalness itself and cannot be improved upon.
Actual size working diagrams make every thing
simple and easy.
Every piece of apparatus and every wire is
pictured in its exact place -every article
needed is listed on the diagrams.

With such wonderful results to be obtained from an Erla hook -up at a very
low cost you cannot afford to waste time and money building other sets that cannot possibly begin to equal Erla hook-up performance.
Send P. O. or Express
Diagrams sent same day your order is received.
Money Order or Bank draft or Bank Cashier's check. Do not send stamps or
personal checks.

Erla Hook -up Diagram Prices

3 sheets for
3 sheets for
3 sheets for

making 1 tube set 25c
making 2 tube set 35c
making 3 tube set 50e

FRANK D. PEARNE
of Erla Diagrams for U. S. and Canada
829 Waveland Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Sole Distributer

Dealers, Write for Quantity Prices
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Amateurs to Compete in Picking Up Calls
25.-

Conn., Nov.
The fourth series of transatlantic
JJARTFORD,
tests of the American Radio
Relay League between December 22
and January 10 will be a receiving contest as far as American and Canadian
amateurs are concerned.
They will
keep their transmitters silent during
the entire period listening for signals
from European operators.
Believing that their skill in transmitting has been tried and proved,
amateurs on this continent are now
going to show the European radio
men the courtesy of allowing them
to do the sending, while their own
sets and ears are sharpened and tuned
to catch the incoming signals.
During the first t h ree transatlantic
tests North American amateurs were determined to get their signals across the
water. Transmission was the big thing
and meant everything to them. Even last
year when signals from United States
transmitters were hurled across the ocean
by the hundred, there was only a mild
interest in the receiving end. This was
a great disappointment to the French
and British hams.
With the conditions for the present
tests changed and the motives practically
reversed everything depends on the
receiving and the time previously used
by each operator in getting his entire
apparatus into trim will now be given
almost wholly to the improvement of
the receiving circuit. This opens the
way for the free - for -all two -way tests
which immediately follow the last day

the transatlantics.
The program that has now been
arranged by F. H. Schnell, traffic
manager of the A. R. R. L., calls for
transmission by the British amateur
and French operators on alternate
nights between 8 p. m. and 1 a. m.
eastern standard time, with the latter
starting on December 22.
Another feature of the tests is the
offer by prominent manufacturers of
thousands of dollars worth of radio
apparatus for prizes, including a $1,100
transmitter by A. H. Grebe and Company, Inc.
In previous years this season found
the American ham going over every
detail of his transmitter, devising new
ways of crowding stray watts into his
set to increase his range. Now the
same careful attention is being given
to the receiver, while the CW sending
set stands idle with the aloof dignity
of accomplishment.
It is no novelty for the relaying
amateur to rebuild his receiver and it is
directly in line with the present movement calling for the installation of the
super -heterodyne, or another of the
new types of receiving circuits that
are fast gaining in popularity. This
means as radical a change as it was
for the amateur to revert from the
old thunder -spark set to the smoothtoned CW in transmission.
The complete failure of the first
transatlantic amateur tests in February,
-of

Appeal to Amateurs

8AB, British, 5WS and British, 2FZ.
American hams plan now to surpass
all receiving records.

THE American Radio Relay

League makes an appeal to the
American and Canadian transmit ting amateur.
The A. R. R. L., in co- operation
with the leading radio societies of
Europe, is conducting the fourth
Trans-Atlantic Tests from December
22, 1923, to January 10, 1923. It
appeals to the transmitting amatcur
asking him to please keep his transmitter silent during the period of
the tests. An absolutely quiet air
every night during the test is desired.
The American and Canadian amatcurs are not scheduled to transmit
at any time during the tests as the
league desires to lend its best efforts
at receiving European amateurs and
to try to establish two -way Trans Atlantic Amateur Communication.
First of all, Americans must show
that they can copy foreign amateur
signals.
Hours of transmission by European amateurs (French and British)
will be from 0100 to 0600 Greenwich
Mean Time; 8:00 p. m. to 1:00 a.
m., Eastern Standard Time; 7:00
p. m. to Midnight, Central Standard
Time; 6:00 p. m. to 11:00 p. m.
Mountain Standard Time; 5:00 p.
m. to 10:00 p. m., Pacific Standard
Time. Wave lengths will be from
180 to 220 meters.
The tcsts are open to the broadcast listener who is able to copy the
code. The European transmissions
will be at no more than ten words
a minute. Over $3,500.00 worth of
prizes will be awarded for the best
reception reports turned into A. R.
R. L. Headquarters, 1045 Main
Street, Hartford, Conn.

1921, only acted as an incentive for
those that followed. Transoceanic amateur radio loomed up as a tremendous
achievement. The next year the experiment was considered worthy of sending
an American amateur, Paul Godley,
to Ardrossan, Scotland, to listen.
There in a fishing village some twenty
miles to the west of Glasgow, Godley
heard nearly thirty stations and one
compete message. The job of getting
across was finished to all purposes;
it had been proved amateurs could
reach over the broad Atlantic on low
power.
The business of organizing the third
transatlantics was by way of demonstrating that transoceanic amateur radio
could become a common thing and
was well within the realm of the practical.
The signals went over to the tune of
more than a score a day, and when the,
final total was made up, more than
300 stations had landed.
In the "west bound" tests a total
of about twenty American amateurs
heard European amateur signals primarily from three stations French,

Seven Standard Stations
Seven radio stations have been named
by the Bureau of Standards as maintaining sufficiently constant transmission
frequencies to serve as standards for
calibrating wave meters and radio receiving apparatus. Two, KDKA and
WGY, are broadcasters.
The stations, located in Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Maryland, include one naval station, four radio corporations, one general electric and one Westinghouse
station. The Tuckerton station of the
R. C., A. leads the seven in accuracy,
deviating only 0.1 per cent in thirty six tests of its assigned frequency;
all the other s'tations are, however,
not deviating on an average of over
0.3 per cent, and should serve as fairly
accurate measures of frequencies.
The seven stations follow with their
frequencies and other data:

Station

Owner

WQL

R. C. A.

NSS
WQK

U. S. N.
R. C. A.

WGG

R. C. A.

WS()
WGY

R. C. A.
G. E.

Location
Coram Hill, L. I.,
New York.
Annapolis, Md.
Rocky Point, L. I.,
New York.
Tuckerton, No. 1,
N. J.

Marion, Mass.
Schenectady, New
York.
KDKA W. E. M. E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Commenting on the standard frequency situation, the Bureau of Standards says: "If every radio transmitting station maintained exactly the
wave frequency assigned to it, there
would be available a standard frequency wave every time any station
was in operation. However, at present
this is the case only with certain stations, and because it is a matter of
difficulty to maintain exactly the assigned
frequency, and also because this is of
great importance, the bureau has been
collecting some interesting data on
the subject. As a result of these measurements, it is possible to give out information from time to time on stations
which maintain a sufficiency accuracy
to be useful as frequency standards.
Several stations, which use special
means for maintaining constant frequency, have very nearly attained the
goal of remaining within two kilocycles
of the assigned frequency, as recommended by the Second National Radio
Conference.
Transmissions from seven stations
may be used in standardizing apparatus,
by the methods given in Bureau of
Standards Letter Circular 92, "Radio
Signals of Standard Frequency and
Their Utilization."
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Your Radio Problems Solved
for 30 Cents in Stamps
constructing a
set, a battery charger, a loading coil, a conIFdenser, are
or a transformer and you need help in the way of clear diagrams and full
receiving

YOU

detailed descriptions of that very thing you may have it by return mail.
We have laid aside a limited number of back numbers of Radio Age for you. Below we are listing the hook-ups and circuit diagrams to be found in these magazines.
Select the ones you want, enclose 30 cents in stamps for each one desired.
We advise immediate attention to this as the stock of back numbers is diminishing rapidly.
May, 1922
-How to make

June,

April, 1923
a simple

-The Kopprasch

Crystal Set for $6.

-A

1922

-How to make a Receiving Transformer.
-Aerials under ground and under water.
-Electric light wires as auxiliary to radio.

May, 1923
-How to make the Erla single -tube reflex receiver.
-How to make a portable Reinartz set for summer use

September, 1922
-Bank uses radio to serve public.
-How to construct the Reinartz Receiver.
-Federal

circuit.
make a one -tube loop aerial set.
two- circuit Crystal Set.

-How to

June,

1923

-How to build the new Kaufman receiver.
-What about your antenna?
-Use of Rubber for radio parts.

Act regulating radio.

October, 1922
July, 1923
-How to make a Tube Unit for $23 to $37.
-How to make an Audio Frequency Amplifying Trans-The Grimes inverse duplex system.
former.
-How to read and follow symbole.
-Proper antenna for tuning.
November, 1922
-Photo-electric Detector Tubes.
August, 1923
-Design

of a portable short -wave radio wavemeter.

-Constru3tion

-An

December, 1922
-Home -made battery charger for
-Principles

January,

-A

$3.00.
of radio receiving equipment.

September,

1923

October, 1923

of loading coil for simple sets.

March, 1923
-Layout and drilling for Reinartz Tuner, with amplification.
-How to make the Crystal Set do long distance work.
-Wired wireless.
-How to make an Audio Frequency amplifier.
-Symbols used

1923

-How to load your set to receive new wave lengths.
-Simple Radio Frequency Receiver.
-Radio with the MacMillan expedition.

-How to make a sharp- tuning Crystal Detector.
-Fixed condensers in home -made receiving sets.
-Description

of the Cockaday four-circuit tuner.

efficient two -stage amplifier.
simple buzzer transmitting set.

in radio diagrams.

-The Four-Tube Neutrodyne.
-Your First Tube Sct.
November, 1923

-The

Super- Iletcrodyne.
Tuner.
-Flow to Learn Code.

-A Three-Circuit
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Inside the Arctic Circle, nine degrees
from the North Pole, a little 89 -foot schooner is
frozen fast in the ice of Smith Sound. Aboard
this schooner a group of brave men are enduring,
as best they can, the desperate cold of the Arctic
cold that often drops to 60 degrees below zero.
Human atoms in a boundless field of ice!
Cold is hard to endure, but far more terrible is the
Arctic solitude- unbelievably oppressive. Radio, at
length, has broken this spell forever!

-

Concerts from Honolulu!
Daily, by means of powerful sending and receiving apparatus, the crew of the "Bowdoin" are in
communication with relatives and friends in the
far -off States. Daily they listen to concerts as far
away as Chicago, Dallas, and Honolulu!
When the sanity, the very lives of one's shipmates
may depend upon contact with the outside world,
none but the best is good enough.

Model 4R-The new Zenith 4R "Long- Distance"
Receiver-Amplifier comprises a complete three circuit regenerative receiver of the feed -back type.
It employs the Zenith regenerative circuit in
combination with an audion detector and three stage audio -frequency amplifier, all in one cabinet.
Because of the unique Zenith "selector," unusual
selectivity is accomplished without complication of
adjustment.
The Zenith 4R ma7 be connected directly to any
loud -speaker without the use of other amplification
for full phonograph volume, and reception may be
satisfactorily accomplished over distances Qr p
of more than 2,000 miles

tvJ[

Dr. MacMillan's Choice -the Zenith
Out of all the radio sets on the market, Dr.
MacMillan selected the Zenith exclusively -because
of its flawless construction, its unusual selectivity,
its dependability and its tremendous reach.
Already his operator, on board the " Bowdoin" in
Northern Greenland, has tuned in several hundred
stations. You along the Atlantic who brag a little
when you tune in Catalina Island -what would you
say if you tuned in Hawaii from the Arctic Circle?
The set that Dr. MacMillan has is a standard
Zenith receiving set. And you can do all that
MacMillan does, and more, with either of the two
new models shown at the right. Their moderate
t
price brings them easily within
your reach. Write today for
full particulars.
,

Zenith

Radio Corporation
McCormick Building
CHICAGO

Model 3R-The new Zenith 3R "Long-Distance"
Receiver -Amplifier combines a specially designed
distortionless three -stage amplifier with the superefficient Zenith three -circuit regenerative tuner.
Fine vernier adjustments -in connection with the
unique Zenith aperiodic or non -resonant "selector"
primary circuit -make possible extreme selectivity.
2,000 to 3,000 Miles with Any Loud -Speaker
The new Zenith 3R has broken all records, even
those set by its famous predecessors of the Zenith line.
Satisfactory reception over distances of 2,000 to 3,000
miles, and over, is readily accomplished in full
volume, using any ordinary loud- speaker. No
special skill is required.
The Zenith is the only set built which is capable of
being used with all present -day tubes as well as
with any tubes that may be brought out in the future.
The Model 3R is compact,gracefulinline,an d
built in a highly finished mahogany cabinet $1

60

r ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION,
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen: Please send me illustrated literature on Zenith Radio.
1

Name
I

Address

